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stability /stəˈbɪləti/ noun. The quality or state of being steady and not changing or being 

disturbed in any way (= the quality of being stable)1 

 

                                                 
1 From the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (Turnbull et al. 2010) 



Summary 

SUMMARY 
As global change threatens ecosystems worldwide with biodiversity loss, studying ecosystem 
stability has never been so important. Most ecosystem stability studies have heretofore 
focused on single ecosystems and disturbances, usually following the behaviour of particular 
ecosystem properties, such as productivity and diversity indices. However, ecosystems are 
subjected to multiple disturbances simultaneously and at large spatial scales different 
ecosystems co-occur, each responding specifically to any given disturbance. Hence, the study 
of ecosystem stability needs to move towards approaches that can be informative at broad 
scales that are relevant for ecosystem management. This thesis is a step forward in this 
direction. Here, I used several approaches to assess how multiple global change drivers, such 
as climate change, extreme whether events, and land-use changes, affect ecosystem stability 
at landscape and larger spatial scales, and from single to multi-trophic level perspectives. 

I begin by highlighting the importance of considering the interactions between gradual 
and extreme climate changes, in conjunction with land-use changes, for the management of 
highly diverse landscapes, such as the European Alps. Using a spatially explicit dynamic 
vegetation model, I show that increasing drought frequency and intensity will likely change 
the trends of treeline movement expected under future gradual climate warming scenarios. I 
then investigated whether drought and gradual climate warming caused plant communities to 
shift in different ways, using n-dimensional hypervolumes to describe community states in 
multidimensional space. Drought effects on forest and grassland structure did not greatly 
change the long-term trajectories caused by gradual climate warming alone, but showed that 
forest communities became more unstable than grasslands in the future. However, focusing on 
vegetation dynamics remains limited to a single trophic level. Because trophic networks 
represent energy flows in an ecosystem, studying their stability to disturbances should provide 
more accurate information on overall ecosystem stability. Hence, I also investigated trophic 
network stability in European protected areas to future scenarios of land-use and climate 
changes. My results show that these trophic networks may be highly sensitive to climate 
changes, even if no land-use changes occur. Importantly, I show that considering different 
dispersal limitations will greatly impact network robustness, and stress the importance of 
accounting for these processes in future studies of trophic network robustness and when 
planning ecosystem management and conservation. 

In my thesis, I demonstrate that ecosystem stability concepts can and should be applied at 
scales that are relevant for management, while embracing the multidimensional nature of 
ecosystems.  
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RESUME 
Dans un contexte de changement global qui continue de menacer les espèces et l’intégrité des 
écosystèmes à travers le monde, l’étude de la stabilité des écosystèmes n’a jamais été aussi 
importante. Jusqu’à aujourd’hui, la plupart des études sur la stabilité des écosystèmes se sont 
centrées sur des écosystèmes simples et des perturbations individuelles, en focalisant 
généralement sur le comportement de propriétés écosystémiques particulières, comme les 
indices de productivité et de diversité. Cependant, les écosystèmes sont soumis simultanément 
à de multiples perturbations. De plus, à grande échelle spatiale, différents écosystèmes se 
succèdent, chacun répondant différemment à une perturbation donnée. L’étude de la stabilité 
des écosystèmes doit donc progresser vers des approches plus intégratives qui seront 
informatives à des échelles pertinentes pour la gestion des écosystèmes. Cette thèse est un pas 
en avant dans cette direction. Ici, j’ai utilisé plusieurs approches pour évaluer la façon dont de 
multiples facteurs de changement global, tels que les changements climatiques graduels et 
extrêmes et les changements d’usage du sol, affectent la stabilité des écosystèmes à grande 
échelle spatiale, du point de vue d’un seul niveau trophique à un point de vue multitrophique. 

Je commence par souligner l’importance de considérer les interactions entre les 
changements climatiques graduels et extrêmes, en conjonction avec les changements de 
l’usage du sol, pour la gestion de paysages hétérogènes, comme les Alpes européennes. En 
utilisant un modèle de végétation dynamique et spatialement explicite, je montre qu’une 
augmentation de la fréquence et de l’intensité de la sécheresse pourrait drastiquement changer 
les tendances d’embroussaillement des habitats ouverts alpins et subalpins qui sont 
généralement prévues par les projections ne prenant pas en compte ces évènements extrêmes 
dans le futur. J’ai ensuite étudié si la sécheresse et le réchauffement climatique progressif 
amenaient les communautés végétales à souffrir des transitions différentes, en utilisant une 
approche innovatrice dans laquelle les états des communautés sont décrits d’une façon 
multidimensionnelle. Je montre que bien que les effets de la sécheresse sur la structure des 
forêts et des pâturages ne devraient pas trop affecter les trajectoires à long terme causées 
seulement par le réchauffement climatique graduel, ils devraient rendre les communautés 
forestières plus instables que les prairies dans le futur. Cependant, l’analyse des réponses de la 
végétation reste limitée à un seul niveau trophique. Vu que les réseaux trophiques 
représentent les flux d’énergie dans un écosystème, l’étude de leur stabilité aux perturbations 
devrait fournir des informations plus précises sur la stabilité globale de l’écosystème. Donc, 
j’ai aussi étudié la stabilité des réseaux trophiques dans les aires protégées européennes face à 
des scénarios futurs d’usage du sol et de climat. Mes résultats montrent que ces réseaux 
trophiques peuvent être très sensibles aux changements climatiques, même s’ils ne sont 
soumis à aucun changement d’usage du sol. Notamment, je montre que la prise en compte des 
phénomènes de dispersion des espèces aura un impact important sur la robustesse des réseaux, 
et je souligne l’importance de leur prise en compte dans futurs études sur la robustesse des 
réseaux et pour la gestion des écosystèmes. 

Dans ma thèse, je démontre que les concepts de stabilité de l’écosystème peuvent et 
doivent être appliqués à des échelles pertinentes pour la gestion des écosystèmes, tout en 
adoptant la nature multidimensionnelle des écosystèmes. 
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PREFACE 
A Google Search on the term “stability” generates around 364 000 000 results that span a 

wide array of subjects, from the definition of the term, to its employment on mathematics, 

physics, chemistry, ecology and political and social sciences. Clearly, the concept of stability 

is a concept that most, if not all, disciplines use in some form or another. Although definitions 

of stability can vary depending on the field of research (and even within a particular field), in 

general terms a system is considered stable if it returns to its equilibrium point after being 

perturbed. Hence, understanding the stability of complex systems implies an understanding of 

what causes them to be unstable and what governs their dynamics. What makes A remain A? 

What happens to A if X or Y occur? How did A become B? Can we revert it? How? Quite 

likely, humans started asking themselves these questions ever since they began to consciously 

observe natural phenomena and, as scientific knowledge progressed and grew, we quickly 

realised that nature and the universe seem to be governed by an imperfect balance that reflects 

itself as an apparent stability. Two obvious examples are homeostasis, which allows the 

maintenance of an individual’s physiological balance – or low entropy at the expense of the 

environment – and dynamical geochemical equilibria observed in atmospheric, oceanic and 

geological complex chemistry. The reader will notice, however, the use of the terms “apparent 

stability”. Although thermodynamics teaches us that all systems converge to a state of lowest 

possible entropy, the fact that "closed systems" do not exist in reality means that absolute 

stability is ultimately impossible. That is, as low entropy is achieved at the expense of energy 

transformation low entropy states are temporary and, thus, unstable. Perceiving stability 

therefore depends on the scale (temporal and spatial) of analysis. For instance, planetary 

orbits can be considered stable at the millennial scale, but are certainly not if we consider time 

lengths spanning a star's lifetime. Nonetheless, the importance of studying the stability, 

instability and transient dynamics of complex systems has long been recognised in numerous 

fields, from chemistry to electrical engineering, from astrophysics to ecology (Hirsch et al. 

2012). In many cases this came from the desire for pure knowledge, but often it came from 

the desire or need to maintain particular states, as is the case for ecosystem and land-use 

management and conservation.  

The study of ecological and ecosystem stability has been thus gained significant attention 

from researchers in the last two decades (Fig. 1). As we realise that ecosystems are being 

driven into undesired states by global change forcing, understanding how ecosystems will 

respond to environmental change has become essential. However, studying the consequences 
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of environmental change for the stability of complex ecosystems or their realistic 

representations is not straightforward. Partly because ecosystems, like many other complex 

systems, often present non-linear dynamics, and partly because the “rules” governing 

ecosystems remain largely unknown. Even if there is a growing body of literature aiming to 

describe equilibrium dynamics of the biosphere (e.g. Rockström et al. 2009; Hughes et al. 

2013), the usefulness of these studies for management is not clear, especially at regional 

scales (Steffen et al. 2015). On the other hand, studies on ecosystem stability at smaller scales 

remain largely univariate (i.e. they follow the stability of isolated ecosystem components) and 

have usually focused on very few examples of ecosystems and, or, their simplified models. 

 
Figure 1. Number of articles published containing the terms "ecological stability" or "ecosystem stability" since 
the 1970s. Search query done in ISI Web of Knowledge (http://apps.isiknowledge.com), on the Science Citation 
Index Expanded (1900 to present) and Social Sciences Citation Index (1956 to present) databases. 

As global change drivers continue to menace ecosystems worldwide, coupling the notions 

of stability with realistic representations of complex ecosystems at large spatial scales is 

crucial to adequately predict the consequences of environmental change and inform 

management and policy making. The work presented here intends to be a step forward in this 

direction. Essentially, I aimed to show that studying ecosystem stability can be done from an 

applied perspective and at regional spatial scales, while encompassing the multivariate nature 

of ecosystems. Far from offering complete solutions, I propose that achieving adequate 

ecosystem management in face of global change will not only require considering the stability 

dynamics of ecosystems, but to do so while looking at ecosystems as multidimensional 

entities, whose stability depends on the dynamics of their multiple components. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Society is now more than ever concerned about how ecosystems respond to disturbances. As 

ecosystems around the globe are subjected climate change and direct anthropogenic action, 

large scale changes in ecological cycles, shifts in species ranges and increased rates of 

extinction are believed to be causing a sixth mass extinction (Barnosky et al. 2011, 2012). 

Hence, studying how ecosystems respond to drivers of environmental change is of utmost 

importance if we are to predict “what will happen to ecosystems” and “what we can do about 

it”. Importantly, different global change drivers will not only impact ecosystems differently, 

but they are also very likely to interact and aggravate, or compensate, each other (Brook et al. 

2008). Moreover, environmental disturbances will certainly have distinct impacts on different 

facets of biodiversity. Take for instance two communities of equal taxonomic diversity (i.e. 

species richness) that differ in their functional and phylogenetic diversity2. An equal loss of 

species richness will cause larger decreases in functional and phylogenetic diversity in the 

community with lower functional and phylogenetic redundancy (i.e. low proportion of species 

sharing similar functional traits or phylogenetic lineages). On the other hand, even if species 

loss does not result in the loss of functionally or phylogenetically distinct species, it may 

degrade redundancy and render communities more susceptible to further extinctions 

(Sundstrom et al. 2012). It is, therefore, important that the impact of disturbances is 

considered across different facets of diversity, especially because their role for maintaining 

ecosystem functioning can differ, as we will see later.  
                                                 
2 Functional diversity refers to the variety of species’ ecological strategies, which are determined by their 
functional trait values. Phylogenetic diversity refers to the average evolutionary divergence between species and 
has been often used as a proxy for functional diversity, assuming that closely related species are functionally 
more similar than distantly related ones (Cadotte et al. 2009). Several indices are used to measure different 
facets of both functional and phylogenetic diversity and I recommend the work by Mouchet et al. (2010) and 
Tucker et al. (2016) for their respective overview.  
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It was this need for a multidimensional assessment of ecosystem responses to different 

global change drivers and their interactions that drove the research presented in this thesis. 

The work I have developed during the past 3 years or so can be organised in a gradient of 

increasing complexity, through which I investigate three major questions: 

1. How do ecosystems respond to the interaction of multiple drivers of climate 

change and land-use changes at large spatial scales, and more specifically in the 

European Alps? 

2. Can we describe and study ecosystem stability without focusing on particular 

biodiversity facets, species, or ecosystem functions? 

3. What is the stability of ecosystems to land-use and climate changes from a 

multitrophic perspective at the continent landscape scale? 

In the next three sections, I will briefly review our current knowledge on each of these 

problems and define the working hypotheses that guided my work towards answering some of 

the research gaps identified. 

Interactions between different components of global change cannot be ignored 
Different human-induced drivers of global change not only impact ecosystems in distinct 

ways, but are also likely to interact (Sala et al. 2000; Brook et al. 2008; Murphy & Romanuk 

2014). For instance, forest logging and fragmentation can cause local, as well as regional, 

shifts in precipitation regimes that then feedback on vegetation (Brook et al. 2008), and alien 

species introduced outside of their native ranges may benefit from climate changes and invade 

mountain environments (Carboni et al. in prep. – see Appendix 6). Since plant communities 

are the basis of most, if not all, terrestrial ecosystems, understanding how global changes 

alone or in interaction will impact vegetation at landscape scales is highly relevant for the 

management of ecosystems and the services they provide.  

Mountain ecosystems are particularly prone to suffer changes in vegetation patterns as a 

result of environmental changes. As species inhabiting these environments are often at the 

lower limits of their temperature niches, their ranges are highly sensitive to climate warming 

(Pauli et al. 2012; Lenoir & Svenning 2015). In addition, millennia of human intervention 

have shaped ecosystems and species distributions in many mountain ranges (Delcourt & 

Delcourt 1988; Sarmiento & Frolich 2002; Carrión et al. 2007; Cunill et al. 2013; Walsh et al. 

2014), and changes in land-use management are leading to important vegetation shifts, as is 

the case in the European Alps (Gehrig-Fasel et al. 2007; Tasser et al. 2007). Although several 

studies have explored the responses of alpine plants and vegetation to environmental change, 
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at both local (e.g. Lenoir et al. 2010b; Spasojevic et al. 2013) and continental scales 

(Dullinger et al. 2012), few have investigated the interplay between climatic drivers and land-

use changes at spatial scales that are relevant for ecosystem management, e.g. national parks 

(but see Boulangeat et al. 2014a). Additionally, many of these studies focus on a specific type 

of vegetation or community, like forests (Palombo et al. 2013) or grasslands (Alatalo et al. 

2016), or on proxies for vegetation condition, such as remote sensing vegetation indices (Ivits 

et al. 2016), that may reflect some plant communities' responses better than others’. For 

instance, measuring changes the fraction of photosynthetically active radiation (FAPAR) 

relies on detecting the start and end of the vegetation growing season, which may not be 

detected in highly productive communities with low seasonal variation in productivity (Ivits 

et al. 2016). Also, correlations between the normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI)3 

and land surface temperature depend not only on geographic location and season, but also on 

the type of vegetation. Hence, we lack approaches that allow us to capture the effects and 

interactions of multiple drivers of global change, while encompassing community dynamics 

across different types of vegetation. Such approaches will be important to adapt ecosystem 

management and conservation in regions like the European Alps, where different ecosystems 

exist within a few kilometres, and are subjected to distinct land-use regimes, but also to 

changes in climate and land use. 

Climate change in Alpine communities is not only predicted to occur through gradual 

changes of average climate values, but also through changes in the patterns of extreme 

weather events, such as drought, flooding regimes, extreme winds and storms (IPCC 2012, 

2013). Drought regimes, in particular, have already been aggravated in the past decades 

(Spinoni et al. 2014) and caused forest diebacks across the globe (Allen et al. 2010) and 

changes in forest composition in the European Alps (Rigling et al. 2013). Worryingly, 

drought frequency and intensity are very likely to further increase during the 21st century, due 

to decreases in precipitation and, or, increases in evapotranspiration (IPCC 2012, 2013). This 

will have important repercussions for vegetation worldwide, as temperature extremes and 

water limitation directly impact plant photosynthesis and respiration (Frank et al. 2015). In 

fact, drought effects on plant growth and survival have been widely studied and are well 

understood, particularly in trees and forest systems (McDowell et al. 2008; Hartmann et al. 

                                                 
3 Vegetation indices like NDVI and FAPAR have been commonly used to assess vegetation conditions at 
landscape, continental and even global scales. They rely on satellite observations in multispectral bands 
reflecting surface “greenness”, reflecting vegetation health. I recommend Gu et al. (2007) who succinctly and 
clearly introduce the use of vegetation indices, with particular focus on NDVI-derived indices. 
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2013; Nardini et al. 2013). For instance, increases in temperature alone, i.e. without 

precipitation deficits, can trigger drought-responses in trees, increasing foliar transpiration 

due to higher vapour pressure deficits and water evaporation. In consequence, the individual 

tree can respond by closing its stomata and avoid further transpiration, in the case of isohydric 

species (species that maintain a constant leaf water potential), but increasing the risk of 

carbon starvation. Alternatively, anisohydric species (species that allow their leaf water 

potential to vary) maintain their stomata open and prevent carbon starvation, but risk 

hydraulic failure (see the review by McDowell et al. 2008 for a thorough explanation of plant 

physiological responses to drought). In either case, prolonged and severe drought can 

ultimately result in mortality increases across biomes, from monsoonal savannahs, to 

temperate and tropical ecosystems (Allen et al. 2010). 

Despite evidence indicating that drought regimes will have important consequences for 

the management of mountain ecosystems, their combined effects with gradual climate 

warming and changing land use are not clear. In the case of drought and climate warming, we 

can expect them to operate at different timescales, but also to have different consequences for 

vegetation at high elevations. While drought can halt plant growth and induce plant mortality 

at relatively short time scales (Bigler et al. 2006; Worrall et al. 2008), the effects of gradual 

temperature increases will operate at longer time scales and may counterbalance drought 

effects by benefiting plant growth (Lloyd & Fastie 2002) and facilitate the establishment of 

new species in previously colder environments (Gottfried et al. 2012). For instance, in 

European subalpine forests climate warming and drought have led to upslope colonisations of 

thermophilous species, which eventually outcompete the native species that suffer habitat 

reductions with climate warming (Rigling et al. 2013). On the other hand, very severe drought 

events may impede or delay species upward migrations, hindering species as they track 

climate change. The combined effects of these two drivers will largely depend on their 

relative strengths, on the position of species relatively to their environmental niche optima, 

and on interactions with other species. These dynamics are then further complicated by 

interactions with land-use and its changing trends. The long history of forest and grassland 

management in the European Alps for timber, fodder production and agriculture led to the 

establishment of artificial treelines and open habitats (Motta & Nola 2001; Giguet-Covex et 

al. 2014; Walsh et al. 2014). However, as a consequence of the European industrial 

movement, the mid-1800s saw the beginning of the abandonment of traditional agro-pastoral 

activities, which has been on-going until present days (Tasser et al. 2017). Land-use 

abandonment of subalpine and alpine grasslands favours their re-colonisation by woody 
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species – woody encroachment – with detrimental effects on biodiversity and on the 

provisioning of several ecosystem services (Lavorel et al. 2011; Ratajczak et al. 2012). 

Moreover, climate warming is likely to facilitate woody encroachment by shifting the 

environmental niche optima of woody species towards higher elevations (Sanz-Elorza et al. 

2003). Interactions with drought, however, are yet to be explored (but see Cáceres et al. 

2015). 

Land managers are thus facing significant challenges when it comes to land-use planning 

in mountain ecosystems facing climate and land-use changes. While setting-up experimental 

and field-based studies to investigate these synergies and capture their effects across large 

spatial scales is temporally and practically very ambitious, modelling approaches provide a 

complementary way to explore these issues. There is a wide range of models aiming at 

simulating drought effects, from fine-detail modelling of individual physiological drought 

responses, to models of long-term ecosystem dynamics with direct simulation of tree 

mortality (see review by Seidl et al. 2011). In parallel, time series of remote sensing 

vegetation indices have also been used to estimate water budgets and assess drought-prone 

conditions (Chakroun et al. 2012) and plant community responses to environmental 

conditions at the landscape scale (Dedieu et al. 2016). However, these approaches lack the 

integration of different vegetation strata, their spatial and temporal dynamics. As such they do 

not allow comparing the responses of different facets of biodiversity to the combined effects 

of drought, gradual climate warming and land-use changes. 

Simulating the effects of these three components of global change across different species 

and/or plant groups can be extremely complex from a physiological point of view, especially 

at large spatial scales. Not only because drought-response strategies differ across woody 

species, but also because we lack information regarding drought response strategies and 

drought response traits for most non-woody plants. Instead, hybrid mechanistic models allow 

combining trait-based and statistically derived relationships with models of population 

dynamics to simulate how vegetation responds to environmental change at large landscape 

scales (Vincenot et al. 2016). Albeit coarser than physiological models, hybrid models 

provide an excellent tool for landscape scale assessments of multiple disturbance effects on 

species population dynamics and arising ecosystem-level responses (Seidl et al. 2011). In 

Chapter I, I used and further developed a hybrid dynamic vegetation model, FATE-HD 

(Boulangeat et al. 2014b), to assess the synergies and effects of gradual climate change, 

different drought regimes and different land-use trajectories for treeline advancement in a 

national park in the French Alps. More specifically, I hypothesised that frequent and intense 
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drought would counteract treeline advancement towards higher elevations that is expected 

under land-use abandonment and climate warming. I also expected severe drought regimes to 

result in distinct trends of taxonomic and functional turnover in communities situated in the 

forest-grassland ecotone belt.  

Beyond a one-dimensional assessment of ecosystem responses to global change 
In the study presented in Chapter I, I chose three single ecosystem properties to summarise 

and assess ecosystem responses to global change drivers. Following the response of particular 

ecosystem properties 4  to environmental change has been of common practice amongst 

ecosystem stability studies. For instance, biodiversity and ecosystem functioning (BEF) 

studies have mostly focused on the relationship between species richness and productivity 

(but see Hector & Bagchi 2007), while many other studies focused on how different facets of 

biodiversity respond to disturbances (perturbation-biodiversity studies; see Appendix 1 for 

examples). These studies have largely contributed to our understanding of the mechanisms 

through which biodiversity stabilises ecosystem functioning and, in turn, how biodiversity 

itself is affected by disturbances (these findings have been summarised in Appendix 1). 

Despite it being largely accepted that higher levels of biodiversity allow greater ecosystems 

stability to a wide array of disturbances (Hooper et al. 2005), the mechanisms through which 

this happens may not be consistent across ecosystems and disturbances (see Appendix 1). Not 

only that, but some facets of biodiversity are likely to contribute more to ecosystem stability 

than others (de Bello et al. 2008; Pillar et al. 2013), and relationships between them can also 

change across ecosystems and disturbance gradients (Mayfield et al. 2010; Biswas & Mallik 

2011). Moreover, the large majority of these studies has not provided cross-ecosystem, cross-

disturbance or cross-ecosystem-function comparisons (but see Gamfeldt et al. 2008, Mayfield 

et al. 2010 and Hautier et al. 2015). Most remained largely focused on grassland plant 

productivity responses to controlled diversity treatments and disturbances such as grazing and 

nitrogen addition, since their easy manipulation and relatively fast dynamics make them 

excellent systems to test hypotheses. Thus, so far, the study of ecosystem stability has failed 

to provide an assessment of stability at large landscape scales where mosaics of different 

habitats co-exist, despite the utility of applying stability concepts for ecosystem management 

(Mori 2016). 
                                                 
4 Here I use the term “properties” to refer to set metrics and variables that can be used to describe and summarise 
an ecosystem or community. As such, they include both indices used to measure different facets of biodiversity 
(i.e. taxonomic, functional and phylogenetic diversity indices), and variables related to ecosystem functions, like 
productivity, nutrient cycling, litter decomposition, etc. 
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Landscape-scale and comparative analyses of ecosystem stability will require steering 

away from using isolated summary metrics of biodiversity, as these are likely to be related 

differently across ecosystems and have unequal contributions for stability. Likewise, even if 

plant productivity is the basis of most terrestrial systems, tracking changes in productivity 

alone may lead to ignoring other essential ecosystem functions (Hector & Bagchi 2007), and 

to ignoring the dynamics of less productive and, or, rare species whose role as providers of 

functional diversity and redundancy can be crucial to sustain ecosystem functioning (Mouillot 

et al. 2013). However, finding response variables that are ecosystem- and disturbance-

independent and, at the same time, comparable across systems in not an easy task (Reiss et al. 

2009). It has been recently proposed that response diversity5 should be used to summarise the 

contributions of different components of ecosystems (namely, their species) for the 

stabilisation of ecosystem function (Mori et al. 2013; Baskett et al. 2014). Because it 

integrates both taxonomic and functional diversity, as well as functional redundancy and 

compensation, response diversity provides a holistic perspective on the contribution of 

biodiversity for ecosystem stability and resilience (i.e. the capacity of a system to remain in 

the same state; but see Appendix 1 for a clarification of the terms ‘stability’ and ‘resilience’). 

However, because it depends on identifying key functional traits that reflect species’ 

contributions to ecosystem functioning and species’ responses to disturbances (‘effect traits’ 

and ‘response traits’, respectively; Lavorel & Garnier 2002) most studies have considered 

particular communities, and the use of response diversity to study stability and resilience 

across different ecosystems and disturbances remains complex. 

The second chapter of my thesis is based on the hypothesis that a multidimensional 

approach that encompasses the contribution of the multiple components of an ecosystem for 

its stabilisation, should provide a better reflection of stability, without being tied to particular 

ecosystem functions and particular conditions (Chapter II). To demonstrate this, I make use of 

n-dimensional hypervolumes to represent ecosystems in their different states (i.e. before and 

after disturbances) and compare then in order to assess departures from stability (i.e. the pre-

disturbance state). I then apply this framework to evaluate whether drought and gradual 

climate change have different consequences for the stability of grassland and forest 

communities in the forest-grassland ecotone (Chapter III).   

                                                 
5 Although used in other disciplines, ‘response diversity’ was initially defined in ecology by Elmqvist et al. 
(2003) as “the diversity of responses to environmental change among species that contribute to the same 
ecosystem function”.  
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Scaling up: ecosystem stability from a multi-trophic perspective at large spatial scales 
Until now, we have discussed ecosystem stability from a single-trophic-level perspective, 

considering only ecosystem producers – namely, plant communities. This stems in part from 

plant communities being the basis of most terrestrial ecosystems and assuming that the 

stability of plant productivity will reflect the stability of the overall ecosystem. But also, 

because plant communities (such as grasslands) are more easily manipulated to provide an 

experimental basis for hypothesis testing. However, ecosystem producers are but one of the 

many levels of complexity in ecosystems, which are composed by several other trophic levels 

and groups of organisms, linked by trophic and non-trophic interactions, like parasitism, 

pollination and decomposition to name a few. By summarising both species (or groups of 

species) as well as their interactions in an ecosystem, ecological networks bring together the 

contributions of both taxonomical and functional facets of diversity for ecosystem functioning 

(Thompson et al. 2012). As such, they are powerful tools to explore how ecosystem stability 

is affected by top-down and, or, bottom-up propagation of perturbations (Schleuning et al. 

2016), and even study how disturbances can impact the provisioning of ecosystem services 

(Dee et al. 2016).  

Ecological networks have been used to represent species interdependencies at least since 

the 1700s (Egerton 2007), but they were not used specifically until Pearce et al. (1912) 

described “the boll weevil complex”, the network of parasitic and trophic interactions 

associated with the cotton boll weevil (Fig. 2). From thereon, the number of published studies 

of particular trophic networks kept increasing and, in 1955, MacArthur was the first to my 

knowledge to relate trophic network diversity to ecosystem stability (MacArthur 1955). Since 

trophic networks represent species (nodes or vertices) interconnected by predator-prey links 

(or edges), they reflect the flow of energy and biomass in ecosystems and mediate species’ 

responses to perturbations (Pascual & Dunne 2006). Although the majority of ecological 

networks have classically represented single types of relationships between species – mainly 

trophic interactions – increasing work is being developed to integrate and compare different 

types of networks, and understand how their properties and structure differ (see for instance 

Thebault & Fontaine 2010; Kéfi et al. 2015). 

After MacArthur’s seminal piece on the relationship between network species diversity 

and stability, several studies have investigated the capacity of trophic networks to withstand 

perturbations, both in theoretical and empirical networks (Namba 2015). In many cases, 

network stability has been defined as network robustness, this is, a network’s propensity to 

lose nodes secondarily after the removal of another node (e.g. Dunne et al. 2002; Gilbert 
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2009; Kaiser-Bunbury et al. 2010; Evans et al. 2013). Importantly, several network properties 

seem to be related to higher, or lower, network robustness (Saint-Béat et al. 2015; Table 1).  

 
Figure 2. Possibly the first formal representation of a specific ecological network, by Pearce et al. (1912), 
depicting the parasitic and trophic interactions associated with the cotton boll weevil and its host, the cotton 
plant. 

In general, networks with higher link redundancy (which may be delivered by higher species 

diversity and omnivory) and higher connectance (proportion of realized links relatively to all 

potential links in a network) are more robust to disturbances. It is important to highlight that 

although higher connectance allows for higher robustness, this relationship will vary 

depending on how species are removed from the network. Ecological networks are known to 

be quite robust to random species removal, but not to targeted species removal (Dunne et al. 

2002; Memmott et al. 2004; Gilbert 2009; Kaiser-Bunbury et al. 2010; Cai et al. 2016). While 
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random species removal is less likely to affect a network’s connectance and disrupt it, the 

targeted removal of highly connected species decreases connectance, creating cascading 

extinctions. On the other hand, the removal of poorly connected species increases overall 

network connectance and, like random removal, has lower probability of disrupting the 

network. Since the relationship between connectance and robustness can vary according to 

species removal scenarios, Gilbert (2009) suggests considering changes in connectance 

(rather than network connectance values) as indicative of ecosystem robustness. After 

simulating several scenarios of species removal in 16 real food webs, Gilbert concluded that 

the larger the declines in connectance were associated with larger losses of robustness (i.e. 

networks became more susceptible to fragment or lose nodes secondarily). Moreover, 

although the removal of less connected species led to increases in overall network 

connectance, this still caused a decrease in robustness (Gilbert 2009).  

Given the tight relationships between trophic network properties (here included species 

richness) and network stability, trophic networks have been increasingly used to study overall 

ecosystem stability to biodiversity changes (Saint-Béat et al. 2015). Most of these studies 

have focussed on direct species removal in theoretical (e.g. Thebault & Fontaine 2010), as 

well as empirical networks (or networks modelled based on empirical data; e.g. Dunne et al. 

2002; Cai et al. 2016), and a few studies have simulated species removal via realistic 

disturbances, such as habitat loss (Evans et al. 2013), climate change (Albouy et al. 2014; 

Schleuning et al. 2016), or different ecosystem management practices (Condie et al. 2014). 

Except for those regarding marine environments (such as Albouy et al. 2014 or Condie et al. 

2014), these studies have been limited to geographically and temporally punctual or 

discontinuous, networks. Given the importance of considering the consequences of global 

change drivers for ecosystem stability at large landscape scales, the lack of spatially 

continuous information on how terrestrial trophic networks respond these disturbances is a 

clear impairment to their integration in ecosystem management and conservation, such as 

prioritisation of protected areas based on trophic network sensitivity to habitat conversion.  

Table 1. Ecological networks’ properties and analyses indices, their meaning and calculation, and their 
relationship with ecological stability and resilience (please refer to Appendix 1 for their working definition). 
Partially summarised from Saint-Béat et al. (2015), although not all formulas correspond to those presented in 
their review. 

Category Property  Link with resilience 
Structure 
complexity 

Species 
diversity 

Number of nodes 
 

Increases resilience 

    
 Connectance* Amount of connections in the network, 

measured as the proportion of realized links 
Increases stability and 
resilience* 

S
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(To,o) in terms of potential links 

 
    
Functioning 
of ecosystem 

Link strength Measured as i) the effect of an individual of 
species A on an individual of species B (per 
capita effect), or ii) the impact of link changes 
on the dynamics of other species or on 
ecosystem functioning 

Weak interactions, or 
a mix of weak and 
strong interactions 
increase stability and 
resilience 

    
Ecological 
network 
analysis 
indices 

Cycling Series of links between components of an 
ecosystem that begin and end in the same 
component, without going through the same 
component twice. Can be measured by several 
indices, e.g. Comprehensive Cycling Index is 
the difference between the sum of flows and 
all simple paths (paths without repeated 
compartments; Allesina & Ulanowicz 2004) 

Increases resilience (but 
not always) 

    
 Omnivory Number, or proportion, of parallel pathways 

between two compartments (i.e. trophic level) 
Increases stability and 
resilience 

    
 Ascendency Measures the activity and organisation within 

the system (Ulanowicz 2000) and can be 
calculated as: 

, 

with i and j representing prey and predator 
species, T representing trophic links, Ti,o being 
the links from one prey to all its predators and 
To,j the links from a predator to all its prey 
(Arreguín-Sánchez 2014) 

Decreases resilience 

*Changes in connectance (rather than their absolute values) seem to be more appropriate measures of robustness 
(Gilbert 2009). 

As large datasets become easier to compile and analyse, the construction of metawebs 

opens the possibility to study ecological networks at large spatial scales. Metawebs 

summarise the potential interactions among all species of a given species pool (at any given 

spatial scale) and, when combined with appropriate species distribution data, allow building 

local or ‘realised’ networks whose properties and stability can be analysed in spatially 

contiguous manner. For the last chapter of this thesis, I used a metaweb of trophic interactions 

across all pan-European terrestrial vertebrates to investigate the consequences of land-use and 

climate changes for trophic networks across European protected areas (Chapter IV). My main 

working hypothesis was that trophic networks with higher species diversity and higher link 

redundancy (offered by higher connectance and larger proportions of omnivorous species) 

would be more robust across all scenarios of disturbance. A large component of this work also 

consisted in highlighting regions of particularly lower, or higher, network robustness, thus 

paving the way for landscape scale analyses of network robustness that can be used to inform 
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management and conservation. 

Towards a large-scale assessment of ecosystem stability to multiple global change drivers 
As we have seen above, many of the approaches used to study ecosystem stability do not 

allow for an overall perspective of stability at landscape scales where different ecosystems 

exist. Moving the study of ecosystem stability towards a multi-ecosystem and multi-

disturbance direction requires using i) spatially explicit models and simulating different 

scenarios of change, ii) measures of stability that are ecosystem- and disturbance-

independent, and whenever possible iii) investigating the stability of ecological networks to 

realistic disturbances. In addition, if ecosystem stability studies aim to be relevant for 

ecosystem management and conservation, they should aim to focus on spatial scales that 

correspond to those typically addressed by managers. The research presented in this thesis 

was driven by the need to answer these issues and is outlined in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the analysed combinations of global change drivers and the approaches 
used to investigate their effects on ecosystem stability. 

I began by investigating the synergies between multiple drivers of global change and 

their consequences for ecosystems in the European Alps at the landscape scale (Chapter I). To 

do so, I used a hybrid mechanistic model to simulate plant community under scenarios of 

gradual climate changes, drought regimes and land-use changes, and explored their 

consequences for treeline movement and spatio-temporal dynamics of taxonomic and 

functional diversity in forest-grassland ecotone communities.  

I then extended my analysis to a multidimensional perspective of how distinct plant 

communities are destabilised in their whole by different global change drivers (Chapter II and 

Chapter III). Using n-dimensional hypervolumes, I described and compared community stable 

Approach Drivers 

Chapter I 

Chapter II 

Chapter III 

Chapter IV 

gradual climate 
change 

extreme events land-use change univariate n-dimensional multi-trophic 

X X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 
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states before and after perturbations, to assess how much communities depart from their pre-

perturbed states in terms of taxonomic and functional structure and composition. 

Finally, I then increased the scale of my analysis once more and investigated the 

robustness of multitrophic systems to changes in climate and land use, at the continental scale 

(Chapter IV). Thanks to an impressive data collection effort, I build spatially continuous 

trophic networks across all European Union (EU) protected areas – except for Croatia – and 

analysed their robustness to realistic scenarios of land-use and climate change, considering 

different dispersal limitations. 

I bring all the results of this thesis together in the Discussion and Perspectives section, 

where I discuss future study directions and comment on the applicability of my findings for 

ecosystem management and conservation.   
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CHAPTER I 
EXTREME CLIMATE EVENTS COUNTERACT THE EFFECTS OF 
CLIMATE AND LAND-USE CHANGES IN ALPINE TREE LINES 
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Abstract 

1. Climate change and extreme events, such as drought, threaten ecosystems world-wide 
and in particular mountain ecosystems, where species often live at their environmental 
tolerance limits. In the European Alps, plant communities are also influenced by land-use 
abandonment leading to woody encroachment of subalpine and alpine grasslands. 

2. In this study, we explored how the forest–grassland ecotone of Alpine tree lines will 
respond to gradual climate warming, drought events and land-use change in terms of 
forest expansion rates, taxonomic diversity and functional composition. We used a 
previously validated dynamic vegetation model, FATE-HD, parameterized for plant 
communities in the Ecrins National Park in the French Alps. 

3. Our results showed that intense drought counteracted the forest expansion at higher 
elevations driven by land-use abandonment and climate change, especially when 
combined with high drought frequency (occurring every 2 or less than 2 years). 

4. Furthermore, intense and frequent drought accelerated the rates of taxonomic change and 
resulted in overall higher taxonomic spatial heterogeneity of the ecotone than would be 
expected under gradual climate and land-use changes only. 

5. Synthesis and applications. The results from our model show that intense and frequent 
drought counteracts forest expansion driven by climate and land-use changes in the 
forest– grassland ecotone of Alpine tree lines. We argue that land-use planning must 
consider the effects of extreme events, such as drought, as well as climate and land-use 
changes, since extreme events might interfere with trends predicted under gradual climate 
warming and agricultural abandonment. 

 

Keywords: agricultural abandonment, climate change, drought, dynamic vegetation model, 
forest–grassland ecotone, global change, land-use changes, mountain ecosystems, synergistic 
effects of disturbances, woody encroachment 
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Introduction 

Many ecosystems around the globe are threatened by changes in climate and land use, which 

impact biodiversity at different levels. Mountain ecosystems, in particular, are especially 

vulnerable to the effects of climate change, as they harbour many species that are near their 

environmental tolerance limits. Changes in climate drive species range shifts and impact 

physiological processes, and might also impact the provisioning of ecosystem services 

(Bellard et al. 2012). Land-use changes, be it by conversion of natural habitats into 

agricultural or urban lands, or by abandonment of managed areas, could aggravate the effects 

of climate change, as well as contribute to large and sudden changes of available habitats and 

ecosystem services (Asner et al. 2004). Climate, however, is not only predicted to change in 

its long-term average, but also with regard to extreme events (e.g. drought), expected to 

intensify in many regions (IPCC 2012).  

 Drought affects plant reproduction, growth and survival and can ultimately lead to 

changes in forest (Park Williams et al. 2012) and grassland (Gu et al. 2007) productivity, to 

changes in vegetation composition of landscapes (Clark et al. 2016), and result in significant 

forest dieback at the global scale (Allen et al. 2010). Forest dieback can have cascading 

effects on biodiversity, carbon, water and nutrient cycling, and ultimately on the provisioning 

of ecosystem services, such as carbon uptake and storage (Anderegg et al. 2013). Such effects 

are likely very important in forest–grassland ecotones of mountain environments, where many 

tree species live close to their lower temperature limits and may reach their soil moisture 

limits in dry valleys (Goldblum & Rigg 2010). This is the case even in regions like the 

European Alps, where tree lines are further constrained by land use for farmlands, grazing and 

mowing (Carlson et al. 2014). In recent years, drought events have caused Swiss forests to 

suffer significant diebacks of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), favouring replacement 

colonization by pubescent oak (Quercus pubescens L.) and a turnover of forest composition 

(Rigling et al. 2013). Moreover, plant communities in mountainous areas are threatened by 

changes in land use that affect plant community structure and composition (Tasser & 

Tappeiner 2002). For example, simulations of vegetation dynamics in the European Alps 

predict that land-use abandonment and climate warming will interact and increase forest 

expansion towards higher elevations (Dirnböck et al. 2003; Boulangeat et al. 2014a).  

 Although forest–grassland ecotones in the European Alps are facing environmental 

changes originating from three fronts (i.e. gradual and extreme climate change, and land-use 
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abandonment), so far no study has investigated their joint effects, especially from a 

forecasting perspective (Seidl et al. 2011). While climate change and land abandonment 

should lead to forest expansion and woody encroachment of subalpine and alpine pastures 

(Asner et al. 2004), drought stress increases tree mortality, causing forest dieback. 

Consequently, we can expect that drought might counter the effects of gradual climate change 

and land-use abandonment, but this is likely to depend on drought frequency and intensity, as 

well as on the identity of species within communities. Milder droughts may contribute to 

faster woody encroachment of subalpine and alpine pastures by favouring species adapted to 

drier environments. On the other hand, very severe and, or frequent droughts are likely to 

slow forest progression. Such effects may not be homogeneous in space, especially if certain 

areas are prone to more intense or more frequent drought (Dobbertin et al. 2005; Worrall et 

al. 2013).  

 Here, we study, in a spatially explicit manner, how drought frequency and intensity 

interact with climate and land-use practices and affect forest–grassland ecotones in the 

European Alps using the landscape dynamic vegetation model FATE-HD (Boulangeat et al. 

2014b). Although FATE-HD does not simulate drought effects at the individual and 

physiological level, it can capture drought at the community level providing useful insights 

for management and conservation planning of complex ecosystems. For example, ecosystem 

management and conservation in the European Alps focuses on maintaining a bundle of 

ecosystem services (Grêt-Regamey et al. 2008; EC 2015), managing for a high diversity of 

habitats and on protecting biodiversity per se. Although this includes maintaining forest 

cover, there is also an important focus on avoiding woody encroachment of open habitats. 

FATE-HD provides information on these different conservation goals.  

 Specifically, we explored i) under which conditions drought reversed the trend of forest 

expansion that is observed under climate change and land-use abandonment; ii) whether 

forest–grassland ecotones suffered important changes in taxonomic and functional diversity 

when exposed to extreme events; and iii) the possible spatio-temporal dynamics of these 

changes. Finally, iv) we evaluated the consequences of drought regimes in the context of 

current land-use management and the provisioning of ecosystem services in the European 

Alps.  
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Materials and methods 

Study area  
We focused our study on the forest–grassland ecotone habitats of the Ecrins National Park 

(ENP), situated in south-east France in the French Alps. The park covers an area of 178 400 

ha (elevation ranging from 669 to 4102 m a.s.l.), with a rich diversity of plant species (ca. 

2000) and ecosystems, from mountainous to alpine habitats – the majority being open habitats 

(60% of the park surface). Land use consists mainly of agricultural activities (grazing, 48%; 

crop fields and mown grasslands, 9 8%; and forest management, 14%), which are accurately 

mapped (Esterni et al. 2006).  

The base model: FATE-HD  
FATE-HD has already been parameterized to explore the synergistic effects of land-use (LU) 

and climate changes (CC) on the vegetation of the ENP (Boulangeat et al. 2014a), and we 

have now extended it to incorporate drought effects. We first give a brief description of the 

base model (further details in the section FATE-HD ‘base model’ description in Appendix 2 

and in Boulangeat et al. 2014b) and then follow with a more detailed description of the new 

drought module.  

 FATE-HD models the spatio-temporal dynamics of plant functional groups (PFGs) by 

explicitly simulating their population dynamics and dispersal, interactions for light resources, 

and their responses to climate and different LU regimes. FATE-HD has been parameterized 

for 24 PFGs representative of both the taxonomic and functional diversity of the rich flora in 

the ENP (Boulangeat et al. 2012). They consist of six chamaephyte groups (C1-6), 10 

herbaceous groups (H1-10) and eight phanerophyte groups (P1-8), each occupying up to five 

height strata and passing through four ages (1–4) that have different responses to disturbances 

(see Table S1 in Appendix 2). The abundance of a given stratum in a pixel determines the 

amount of light that reaches lower strata. Interactions for light resources are simulated by 

accounting for the amount of light reaching each PFG cohort in a stand and the PFG’s light 

preferences. Responses to climate are simulated through habitat suitability (HS) maps 

(constructed a priori based on observed occurrences) for each PFG, and climate change is 

simulated by changing HS maps at regular intervals (see FATE-HD ‘base model’ description 

in Appendix 2). Land-use disturbances are modelled in a spatially explicit manner, by 

assigning mowing, grazing (with intensities low, medium or high) or no disturbance to each 
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pixel (see FATE-HD ‘base model’ description in Appendix 2). Model output consists of 

yearly strata and PFG abundances per pixel.  

Simulating drought events  
Whether or not a PFG was affected by drought depended on the comparison of the PFG’s past 

drought exposure to simulated yearly drought intensity values. To calculate each PFG’s past 

drought exposure, we combined PFG occurrences (from the vegetation data base of the 

Conservatoire Botanique National Alpin; see Boulangeat et al. 2012 and CBNA 2015) with 

monthly values of a moisture index (MI; Thornthwaite 1948) across the entire French Alps for 

1961–1990 (see Parameterising and simulating drought effects in Appendix 2). MI was 

calculated as the difference between precipitation and potential evapotranspiration (negative 

MI indicating drought; see Parameterising and simulating drought effects in Appendix 2). For 

each PFG, we extracted the distribution of monthly MI values from each plot where it 

occurred (hereafter MI1961–1990). We then defined drought intensity (Din) as the lowest MI 

value in a year for each occurrence plot. Finally, a PFG’s past drought exposure was defined 

as the distribution of these experienced Din values (hereafter Din1961–1990).  

 At each year, the PFGs’ past drought exposure calculated above was compared with 

values of Din within each pixel (Din maps; Fig. 4). The comparison triggered, or not, 

consequences of drought events through two sequential modelling steps: i) ‘identifying 

drought effects’ and ii) ‘modelling drought response’. 

1. Identifying drought effects under past and future conditions 
In the simulations, yearly Din values per pixel were obtained from past observations of MI 

values in the French Alps (validation runs) or from calculations of MI values using future 

climate predictions (future drought scenario runs). Drought was detected for a PFG in a given 

pixel, for a given simulation year, when the pixel Din was ‘abnormally’ low relative to the 

PFGs past drought exposure (Din1961–1990 distribution, Fig. S1 in Appendix 2). The drought 

status was classified as ‘no drought’, ‘moderate drought’ or ‘severe drought’, depending on 

two ‘drought detection thresholds’, which were defined as deviations from mean values of 

PFGs’ past drought exposure (Din1961–1990 distribution). No drought was detected if the pixel 

Din value was greater than x̅ - 1.5 x SD of Din1961–1990 (x̅ and SD being the mean and standard 

deviation, respectively; step 2.1 in Fig. 4). Moderate and severe drought occurred if the pixel 

Din was less than x̅ - 1.5 x SD of Din1961–1990 (step 2.2) and less than x̅ - 2.0 x SD of Din1961–

1990, respectively (step 2.3; see PFG drought detection thresholds in Table S3 in Appendix 2).  
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Figure 4. Drought simulation scheme. For each year i, a PFG’s habitat suitability (HS; step 1) and drought 
effects (step 2) are evaluated within a pixel j. If HSij or Dinij are below reference values (HSref and x̅  1.5SD of 
Din161-1990, respectively) PFG fecundity and recruitment are set to 0 (medium-grey arrows and boxes). 
Additionally, if Dinij crosses the reference value, one drought year is added to the PFG’s cumulative drought 
effects counter (thin dashed arrows and light grey box). Severe drought effects occur if conditions 2.3.1.ii or 
2.3.2 are met (dark grey arrows and boxes), consisting in immediate and post-drought effects (full and dash-dot 
arrows, respectively). Otherwise, only moderate drought effects are caused (2.1 and 2.3.1.i; medium grey full 
arrows). Drought recovery is simulated by subtracting one (phanerophytes and shrub chamaephytes, C4) or two 
drought events from the cumulative drought effects counter (thin, dark grey and dashed arrow). Small light grey 
squares indicate the ‘drought sensitivity’ parameter and the total number of squares indicates the size of the 
counter (‘cumulative drought response’ parameter). See Table S3 in Appendix 2 for full parameter list and refer 
to main text for further details. 

 Effects of severe drought depended on the accumulation of past drought events 

(‘cumulative effect of drought’; steps 2.3.1 ii and 2.3.2). This cumulative effect of drought 

was meant to simulate the fact that after long periods of water stress, less intense droughts 

may also have severe effects on tree mortality (McDowell et al. 2008; Allen et al. 2010). 

Cumulative effects of drought were twofold and are regulated by two PFG-specific 

parameters: the PFG’s sensitivity to a severe drought (‘drought sensitivity’; Table S3 in 

Appendix 2) and the PFG’s response to successive droughts (‘cumulative drought response’; 

Table S3 in Appendix 2). Drought sensitivity expressed the number of droughts a PFG must 

experience before suffering severe effects due to a severe drought (step 2.3; see ‘Modelling 

drought responses’ below). For herbaceous groups, severe drought effects occurred during the 

first severe drought they experienced (drought sensitivity = 1). In contrast, chamaephytes and 

phanerophytes were less sensitive: chamaephytes only suffered severe effects during the 

second drought they experienced, while phanerophytes and shrubs (C4) were only affected 

severely during the third drought event (step 2.3.1 ii; years represented as light grey squares 
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in Fig. 4). After a certain number of droughts experienced, the PFG’s tolerance is weakened 

and all drought events (moderate or severe) have severe consequences. The cumulative 

drought response parameter expressed how many successive drought events were tolerated by 

a PFG before any subsequent drought events started having severe effects (step 2.3.2). Again, 

chamaephytes and phanerophytes (together with group C4) were more tolerant and only 

suffered severe effects from subsequent droughts after three and five drought events, 

respectively (total number of squares in Fig. 4). Herbaceous groups only needed two drought 

years to be severely affected by any subsequent drought.  

 Finally, to simulate drought recovery (and avoid accumulating drought years 

indefinitely), we removed one drought year (phanerophytes and shrub chamaephytes) or 2 

years (herbaceous groups and most chamaephytes) from the PFGs’ cumulative effect counters 

during each non-drought year (dark grey dashed arrow in Fig. 4).  

2. Modelling drought responses 
Drought effects were twofold, immediate and/or post-drought (occurring the year after 

drought), in order to simulate demographic responses during and after drought occurs (Allen 

et al. 2010). Drought immediately affected a PFG’s recruitment and fecundity, which were set 

to 0 during the present drought year (moderate and severe droughts). A severe drought also 

increased PFGs mortality (0– 60% depending on the PFG type, soil moisture preference and 

age) and caused PFGs to resprout (0–80% depending on PFG type, soil moisture preference 

and age). Post-drought effects were only modelled after a severe drought. To this end, PFG 

recruitment and fecundity were set to 0, PFG mortality was increased, and resprouting of 

PFGs was activated (although less than for immediate drought effects: 0–20% for mortality 

and 0– 50% for resprouting). We calculated each PFG’s soil moisture preference class (0 = 

drought tolerant to 3 = drought intolerant; see details in Parameterising and simulating 

drought effects in Appendix 2) considering both PFGs’ past drought exposure (via their 

MI1961–1990 distributions) and expert knowledge on the soil moisture requirements of the PFGs. 

Drought-intolerant PFGs responded with higher mortality rates, and, across PFGs, younger 

and older PFGs (extremes of the size gradient) also suffered higher mortality rates (McDowell 

et al. 2008). Herbaceous and most chamaephyte PFGs never resprouted during drought, did 

not suffer post-drought mortality, but always resprouted after a severe drought. Younger 

individuals (age 1) were never capable of resprouting (see Parameterising and simulating 

drought effects in Appendix 2 for further details, and Table S3 for the full list of drought-

related parameters).  
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 Finally, we also simulated the protective effect of canopy cover as a buffer against 

drought effects. Canopy cover has been shown to increase seedling survival, by an 

amelioration of local microclimate conditions in terms of air and soil temperature, radiation 

and humidity (Gómez-Aparicio et al. 2005; Kane et al. 2011). Hence, in simulations, pixel 

Din values were increased by 25% in pixels where tree cover (strata > 1.5 m) was at least 

40% (Esterni et al. 2006) – recall that less negative Din values correspond to less severe 

drought.  

Simulation experiments  
Simulations started with an initialization phase of 850 years during which current climate and 

land-use regimes were modelled (Fig. 5). This phase allowed a stabilization of PFGs and 

achieving the current vegetation state before any future scenarios of climate, land-use or 

drought regime changes were applied (Boulangeat et al. 2014b). All scenario simulations 

started from the last year of the initialization phase, which will be referred to as year 0 

hereafter.  

 We simulated one scenario of gradual CC, five scenarios of increasing drought frequency 

that were combined with three scenarios of increasing drought intensity (see below) and with 

two scenarios of LU change, totalling to 30 scenarios runs (Fig. 5). Since changes in drought 

regimes are thought to be a consequence of CC, we always changed background climate 

through its impact on habitat suitability for PFGs. Additionally, we ran two baseline 

simulations with only gradual CC (i.e. no drought), each with a scenario of LU.  

 Drought was implemented similarly to CC, by feeding maps of drought intensity (Din) 

values. Like maps of ‘current’ HS, ‘current’ Din maps were calculated by averaging past MI 

values across years 1961–1990. Since drought events are caused by extreme values of 

temperature and/or precipitation (IPCC 2012), we used the predicted temperature and 

precipitation maps for 2080 (following the A1B scenario described in FATE-HD ‘base model’ 

description in Appendix 2) to calculate future maps of Din values. Current IPCC predictions 

indicate that drought frequency and intensity are to increase in the future (IPCC 2012); hence, 

we simulated three different drought intensities with linearly increasing drought frequencies 

and fixed periods without drought events to test our hypotheses. This allowed the vegetation 

to recover by avoiding long periods of continuous drought if frequency was high. Drought 

was then set to occur either every year or every 2, 4, 8 or 16 years (five drought frequency 

scenarios), with a 10-year no-drought period after each sequence of five drought events. 
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Future and current Din maps were alternated to create drought and no-drought years, 

respectively. As for drought intensity, we calculated three levels of intensity (‘low’, ‘medium’ 

and ‘high’) that would not greatly deviate from climate predictions. Medium intensity 

corresponded to forecasted Din values for the year 2080, and low/high intensity corresponded 

to an increase/decrease of these values by 20%, respectively (three intensity scenarios; see 

Fig. S1 in Appendix 2).  

 
Figure 5. Simulation experiment workflow. An initialisation phase (0-850 years) allowed reproducing the 
current vegetation state of the Ecrins National Park. The last 50 years of the initialisation phase (800-850 years) 
were used to validate the drought module, while the last year (year 850) was the starting point of scenario 
simulations, which lasted 200 years. Climate change was implemented from years 15 to 90. Land-use changes 
were implemented at year 4, remaining unchanged until the end of the simulations. Drought regimes were 
initiated at year 15, lasting at least as long as climate change, up to year 105. 

 Land-use scenarios consisted of removing all grazing and mowing activities to simulate 

LU abandonment, or to continue current LU practices to simulate a ‘business-as-usual’ 

scenario (two LU scenarios). Land-use abandonment was applied at year 4 until the end of the 

simulation, whereas gradual CC was applied by changing PFG habitat suitability at regular 

15-year intervals, starting at year 15 until year 90 (see FATE-HD ‘base model’ description in 

Appendix 2 and Boulangeat et al. 2014a). The duration of drought regimes depended on the 

scenario of drought frequency, but covered at least the period of gradual CC (years 15–90) 

and finished before year 105. For all scenarios, simulations were run for a total of 200 years 

and replicated three times (Fig. 4).  
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We validated the drought module by running a simulation using observed data of drought 

events that occurred between 1961 and 1990 (Fig. 4). Model output was compared to 

vegetation plots from the ENP database and the previous validation of FATE-HD (Boulangeat 

et al. 2014b). We found that the simulated vegetation represented the observed vegetation of 

the park well and concluded that the inclusion of drought effects led to good model 

performance (see Validation of drought module in Appendix 2).  

Analysis of results  
To answer our first question regarding the effects of drought and LU on forest expansion, we 

analysed how different combinations of drought intensity, drought frequency and LU regimes 

influenced the speed at which forest and shrubland migrated towards higher elevations. Forest 

and shrubland pixels were identified based on the percentage of tree cover (strata > 1.5 m), 

which was larger than 60% for forest and between 10% and 60% for shrubland (Esterni et al. 

2006). Rates of forest and shrubland expansion (RFE and RSE, respectively) were estimated 

independently for three different time frames. The first reflected the initial impacts of gradual 

CC, LU and drought disturbances (years 0–49). The second reflected responses to on-going 

CC and drought events and medium-term responses after they ended (years 50–149). The last 

time frame reflected long-term responses to gradual climate and LU changes, as well as 

recovery from drought events and the eventual establishment of new equilibria (years 150–

200). Hence, for each time frame (and each scenario), we regressed yearly maximum 

elevation obtained for forest and for shrubland pixels against time to obtain the rates of 

expansion (regression slopes). Responses of RFE and of RSE to drought and LU regimes, and 

their interactions, were analysed separately for each time frame using analyses of variance 

(ANOVAs). Four levels of drought intensity (‘no drought’, ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’) and 

six of drought frequency (‘no drought’, every year and every 2, 4, 8 and 16 years) were used 

as independent factors. Land use was used as a factor with two levels (‘abandonment’ and 

‘business-as-usual’). Model selection was based on Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 

values, model parsimony and analyses of residuals.  

 Taxonomic response of the forest–grassland ecotone to simulated drought, CC and LU, 

was assessed by quantifying PFG turnover both spatially and temporally, using a measure of 

β-diversity. The ecotone was spatially delimited for each scenario at year 0, using a buffer 

distance around the upper tree line (1000 m above and 500 m below), tree line being defined 

at the third quartile of elevation values of forest pixels. Mean -diversity was calculated using 
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a multiplicative decomposition of - and -diversity, calculated as the inverse Simpson 

concentration (Whittaker 1972):  
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where p is the relative abundance of each PFG across pixels (for -diversity), or in each pixel 

i (for -diversity), and n the total number of communities. Alpha and -diversity are bounded 

between unity and the maximum number of PFGs; -diversity is bounded between unity and 

the maximum number of communities (Tuomisto 2010). For temporal turnover, -diversity 

was calculated per pixel (i.e. communities) with reference to year 0 at subsequent 5-year 

intervals (year five against year zero, year 10 against year zero, etc.), then averaged across all 

ecotone pixels to obtain a value per pair of years. Spatial turnover was calculated across all 

ecotone pixels (for a given year) every 5 years.  

 We also explored how community-averaged soil moisture preference changed spatially 

under different drought regimes and different LU practices. Focusing again on the ecotone, 

we calculated community-weighted mean values of soil moisture preference classes 

(CWMSM) every 5 years, by weighing PFG soil moisture preference values (SMj) by PFG 

relative abundances (abundj, j being a PFG) for each pixel (Garnier et al. 2004; Violle et al. 

2007):  

  jjSM abundSMCWM  (Eq. 3) 

 Since we were interested in mapping increases or decreases of CWMSM, rather than 

following its temporal evolution, we calculated changes in CWMSM per pixel, as the 

difference between CMWSM values of a given year and year 0. Negative values indicated 

shifts towards communities with preference for drier soils, while positive values indicated 

shifts to communities with higher moisture requirements. Resulting CWMSM changes were 

mapped for different scenarios of drought intensity/frequency and LU management to obtain a 

spatial image of functional community shifts. In addition, we assessed whether changes 

towards communities with higher or lower soil moisture preference were linked to elevation, 

by calculating Pearson product–moment correlation coefficients between values of change 

and elevation across ecotone pixels. 
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Results  

When considering all scenarios of drought and land-use regimes, rates of forest expansion 

(RFE) towards higher elevations were not significantly different from the rates of shrubland 

expansion (RSE; Fig. S4 in Appendix 2). While RSE was always significantly affected by 

drought intensity and frequency, RFE only responded significantly to these factors during the 

early phases of the simulations (years 0–49 and 50–149 in Fig. 6a and Tables S5 and S6). 

Both RSE and RFE were more affected by different drought intensities, rather than 

frequencies (Table S6 in Appendix 2). Also, RSE and RFE responded differently to the 

interaction between drought intensity and frequency, which significantly affected RFE 

between years 0 and 149, but only had a significant effect on RSE during the last 50 years.  

 
Figure 6. Effects of drought intensity, drought frequency and land-use practices on a) rates of shrubland 
expansion (RES) and on b) rates of forest expansion (RFE) for the three simulation time frames. Plots show the 
rates of expansion of all forest and shrubland pixels averaged across the three simulation repetitions. Dashed 
lines show baseline levels. Vertical arrows indicate increasing drought intensities (colour coded from low to 
high), while horizontal arrows along the x-axis indicate increasing frequency (from every 16 years, “16”, to 
every year, “1”). Climate change and drought were implemented between years 15-90 (drought regimes up to 
year 105) and land-use abandonment started at year 4 onward. 
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 Between years 0 and 49, high drought intensity generally increased RSE and RFE, 

especially when associated with higher drought frequencies (RSE ~ 2.5 m year-1 and RFE 

between approximately 2.5 and 2 m year-1; left panels in Fig. 6a,b). This pattern was then 

reversed between years 50–149, where medium and high drought intensities caused RSE to 

decrease (RSE almost always <1 m year-1; middle panel in Fig. 6a), a pattern that could also 

be seen for forest expansion under land-use abandonment (middle panel in Fig. 6b) and for 

shrubland expansion during the last time frame (right panel in Fig. 6a). The effect of drought 

frequency on RSE was more evident during the first two time frames, where increasing 

frequencies led to larger departures from baseline expansion rates (left and middle panels in 

Fig. 6a). On the other hand, the effect of drought frequency on RFE (and on RSE during the 

last 50 years) was largely dependent on drought intensity. While increasing the frequency of 

low intensity drought events did not seem to impact forest expansion more than climate and 

land-use changes alone, it clearly aggravated the effects of high intensity drought events (left 

and middle panels in Fig. 6b, but see also right panel in Fig. 6a for a similar pattern). The 

effect of LU gained importance during the two last time frames, where land-use abandonment 

generally increased RSE and RFE across the different drought intensity and frequency levels 

(middle and right panels in Fig. 6a,b). In fact, during the last 50 years, the response of RFE 

was only significantly affected by LU, despite that there seems to be a negative effect of high 

drought intensity when current land-use practices were kept (see right panel in Fig. 6b).  

 Given that higher drought frequencies generally increased the effects of high intensity 

drought events, enhancing the differences between drought intensity levels, we analysed 

ecotone community responses by contrasting the two most extreme drought frequency 

scenarios (in terms of RSE and RFE) across LUs: i) infrequent droughts (occurring every 16 

years) and ii) frequent droughts (occurring every 2 years). Drought regimes only seemed to 

affect PFG turnover (measured by -diversity) when drought was frequent and their impact 

differed between LU scenarios (Fig. 7). In general, the ecotone became increasingly different 

from its initial state during the period of gradual CC, especially under a LU abandonment 

scenario (Fig. 7; see also Fig. S5 in Appendix 2). However, frequent drought events affected 

the rates at which these changes occurred. Temporal taxonomic turnover accelerated during 

periods of drought, but stabilized at lower levels towards the end of the simulations, 

especially if drought intensity was high (Fig. 7b). Similarly, more frequent drought events 

increased spatial taxonomic heterogeneity, especially in combination with high drought 

intensity (Fig. S5 in Appendix 2).  
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Figure 7. Effects of drought intensity (colour coded) and land-use practices on temporal -diversity are shown 
for scenarios of a) low drought frequency (every 16 years) and b) high frequency (every two years). Temporal -
diversity was calculated every 5 years with respect to year 0, within forest–grassland ecotone boundaries 
defined at year 0 in each scenario, and averaged across simulation repetitions. Vertical lines indicate climate 
changes (full line) and drought events (dashed lines); land-use abandonment started at year 4 onward. Standard 
error bars are shown in grey for each point. 

Since drought effects on forest and shrubland expansion were stronger during the first 

two simulation phases (years 0–149), we analysed functional changes in forest– grassland 

ecotone communities during this period. In general, soil moisture preference showed 

important changes across this time period (differences between years 145 and year 0 ranged 

from 2.17 to 1.55 CWMSM units; Fig. 8). These changes were significantly correlated with 

elevation, although correlation values were relatively low due to higher variance at lower 

elevations (Fig. S6 in Appendix 2). Mapping the difference in soil moisture preference values 

between year 145 and year 0 revealed a tendency for communities to become more drought 

tolerant across the landscape, especially at higher elevations (see sign of correlations with 

elevation in Fig. 8). Although visual patterns are very similar with or without drought effects, 

the correlation between CWMSM and elevation is weaker under highly intense and frequent 

drought. Land-use abandonment contributed to larger changes towards lower values of 

CWMSM than did current LU activities and also decreased the strength of the correlation 

between CWMSM and elevation (compare upper and lower panels in Fig. 8a–c).  
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Discussion 

Despite the likelihood that drought frequency and intensity will increase in European 

mountainous areas (Calanca 2007), their impact has been largely understudied. Our 

simulations revealed that drought can have significant impacts on the dynamics of forest–

grassland ecotones in the European Alps and that these impacts can partially change under 

different land-use scenarios. 

 
Figure 8. Functional responses of the forest–grassland ecotone across land-use scenarios for a) baseline 
simulations and for two extreme scenarios of drought: b) low intensity drought events occurring every 16 years 
and c) high intensity drought events occurring every two years. Maps show differences in community-weighted 
mean (CWM) soil moisture preference values calculated between year 145 and year 0 of the scenario 
simulations, averaged across simulation repetitions. Negative values indicate communities that became more 
drought-tolerant. Pearson moment correlation values between CWM differences and elevation are shown in the 
top right corners. Also, see Fig. S6 in Appendix 2 for temporal evolution of CWM values. 

 We used a dynamic vegetation model to simulate drought effects on vegetation. Unlike 

physiological approaches that provide prediction of drought effects at the individual level, 

FATE-HD provides an overview at the landscape level bypassing the issues associated with 
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simulating physiological processes. The validation of FATE-HD suggests that the model 

gives a realistic picture of the mechanisms driving vegetation dynamics in the park. Using a 

particular period (here 1961–1990) for parameterization may have biased our estimates of 

drought sensitivity and severity, since two important drought events have affected the ENP in 

the early 2000s (Bonet et al. 2016). Yet, this bias is equal among scenarios and should not 

affect their relative differences. Our approach might also suffer from the fact that it does not  

include other important factors that may interact with drought, such as pests, insect outbreaks 

or atmospheric CO2, which may influence vegetative growth. However, this would require a 

complex physiological model difficult to parameterize for such a rich and diverse region. 

Therefore, our aim was not to provide quantitative estimates of vegetation changes, but 

instead provide a qualitative comparison of the possible effects of different drought regimes 

on landscape succession.  

Drought effects on woody encroachment  
Drought events showed opposing effects compared to land-use abandonment and gradual 

climate change, by accelerating forest and shrubland expansion during the first years of 

drought and decelerating it in subsequent years, especially when drought frequency and 

intensity were high. While effects of infrequent drought (occurring every 16 years) or of low 

intensity drought were not easily distinguishable from simply ignoring extreme events, an 

increase of drought frequency to every 1–2 years, or of drought intensity, changed forest and 

shrubland expansion rates (Fig. 6). Indeed, high drought frequencies have been shown to 

aggravate the effects of short drought events, causing similar levels of tree mortality as those 

observed during prolonged droughts (Adams et al. 2009). Similarly, our results showed that, 

when drought was frequent, low and medium drought intensities resulted in rates of shrubland 

expansion almost as low as those of high drought intensities (years 50–149 in Fig. 6a). On the 

other hand, mild drought events may increase forest expansion if they remain below species-

specific tolerance thresholds (Bachelet et al. 2001), which could explain the higher forest and 

shrubland expansion rates during the first 50 years (Fig. 6a,b). In fact, in our simulations, 

herbaceous and most chamaephyte PFGs were more sensitive to drought than phanerophytes, 

meaning that these groups were more negatively affected by successive moderate droughts 

and competed less for light resources, eventually reducing forest retraction.  

 Obviously, quantitative expansion rates are related to the way drought effects were 

parameterized. We used a conservative approach when simulating drought-related mortality, 

which only occurred in response to severe drought. In addition, severe drought effects were 
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only triggered if a minimum number of drought events were accumulated, with phanerophyte 

groups being the least affected by drought. Although this led to smaller effects of drought at 

low frequencies, our parameterization reflects the observed resistance of these groups to 

drought in the study area, relatively to the climate period of reference. Furthermore, decisions 

on cumulative effects for different PFG life forms were based on expert knowledge from 

botanists working within the ENP, which we believe is highly valuable. While our 

parameterization of drought effects might not reflect true quantitative estimates, it allows 

exploring how different drought frequencies affect the progression of tree line towards higher 

elevations in the Alps and how these effects are modulated by land uses.  

Drought effects on ecotone biodiversity  
Unlike woody encroachment, changes in tree line biodiversity were mainly impacted by 

gradual climate change and land-use regimes. Climate-induced changes in community 

composition invariably increased with time (Fig. 7). Land-use abandonment led to more 

homogeneous landscapes due to grassland conversion to forest, while current land-use 

practices led to higher heterogeneity, as grasslands were artificially kept open and forests 

colonized unmanaged areas (Fig. S5 in Appendix 2). However, drought regimes had 

important effects on the rate at which these changes occurred. Turnover rates increased during 

periods of frequent drought (Fig. 7b) and the ecotone became spatially more heterogeneous 

than under the effect of gradual climate change (Fig. S5 in Appendix 2). Under land-use 

abandonment, this was due to the fact that despite the conversion of large open areas to forest, 

which increased overall spatial homogeneity (upper panels in Figs. 4b and 5b), higher PFG 

mortality caused by drought negatively affected the colonization of certain warm-adapted 

and/or drought-adapted PFGs, reducing the effects of gradual climate change (such as C1, C4, 

C5 and P7; see Tables S2 and S3 in Appendix 2). Oppositely, the business-as-usual scenario 

prevented forest colonization in managed areas but allowed it in other areas, maintaining a 

higher spatial -diversity (Boulangeat et al. 2014a); however, frequent drought selected 

against PFGs with lower drought resistance (such as H6, H7 and P2; Tables S2 and S3 in 

Appendix 2) and in favour of less sensitive herbaceous and chamaephyte groups (such as C5 

and H5; Tables S2 and S3 in Appendix 2) increasing the speed at which the ecotone changed 

(see lower panel in Fig. 7b) and the heterogeneity between managed areas and those that 

became invaded (lower panel in Fig. S5b in Appendix 2).  

 As with taxonomic turnover, changes in community soil moisture preference were also 

mainly driven by gradual climate change and land-use practices (Fig. 8). Community soil 
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moisture preference generally decreased during, and sometime after, the period of simulated 

drought and climate change (years 0–145); yet, this varied not only between scenarios of 

land-use change, but also with elevation (see steeper curves at lower elevations in Fig. S6 in 

Appendix 2). This functional homogenization following gradual climate change, especially in 

combination with land-use abandonment, was due to the replacement of drought-intolerant 

ecotone communities by more drought-tolerant ones across the entire landscape. Furthermore, 

our results suggest that frequent and intense drought may cause functional shifts in 

communities that are not necessarily similar to those observed under gradual climate warming 

(Fig. 5 and Fig. S6 in Appendix 2).  

 Changes in understory communities may be the direct result of drought-related mortality, 

but also the indirect result of change in forest cover. Not only did we simulate changes in light 

interception at the canopy level, but also its buffering effect against drought stress, two factors 

that are at the origin of negative feedbacks of forest cover reduction on understory 

communities (McDowell et al. 2008; Allen et al. 2010; Anderegg et al. 2013). Therefore, the 

simulated loss of tree cover exposed understory communities to stronger drought effects and 

changed their exposure to light, most likely leading to changes in community composition and 

structure that may be similar to what has been reported in previous studies (Anderegg et al. 

2012). Future studies will be needed to evaluate these changes, whether community 

composition can revert back to pre-drought conditions and how long this takes to happen.  

Consequences for land-use management and ecosystem services  
Land-use abandonment did not significantly reduce the effects of high drought intensity and 

frequency on forest expansion, suggesting that it affected forest expansion less than drought 

or gradual climate change, at least at the analysed time scale (Fig. 6b and Table S6 in 

Appendix 2). Land-use abandonment increased forest expansion for high drought frequencies 

and intensities mostly during the first 50 years of simulations (Fig. 6b) and baseline rates of 

forest expansion were always similar between the two land-use scenarios. The effect of land-

use practices seemed to gain importance in later years, with land-use practices being the only 

factor significantly affecting forest expansion during the last 50 years of the simulation (years 

150–200 in Fig. 6b and Table S6 in Appendix 2). Although land use had impacts on the short 

term, changes to PFG colonization that greatly impact vegetation structure were more visible 

on the long term, since in FATE-HD there is a lagged response of PFG demography, dispersal 

and biotic conditions necessary to establish canopy cover (Boulangeat et al. 2014a). On the 

other hand, the effects of land-use abandonment on the spatial and temporal turnover of 
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taxonomic and functional composition were evident on the short term, but partially affected 

under frequent and intense drought.  

 These results have important implications for the way land-use planning should consider 

drought effects on vegetation. Current ecosystem management in the European Alps responds 

to recent trends of land-use abandonment and climate change, as both promote the loss of 

open habitats by woody encroachment (MacDonald et al. 2000; Gehrig-Fasel et al. 2007). In 

the ENP, management focuses on maintaining biodiversity at different levels, from protecting 

diversity and ecosystems per se, to preserving multiple ecosystem services (Parc National des 

Ecrins 2015). Sustainable grazing and mowing practices prevent forest expansion, help 

protect subalpine and alpine grasslands and species of conservation concern (Andrello et al. 

2012) and ensure the provision of fodder for cattle and the maintenance of open habitats for 

cultural and leisure activities (Parc National des Ecrins 2015). Our predictions indicate that 

frequent and intense drought will counteract the effects of gradual climate change, leading to 

lower forest expansion rates even under land-use abandonment (see also Lenoir et al. 2010a). 

Projections under the IPCC SRES A2 scenario by Calanca (2007) predicted a 50% probability 

of drought occurrence between 2071 and 2100 in the European Alps, in comparison with 18% 

calculated for the period 1901–2004. Recent drought events have been reported to cause 

important forest dieback in the Swiss Alps (Rebetez & Dobbertin 2004; Rigling et al. 2013), 

and drought sensitivity has increased in the last century even for forest stands on mesic sites 

(Weber et al. 2013). If drought frequency and intensity increase and forests retract, we may 

not only expect losses of forest cover and biodiversity, but also habitat shifts and important 

changes in ecosystem service provisioning. Forests in the European Alps are important carbon 

sinks, but also exert control on avalanches, rock fall (Berger & Chauvin 1996; Weber et al. 

2013) and flood regimes at lower elevations (Descroix & Gautier 2002; Marston et al. 2003). 

If ecosystem management continues to prioritize the conservation of multiple ecosystems 

services and, thus, a mosaic of habitats (as is current practice in the ENP), land-use planning 

in the Alps needs to prevent woody encroachment (and the loss of open habitats), as well as to 

incorporate accurate and spatially explicit drought predictions to avoid loss of forest cover in 

areas where drought effects are expected to be very severe. This is not only valid in the 

European Alps, but also in other mountain ecosystems where tree line is actively managed 

and where land-use and climate changes will likely interact with changes in drought regimes. 

Besides delaying forest progression, drought might also compromise grassland communities 

by driving phenological, taxonomic and functional shifts (De Boeck et al. 2015), which could 
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be different from those observed under gradual climate changes (Figs. 4, 5, S5 and S6). These 

shifts can alter the ratios between more and less productive species, having repercussions on 

nutrient cycling and other ecosystem services, such as fodder production (Nandintsetseg & 

Shinoda 2013). Hence, conserving the taxonomic and functional biodiversity of forest–

grassland ecotones in mountain areas is of great importance to ensure the provisioning of 

multiple ecosystem services. In a European context, management of these ecosystems must 

not only focus on tree line advancement driven by land-use abandonment and facilitated by 

warming, but also on eventual forest retraction and changes to grassland diversity caused by 

drought, which might impact the provisioning of ecosystem services.  

Data accessibility  

Rates of shrubland and forest expansion, taxonomic temporal and spatial turnover, changes in 

community-weighted mean soil moisture preferences at ecotone level and R scripts for analysis 

of results are available from Dryad Digital Repository http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.s3015 

(Barros et al. 2016a). 
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Abstract 

Although our knowledge on the stabilising role of biodiversity and on how it is affected by 
perturbations has greatly improved, we still lack a comprehensive view on ecosystem stability 
that is transversal to different habitats and perturbations. Hence, we propose a framework that 
takes advantage of the multiplicity of components of an ecosystem and their contribution to 
stability. Ecosystem components can range from species or functional groups, to different 
functional traits, or even the cover of different habitats in a landscape mosaic. We make use 
of n-dimensional hypervolumes to define ecosystem states and assess how much they shift 
after environmental changes have occurred. We demonstrate the value of this framework with 
a study case on the effects of environmental change on Alpine ecosystems. Our results 
highlight the importance of a multidimensional approach when studying ecosystem stability 
and show that our framework is flexible enough to be applied to different types of ecosystem 
components, which can have important implications for the study of ecosystem stability and 
transient dynamics.  
 

Keywords: climate change, ecosystem stability, land-use changes, n-dimensional 
hypervolumes, perturbations 
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Introduction 

Across the globe, ever-increasing changes to ecosystems such as regional intensification or 

land-use abandonment, and climate change, threaten taxonomic and functional composition 

and associated ecosystem functions and services (Díaz et al. 2006; Weiner et al. 2014; 

Kortsch et al. 2015; Oliver et al. 2015). These changes may compromise the ability of 

ecosystems to recover from future perturbations and lead to departures from stability, which 

may ultimately result in shifts to other ecosystem states (Standish et al. 2014). 

 Therefore, studying stability is important to understand the response of ecosystems to 

afore mentioned land-use and climate changes. Stability is a multifaceted concept that can be 

studied in different ways (Ives 1995; de Mazancourt et al. 2013). However, most empirical 

studies on ecosystem stability have been focused on the role of biodiversity for the 

stabilisation of a particular ecosystem function – biodiversity-ecosystem functioning (BEF) 

studies (e.g. Tilman & Downing 1994; Jousset et al. 2011; Pillar et al. 2013). The majority of 

these studies have aimed at understanding how biodiversity maintains and promotes 

productivity (e.g. Cadotte et al. 2012; Roscher et al. 2012; but see Hautier et al. 2015) and 

have shown that the processes through which this occurs can differ between communities 

(Morin et al. 2014). Fewer studies investigated the stability of biodiversity itself to 

perturbations – perturbation-biodiversity studies. These have shown that relationships 

between taxonomic and functional diversity can change across environmental and disturbance 

gradients (Flynn et al. 2009; Biswas & Mallik 2011), affecting the relationship between 

ecosystem function and biodiversity (shown for steppe communities by Zhou et al. 2006). 

However, studies rarely investigated the impact of disturbances on the stability of ecosystem 

function and of biodiversity together (but see Steudel et al. 2012). This is an important 

drawback, since both the stability of ecosystem functions and of ecosystem structure and 

composition can be important aspects in terms of management planning and policy making 

for complex ecosystems, especially if several types of habitats exist and ecotone dynamics 

can change (MacDonald et al. 2015). 

Considering how different components of an ecosystem – e.g. species abundances, their 

functional and phylogenetic composition, and resulting ecosystem functions and services (cf. 

Table 2 for a non-exhaustive list of components relevant for different facets of ecosystem 

stability) – contribute to its stabilisation can be important in complex ecosystems, where 

summarising stability into a single metric might be a challenge and likely inaccurate. For 
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instance, diverse habitat mosaics can be composed of communities that are very different in 

terms of productivity levels and their seasonality, but all equally stable in terms of species 

richness. In such cases, ecosystem stability is not easily summarised by a single metric, such 

as productivity, and considering multiple taxonomic and functional community components is 

likely to provide better information about overall ecosystem stability. 

Table 2. Examples of components that can be considered for assessing ecosystem stability using the 
hypervolumes framework. In this non-exhaustive list, types of ecosystem components are sorted by increasing 
level of organisation, although some can be considered across different organisational scales (e.g. diversity 
metrics). We distinguished between ecosystem functioning components and ecosystem services components 
following Lavorel & Grigulis (2012). 

 Ecosystem components 
increasing level of 
organisation 

- Organisms (usually raw/relative abundances, cover) 
E.g. species, guilds, functional groups, MOTUS (molecular 
operational taxonomical units) 

 - Community trait values (generally averaged and weighted by 
species abundance, but variances in trait values can also be used) 

 - Diversity metrics 
E.g. taxonomic richness and evenness, functional richness, 
evenness, divergence and dispersion, mean phylogenetic 
distance 

 - Properties of ecological networks 
E.g. species diversity, connectance, modularity 

 - Habitat/vegetation cover 

 - Ecosystem functioning (often productivity, but other functions 
like nutrient cycling can also be considered) 

E.g. biomass, nitrogen, carbon and water availability 

 - Ecosystem services 
E.g. quantity and quality of fodder, nutrient cycling, carbon 
storage, water quality 

 

 Defining the state of a complex ecosystem can be challenging, since ecosystems and their 

multiple components often have temporal fluctuations. In a two-dimensional case, these 

oscillations are usually well represented in phase portraits, where the two response variables 

are plotted against each other at several points in time (Fig. 9). If the system reaches 

equilibrium, its trajectory will converge to an equilibrium point, or a limit cycle in an 

oscillatory equilibrium (Fig. 9b). In complex systems involving more than two response 

variables (Fig. 9c), the trajectory becomes a path in n-dimensional space. In this case, the 

ecosystem state can be described as an n-dimensional cloud of points or an n-dimensional 

hypervolume (Fig. 9d). An ecosystem state is then determined by both the intrinsic dynamics 

of its components and environmental conditions. If changes in these conditions occur and the 
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ecosystem is disturbed, ecosystem components and their trajectories may be affected, leading 

to another n-dimensional hypervolume (Fig. 9d). Comparing the two hypervolumes will 

provide an assessment of the magnitude of changes the ecosystem suffered, i.e. its shift from 

the initial state. Although in this study we were not interested in detecting shifts between 

alternative stable states, sensu Scheffer et al. (2001), the ball-and-cup analogy of resilience 

(Holling 1996; Folke et al. 2004) provides an intuitive visual representation of how n-

dimensional hypervolumes relate to ecosystem stability. If we consider that n-dimensional 

hypervolumes represent the states of a system under different environmental conditions, 

comparing hypervolumes before and after perturbations will reflect how far the system has 

moved from its initial basin of attraction (i.e. state; Figs. 9e, f, g). Our focus is not on how fast 

a community returns to its pre-perturbation state (engineering resilience, or the basin’s slope), 

nor to assess whether the community has undergone a permanent state shift. Although these 

can be investigated, here, we focus on the departures from an ecosystem state (stable or 

transient), i.e. the magnitude of changes that the ecosystem suffered. 

 We, thus, propose using hypervolumes built from several components of an ecosystem as 

a means to reflect their integrated variability. The choice of the type of components will 

depend on what the analysis of stability falls unto. We believe that ecosystem stability should 

be investigated across different components; the approach we propose here is sufficiently 

flexible to be applied to different sets of data and can be used for this integrative approach 

(Table 2). For example, if the research focus is on the stability of biodiversity at the 

community scale, time series of species abundances or community-weighted means (CWMs) 

or variances (CWV) of functional traits (i.e. trait values of all species in the community 

weighted by species abundances) can be used. At a larger scale, the stability of biodiversity 

can also be assessed using taxonomic, functional and phylogenetic diversity metrics that can 

constitute the hypervolumes. At the landscape scale, in mosaic ecosystems, it may be 

interesting to analyse stability in terms of proportions of different habitat patches, building 

hypervolumes from coverage values of each habitat type. 

 We present this novel approach using simulated plant communities of different habitats in 

the European Alps. In Alpine mountain ecosystems, sharp gradients drive both abiotic and 

biotic constraints that result in the presence of distinct plant communities within relatively 

small spatial extents. These systems are especially vulnerable to climate and land-use changes 

(LUC; Serreze et al. 2000; Tappeiner & Bayfield 2009; Dullinger et al. 2012; Thuiller et al. 

2014), since they harbour species that are frequently at their niche limits and are likely to 

respond faster to environmental change (Wookey et al. 2009; Rigling et al. 2013). For 
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example, land-use abandonment and climate warming can cause shifts in grassland 

composition and structure, leading to woody encroachment (Tasser & Tappeiner 2002; Asner 

et al. 2004) and changes in forest-grassland ecotones (Boulangeat et al. 2014a; Carlson et al. 

2014). Hence, these ecosystems provide a rich study case for our proposed framework. Our 

results show that the framework successfully distinguishes what types of perturbations most 

affect Alpine communities and can provide indication of how different community 

components respond to the same perturbation. More importantly, this framework is a 

successful first step into integrating the multiplicity of ecosystem components for the analysis 

of ecosystem stability in a global change context. 

 
Figure 9. The utility of phase portraits for studying stability. A system of a) two species can be represented by b) 
a classical two-dimensional phase portrait. The system’s state at equilibrium is represented by a circling 
behaviour in b) that corresponds to oscillations of species abundances in a). This concept can be extended to 
higher dimensions, where the c) dynamics of a three-species community are represented by a d) three-
dimensional phase portrait. In multidimensional space, states at equilibrium become clouds of points in d), 
which can be represented by n-dimensional hypervolumes (schematic cubes). Comparisons between 
hypervolumes can be related to the ball-and-cup analogy of resilience, as they indicate departures from the first 
that can happen e) within the same basin of attraction, f) when the system shifts to an alternative stable state, or 
g) when the equilibrium is displaced (Beisner et al. 2003; Horan et al. 2011). 
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A general framework for comparing community states  

Our framework to study ecosystem stability in face of environmental changes using n-

dimensional hypervolumes is presented in two sections. In the present section, we explain the 

workflow and its four steps in general terms (Fig. 10). In the second section, we present its 

application to a case study, aiming to assess the departures of distinct plant communities from 

their initial states in a national park, in the French Alps. 

Step 1. Choice of components  
To detect changes in ecosystem states, we propose building n-dimensional hypervolumes 

using time series of n-ecosystem components at equilibrium (Fig. 10, Step 1). A wide range of 

different components can be used (Table 2). Ultimately, the choice of components depends on 

what properties and changes are under focus. For instance, if the user wishes to focus on 

changes in community structure and evenness patterns, relative species abundances should be 

considered, while changes in overall species abundances should be followed using raw 

abundances if the rareness of species is important for the research question. On the other 

hand, if the focus is on a community’s functional characteristics and structure, then functional 

traits should constitute the hypervolumes. Also, depending on the chosen components, 

stability can be assessed at different spatial scales. For simplicity, we henceforth speak about 

community stability, but the same approach can be applied at the habitat and landscape scales.  

 Finally, hypervolumes can be used to follow community changes in time, by building 

separate hypervolumes for different time slices and comparing between them, or against a 

reference period. Alternatively, ‘space-for-time’ comparisons can also be used if 

hypervolumes are built from replicates of communities under different disturbance treatments. 

Step 2. Data treatment and hypervolume calculation 
Components that will constitute the axes for hypervolume calculation must follow certain 

criteria (Fig. 10, Step 2). To start with, the number of dimensions will influence hypervolume 

metrics and should be fixed to ensure comparability between hypervolumes (Blonder et al. 

2014). Components entering the analysis should be in comparable units (e.g. centred and 

scaled) and uncorrelated (Blonder et al. 2014). When the different components one wants to 

include are correlated, we suggest the use of multivariate analyses, such as principal 

components analyses (PCAs), or Hill and Smith analyses (Hill & Smith 1976) if a mix of 

continuous, categorical and ordinal variables are used (e.g. Heiser et al. 2014). Alternatively, 
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principal coordinates analyses (PCoAs) based on distance matrices and designed to represent 

differences between objects as faithfully as possible (i.e. distances based on traits values), are 

also a suitable option (Maire et al. 2015). These approaches will reduce dimensionality and 

extract a number of centred and scaled orthogonal axes from the data. Hypervolumes are then 

built using the factor scores on the chosen principal components (PCs), or the pre-selected 

uncorrelated (and eventually scaled) variables. Since the interest is to assess differences 

between pre- and post-perturbation states of a given community (comparing pre- and post-

perturbation hypervolumes), the PCA is calculated on the pre- and post-perturbation datasets 

together; separate hypervolumes should then be calculated from the factor scores 

corresponding to each dataset. The final number of variables, or PCs, to be used should be 

decided based on knowledge of key components for community stability, the percentage of 

explained variance, or expert knowledge. When using a PCoA, Maire et al. (2015) proposed 

to assess the quality of the reduced space using the mean squared deviation between the initial 

distances between objects (e.g. trait values) and the standardised distances in the new space. 

In any case, the number of variables/PCs should not exceed 5–8, to avoid having highly 

disjunct hypervolumes (Blonder et al. 2014). 

 
Figure 10. Framework scheme. Several types of time series data can be used (Step 1). In our study case, we used 
simulated plant functional groups’ (PFG) abundances and community weighted mean (CWM) trait values per 
habitat-land-use combination, under a given scenario of land-use and/or climate changes. Variables used for 
hypervolume calculations should be scaled and uncorrelated (Step 2), which was ensured by selecting axes 
extracted from Principal Components Analyses (PCAs) on scaled time series of PFG abundances and of CWM 
trait values. Pre- and post-perturbation hypervolumes are then calculated using, in this example, the PCAs 
factor scores referring to control (scenario 1) and post-perturbation data (remaining scenarios), and then 
compared (Step 3). Comparisons between hypervolumes can be complemented using other metrics (Step 4) for a 
further analysis of community changes. In Step 3, ‘POC’ stands for ‘proof-of-concept’ hypervolumes (see 
methods section ‘Step 3. Comparing hypervolumes to analyse community changes’). 
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The calculation of hypervolumes follows a multidimensional kernel density estimation 

procedure. Briefly, this consists in the estimation of overlapped hyperbox kernels from which 

a uniform point density is extracted using random sampling, importance-sampling and range-

testing techniques (Blonder et al. 2014). The values of kernel bandwidths can be chosen by 

the user and should avoid having disjoint observations (Blonder et al. 2014). Although there 

is no minimum number of data points needed to compute the hypervolumes, analyses with 

few observations (roughly < 10 times the number of dimensions) are more influenced by the 

choice of bandwidth (Blonder et al. 2014). In the scope of our approach, we suggest a 

standardised method to choose the bandwidth value see Bandwidth selection for hypervolume 

calculation in Appendix 3, guaranteeing comparability between different hypervolumes even 

with low sample size. 

Step 3. Comparing hypervolumes to analyse community changes 
Sufficiently large changes in environmental conditions are expected to produce shifts in 

community structure and composition that will cause the hypervolume to shift. We propose 

three metrics to assess differences in pre- and post-perturbation states (Fig. 10, Step 3) that 

focus on: (1) the overall similarity/ dissimilarity between two states, (2) changes in mean 

values of the chosen components and (3) changes in their variance. 

First, the proportion of overlap between pre- and post-perturbation hypervolumes (Fig. 

9d) will reflect overall differences between the two corresponding states. Overlap is 

calculated as the ratio between the intersection volume and the total volume occupied by the 

two hypervolumes, being expected to decrease as a community changes. For instance, if a 

plant community has suffered significant changes in structure and composition and became 

another vegetation type, hypervolumes will be farther away and may not intersect (overlap = 

0). Whether or not this indicates a permanent state-shift (i.e. irreversible even if 

environmental conditions are returned to pre-shift values) will depend on the community in 

question and the type of disturbance. Conversely, if hypervolumes intersect, their overlap will 

be indicative of similarities between them. 

 Second, the distance between the centroids of the pre- and post-perturbation 

hypervolumes will reflect how much mean values of the ecosystem components have 

departed from their pre-perturbation levels (changes in mean values). 

 Third, changes in hypervolume size may indicate changes in the amplitude of variation of 

the selected components (changes in variance). 
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 It is also important to consider that in certain cases, the number of observations used to 

calculate the hypervolumes may differ. Blonder et al. (2014) did not discuss this issue and 

seemed to compare hypervolumes calculated using data with different sizes (see their example 

of morphological comparisons of species of Darwin’s finches); however, we suggest that in 

these cases, the user can perform randomised permutation testing with data subsets (see e.g. 

Brandl & Bellwood 2014) to avoid influencing comparisons between hypervolumes. 

Step 4. Complementary metrics for more detailed analyses 
Hypervolume comparisons per se do not provide information about what type of changes the 

community went through. Hence, we suggest analysing complementary metrics that reflect 

changes in community composition or structure (Fig. 10, Step 4). The choice of these metrics 

depends on the focus of the analysis and on the ecosystem components being analysed. For 

instance, when studying the stability of taxonomic and functional composition, we 

recommend using indices that reflect changes in taxonomic, functional or phylogenetic 

diversity (or their combination), both in average terms and in terms of dispersion (see Pavoine 

& Bonsall 2011 for a detailed review). 

Illustration: a mosaic alpine landscape under land-use and climate 
changes 

Our general framework has the ability of deciphering the consequences of environmental 

changes for ecosystems over large spatial scales and heterogeneous landscapes, while 

analysing multiple ecosystem components at the same time. This is illustrated by the 

following analysis of a mosaic alpine landscape within a national park subject to abrupt land-

use and climate changes. 

Case study and simulated vegetation dynamics 
The Ecrins National Park (ENP) is situated in southeast France in the French Alps, covering a 

surface area of 178 400 ha. It is composed of a mosaic of mountainous to alpine ecosystems, 

harbouring a rich flora (~ 2000 species) and present land-use practices are accurately mapped 

(extensive grazing, 50%, crop fields and mown grasslands, 15%, and forest management, 

10%). The ENP presents an interesting case where highly diverse Alpine landscapes face 

current threats of changing land-use practices and climate warming, which are likely to have 

synergistic effects. 
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 To simulate the vegetation dynamics and associated community shifts resulting from 

climate and LUCs, we used FATE-HD, a recently developed dynamic landscape vegetation 

model that has been previously parameterised for the ENP (Boulangeat et al. 2014b). The 

model simulated the spatiotemporal dynamics of 24 plant functional groups (Boulangeat et al. 

2012) at 100 m resolution. Competition for light between PFGs, their population dynamics, 

dispersal and responses to land-use regimes and climate are all explicitly modelled. Land-use 

regimes were modelled spatially and included grazed areas with three levels of intensity (low, 

medium and high) and mown areas. Yearly outputs used here were the abundance of each 

PFG in each pixel. A more detailed description of the study area and of FATE-HD can be 

found in FATE-HD model description and simulation workflow in Appendix 3; we refer the 

reader to Boulangeat et al. (2014b) for model details and parameterisation, and to Boulangeat 

et al. (2014a) for details on chosen climate and LUC scenarios. 

Scenario building 
FATE-HD is an equilibrium model, having the capacity of internal regulation and feedback 

mechanisms that contribute to a directional response of equilibrium system behaviour. 

Therefore, it successfully simulated the equilibrium vegetation dynamics of the ENP subject 

to present land-use (Boulangeat et al. 2014b). Based on those validated simulations, we 

analysed six different scenarios (Boulangeat et al. 2014a): no change at all (control scenario), 

abandonment of all grazing and mowing activities (scenario 2), intensification of grazing (to 

high levels) in all grazed areas and creation of new grazing and mowing areas (scenario 3) 

and the previous three scenarios combined with climate change (scenarios 4–6; Fig. 10). 

 An initialisation phase was run for 1650 years to reach present equilibrium vegetation 

dynamics (see FATE-HD model description and simulation workflow in Appendix 3 for 

details). Scenarios were then applied to the equilibrium state. LUCs were applied 4 years after 

the equilibrium was reached and changes were kept until the end of the simulation; climate 

change (CC) was applied continuously from the 15th to the 90th year after equilibrium was 

reached and remained constant afterwards until the end of the simulation. Scenario 

simulations were run for a total of 500 years after the initialisation phase to allow the 

establishment of new equilibria. Both the initialisation phase and scenario simulations were 

replicated three times. 

 Given the high heterogeneity of the ENP and to avoid mixing together ecosystems with 

contrasted vegetation dynamics, we decided to analyse community stability through the lens 

of habitat type (see FATE-HD model description and simulation workflow in Appendix 3 for 
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the list of habitat types and their map in Fig. S1a in Appendix 3) and current land uses 

(grazing intensities low, medium and high, mowing and non-disturbed habitats, as well as 

potentially grazed, mown and non-disturbed habitats under intensification scenarios; see Fig. 

S1b in Appendix 3 for land-use maps), taking advantage of the very detailed habitat and land-

use characterisation of the ENP (Esterni et al. 2006). For example, all woodland mosaics 

under present grazing pressure were considered together (the pixel-based abundances of PFGs 

being summed across the same habitat type). This resulted in temporal information on the 24 

PFG abundances in 56 pairs of habitat and land-use types. 

 We applied our framework to explore the differences between pre-perturbation and post-

perturbation community states in two ways: (1) an analysis focusing on differences between 

pre- and post-perturbation states and (2) an example focused on analysing temporal stability. 

Where appropriate, we distinguish the methodology and results referring to these two 

approaches. 

Step 1. Choice of components 
As we were interested in the stability of taxonomic and functional diversity at the community 

level, we chose to use the time series of PFG abundances (24 components) and the time series 

of CWM trait values (4 components), which we analysed independently from each other. We 

calculated yearly raw and relative PFG abundances for each habitat and land-use combination 

by summing them across the ENP. 

 To estimate changes in the overall trait combination of each habitat type for a given land 

use, we calculated CWM trait values based on the simulated abundances of each PFG and 

their respective trait values (Table S1 in Appendix 3). We selected three traits reflecting the 

leaf-height-seed (LHS) plant ecology strategy by Westoby (1998) – mean specific leaf area 

(SLA), log-height, log-seed mass – plus one reflecting PFG responses to grazing – 

palatability. Palatability was treated as a continuous trait to allow a better representation of 

the variability in its CWM values (hence, we followed the assumption that palatability classes 

are evenly spaced; Jouglet 1999). 

Step 2. Data treatment and hypervolume calculation 
To ensure orthogonality and a feasible number of dimensions for hypervolume calculations, 

we used PCAs on the abundances (raw or relative) of the 24 PFGs and on the CWM trait 

values. Data scaling was done prior to the PCA, using root mean squares on both the control 

and scenario of change datasets together. We then selected the first six orthogonal PCs to be 
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used as dimensions for the ‘PFG hypervolumes’, which still retained a cumulative explained 

variance > 95% (obtained using raw PFG abundances; Fig. S2 in Appendix 3). The same 

number of axes was used to build hypervolumes from relative PFG abundances. As for ‘trait 

hypervolumes’, we used the totality of the four PCs, since only four traits were selected, the 

PCA only ensuring orthogonality. Hypervolumes were then built using the factor scores on 

the selected axes. Although we treated all traits as continuous variables, in other situations, a 

mix of continuous, categorical and ordinal traits may be wanted. In these cases, the PCA can 

be substituted by a generalisation of the Hill and Smith analysis available in the ‘ade4’ R 

package, dudi.mix (Dray & Dufour 2007). 

Comparing two states.  
To assess differences between pre-perturbation and post-perturbation states, we compared 

PFG and trait hypervolumes of the control scenario (no LUC, no CC) to the five scenarios of 

LUC and/or CC (post-perturbation hypervolumes), for each habitat land-use combination and 

each of the three repetitions. Control hypervolumes were calculated from the 500 years of the 

control scenario (no climate and no LUCs, equivalent to a pre-perturbation state), while the 

last 100 years of the five scenarios of LUC/CC were used to calculate post-perturbation 

hypervolumes, since vegetation had stabilised by then. 

Assessing temporal stability. 
In addition, we analysed the potential of our framework to investigate temporal stability using 

a demonstrative example. We selected two habitats (grasslands and thickets and scrublands) 

subjected to current land-use practices (three intensities of grazing, mowing and no-

disturbance) and CC (scenario 5). We focused on community responses during and shortly 

after climate changes, analysing the first 150 years of the scenario simulation. Time series of 

raw and relative PFG abundances were broken into time steps of 15 years length, from which 

hypervolumes were built. The calculation of hypervolumes followed the description above, 

with control datasets spanning the 15 years prior to the first climate change (control 

hypervolume) and subsequent time steps of 15 years considered as post-perturbation data 

(post-perturbation hypervolumes). 

Step 3. Comparing hypervolumes 
As a proof-of-concept (POC) of our method, we first tested our framework on the control 

scenario where nothing should be detected in theory. We did this by (1) comparing control 

hypervolumes to ‘POC’ hypervolumes calculated from an additional 100 years ran from the 
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end of the initialisation phase (for both PFG abundances and CWM traits) and (2) comparing 

the first time step hypervolume to itself (i.e. control hypervolume, built from the first 15 years 

of the scenario simulation). These comparisons provided a ‘no change’ baseline that was used 

as reference for statistical analyses and to interpret results. 

Comparing two states  
Hypervolume comparisons (proportion of overlap, centroid distances and changes in size) 

were made for pairs of control and post-perturbation hypervolumes (control vs. scenario 

hypervolumes; control vs. POC hypervolumes) for each habitat-land-use combination and 

each repetition, resulting in 1008 comparisons (five scenarios against the control and POC 

against the control × 56 habitat-land-use combinations × 3 repetitions). Changes in control vs. 

post-perturbation hypervolume sizes (size) were calculated as the difference between post-

perturbation and control hypervolume sizes, after scaling them relatively to the largest 

hypervolume obtained across communities (enabling a comparison between PFG and trait 

hypervolumes). 

 Repetitions were analysed together as samples of a same treatment. Effects of CC, LUC 

and habitat-land-use combinations (explanatory variables) on overlap, centroid distances and 

size (response variables) were assessed using analyses of variance (ANOVAs). In all model 

analyses, control vs. POC hypervolume comparisons were used as ‘no change’ observations 

that corresponded to no climate and no LUCs. Linear model assumptions (normality and 

homoscedasticity of residuals) were ensured by doing a square-root transformation on overlap 

values from raw PFG abundance and from trait hypervolumes, and a variant of the logit 

transformation on overlap values from relative PFG abundances (see Results obtained using 

relative PFG abundances in Appendix 3 for details). Centroid distances and size values did 

not require any transformation; however, extreme outliers were removed from the analyses of 

size values of relative PFG abundances and trait hypervolumes (two and three outliers 

respectively); best models were selected on the basis of AICc scores, starting with full models 

(one response variable in function of all explanatory variables and all their possible 

interactions) that were gradually simplified (final models are listed in Table S2 and in Results 

obtained using relative PFG abundances in Appendix 3). Model outputs were analysed in 

terms of the importance of main effects and interaction effects, while differences between 

factor levels were analysed graphically (fitted values were back-transformed where 

appropriate), due to the high number of level combinations. 
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Assessing temporal stability 
To assess changes in hypervolumes through time, the first time step [control] hypervolume 

was compared against each hypervolume from subsequent time steps. This was done for 270 

pairs of hypervolumes (first time step against × subsequent time steps × 1 scenario × 10 

habitat-land-use combinations × 3 repetitions). We focused on the temporal evolution of 

overlap and analysed its response to CC under different habitat-land-use combinations using 

generalised additive models (GAMs), with a Gaussian smoother fitted for each habitat land-

use combination. Overlap values of relative PFG abundances were analysed after a square-

root transformation, which improved the residual distribution of the models. 

Step 4. Complementary metrics for more detailed analyses 
For a deeper analysis on how pre- and post-perturbation states differed, we calculated yearly 

complementary metrics for each habitat-land-use combination and each scenario. Yearly PFG 

α -diversity was calculated as the inverse Simpson concentration to reflect changes in 

taxonomic richness and evenness (Leinster & Cobbold 2012). Two functional diversity 

indices, functional dispersion (FDis; Laliberté & Legendre 2010) and functional evenness 

(FEve; Villéger et al. 2008) were used to assess changes in average functional distances in the 

community and their variance among PFGs respectively (Pavoine & Bonsall 2011). 

Analogously to hypervolume comparisons, these indices indicated changes in the mean and 

variance of functional α-diversity. Finally, we also calculated total productivity, in the form of 

total PFG abundance, since it has been used to study ecosystem responses to perturbations 

(e.g. Kerkhoff & Enquist 2007; Polley et al. 2013; Keersmaecker et al. 2014). 

The responses of diversity indices and productivity to CC, LUC and habitat-land-use 

combinations were also analysed statistically (detailed in Choice and analysis of 

complementary metrics in Appendix 3). Since the analysis of temporal stability was merely 

demonstrative, complementary metrics were not used in this situation. 

Hypervolumes were calculated using the recently made available R package 

‘hypervolume’ (Blonder et al. 2014). Selection of optimal bandwidth sizes for each set of 

components is detailed in Bandwidth selection for hypervolume calculation in Appendix 3 

(along with a sensitivity analysis of bandwidth effects on overlap). All hypervolumes were 

built using a quantile threshold of 0% (Blonder et al. 2014). Functional diversity indices were 

calculated within the R package ‘FD’ (Laliberté & Legendre 2010). Source code for 

calculating and comparing hypervolumes, together with nine example datasets are available in 

electronic supplementary materials published in Barros et al. (2016c).  
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Results 

Comparing two states 
We assessed differences between pre- and post-perturbation states by comparing 

hypervolumes built from the control scenario with hypervolumes built from each scenario of 

change (but see examples of full system trajectories in Fig. 11). Concerning PFG 

hypervolumes, here, we present results obtained using raw abundances, instead of relative 

abundances, because we were interested in accounting for changes in the abundances of all 

PFGs, rather than focusing on structural and dominance changes. In general, comparisons 

between hypervolumes built from relative abundances resulted in more frequent intersections 

and larger overlaps, smaller distances between hypervolumes and smaller size changes (full 

results are available in Results obtained using relative PFG abundances in Appendix 3). 

Testing the framework: confronting POC and control hypervolumes 
When comparing ‘POC’ and control hypervolumes, 100% of all pairs of hypervolumes 

intersected and the proportion of overlap between them was much larger than that obtained 

between control and post-perturbation hypervolumes (Fig. 12). Also, centroid distances (Fig. 

13a,b) were always small, despite combinations for hypervolume overlaps for the different 

components is presented as Supporting Information (see Fig. S3, Table S2 and Supplementary 

results and discussion in Appendix 3). 

 Finally, hypervolume overlaps were mostly independent from hypervolume size, with an 

exception for POC comparisons for which the two were negatively correlated (Fig. S4 in 

Appendix 3). This indicates that, all else remaining equal (under no perturbations), larger 

sizes did not drive larger overlaps. 

Distances between hypervolumes and changes in size 
In all situations, models explaining the response of centroid distances and changes in size 

(size) included all three main factors (CC, LUC and habitat-land-use combinations) and 

possible interactions between them; all model terms were significant, but again their relative 

importance changed depending on the type of components used and the response variable 

(Table S2 in Appendix 3). While mean PFG abundances were most affected by CC, LUC and 

their interaction, the variance in PFG abundances was most affected by habitat-land-use 

combinations and their interaction with LUC, followed by CC and remaining terms. On the 

other hand, mean trait values were most affected by LUC, CC and their interaction, while trait 
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variances were most affected by CC and its interactions with LUC and with habitat-land-use 

combinations (Table S2 in Appendix 3). 

 
Figure 11. Full system trajectories under different scenarios and land-use practices. The full trajectories of 
thickets and scrubland vegetation are shown for three scenarios of climate and/or land-use changes, under three 
types of land-use practices. The first 500 years correspond to the control scenario (in orange), followed by 
another 500 years of climate and/or land-use changes: land-use abandonment without and with climate change 
in blue and red (scenarios 2 and 4, respectively) and land-use intensification in purple (scenario 3). Since we 
are graphically constrained to three dimensions, we plotted the trajectories using relative abundances of 
chamaephyte (full lines), herbaceous (dashed lines) and phanerophyte (dotted lines) plant functional groups (by 
adding up separate group’s abundances per life form type). The three-dimensional plot in b) corresponds to 
trajectories in non-disturbed areas – first two panels in a) – whereas in c) it corresponds to trajectories in 
intensified grazed areas – last panel in a). 

 Plotting the observed mean centroid distances has shown that, considering the same LUC, 

CC almost always increased the distance between hypervolume centroids, driving changes in 

mean PFG abundances and CWM traits (Figs. 13a, b). However, observed size values show 

a different pattern. Changes in variance of PFG abundances seemed to be mostly associated 
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with habitats being disturbed or not (disturbed habitats showing decreases in variance in post-

perturbation hypervolumes; Fig. 13c), while changes in variance of trait values are associated 

with the presence of CC (CC driving increases of variance; Fig. 13d). Finally, it is also 

interesting to note that trait hypervolumes had generally much smaller sizes (data not shown) 

and size values than PFG hypervolumes. We provide further results of the effects of CC, 

LUC and habitat-land-use combinations on centroid distances and size in the appendices 

(see Figs. S5 and S6, Table S2 and Supplementary results and discussion in Appendix 3). 

 
Figure 12. Overlap in disturbed and non-disturbed areas. Proportion overlap between control and post-
perturbation hypervolumes of a,c) PFG raw abundances – a) and c) only differ in the y-axis scale – and b) CWM 
trait values. The proportion of overlap (overlap) was calculated as the ratio between the intersection volume and 
the total volume occupied by the two hypervolumes (standard errors shown as error bars). Observed mean 
overlaps are shown by scenario, across all habitat types and grouped by disturbed areas (areas under present 
grazing or mowing regimes and areas that will become grazed on mown under scenarios of land-use 
intensification) and non-disturbed areas (all areas that are not currently grazed or mown and those that will 
remain so, under land-use intensification scenarios). Standard errors are shown as error bars. Comparisons 
between proof-of-concept (‘POC’) and control scenario hypervolumes are shown in a) and b), but not in c), so 
that overlap values obtained in other scenario comparisons can be seen. 
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Exploring temporal stability 
We exemplify the use of our framework to explore the temporal stability of two different 

communities that showed opposite results in terms of overlap, when only subjected to CC 

(scenario 5, considering PFG hypervolumes): grasslands and thickets and scrublands. For this 

analysis, only the first 150 years of the scenario simulation were considered, as we were 

interested in following community responses during and shortly after CC. Again, results 

presented here were obtained using raw PFG abundances (see Results obtained using relative 

PFG abundances Appendix 3). 

 
Figure 13. Mean distances and changes in size, in disturbed and non-disturbed areas. Mean centroid distances 
between control and post-perturbation hypervolumes and differences in their sizes (post-perturbation minus pre-
perturbation; size) are shown for a,c) PFG raw abundances and b,d) CWM trait values. Negative size values 
indicate that the post-perturbation hypervolume was smaller than the pre-perturbation hypervolume, and vice-
versa for positive size values. Both metrics are shown by scenario, across all habitat types and grouped by 
disturbed areas (areas under present grazing or mowing regimes and areas that will become grazed on mown 
under scenarios of land-use intensification) and non-disturbed areas (all areas that are not currently grazed or 
mown and those that will remain so, under land-use intensification scenarios). Standard errors are shown as 
error bars. Comparisons between proof-of-concept (‘POC’) and control scenario hypervolumes are also shown. 
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Testing the framework: comparing first time step hypervolume with itself 
Confronting the first time step hypervolume to itself provided an estimate of the variability 

associated with the calculation of hypervolumes and their overlap, as well as a baseline values 

for the temporal analysis of changes in hypervolumes. Overlap was always positive and 

generally similar between habitat land-use combinations (Fig. 14). It was also always larger 

than the overlap measured between the first time step and subsequent time steps (Fig. 14). 

Hypervolume overlap in time 
Overlap decreased in time as communities changed, reaching 0 before the CC period ended; 

yet, the rate at which it decreased depended on the habitat-land-use combination (Fig. 14). 

Mown grasslands were less stable, showing larger and faster decreases of overlap, while 

grasslands grazed at low intensity (‘grazed areas1’) were more stable, showing slower 

decreases of overlap (Fig. 14). Thickets and scrublands were generally less stable, with 

overlap values reaching 0 before they did so in grassland habitats. Mown thickets and 

scrublands had smaller overlaps even before CC started. 

Complementary metrics 

Models of PFG α-diversity showed that this metric was not significantly affected by any of 

the model terms included (Table S3 in Appendix 3). However, a graphical analysis of mean 

PFG -diversity across the last 100 years of the simulations showed that when compared with 

control levels, the abandonment of disturbed areas increased PFG diversity, while CC and 

land use intensification generally decreased it (Fig. S7 in Appendix 3). 

 Metrics of functional -diversity responded significantly to all effects, with the exception 

of FEve, which was not differently affected by CC when land-use was intensified (see ‘set 2’ 

models in Table S3 and Choice and analysis of complementary metrics in Appendix 3). Yet, 

the importance of CC, LUC and habitat-land-use combinations depended on the metric used 

(Table S3 in Appendix 3). For instance, like hypervolume metrics, FEve was most affected by 

LUC, CC and their combination; yet, FDis was more affected by the interaction between CC 

and LUC, followed by habitat-land-use combinations, while CC alone had a comparatively 

weaker effect. As with PFG -diversity, FEve generally increased after land-use 

abandonment and decreased after CC and land-use intensification (when compared to control 

levels; Fig. S8b in Appendix 3). FDis had similar responses to FEve, but differences between 

disturbed and non-disturbed areas in terms of mean FDis were usually smaller (Fig. S8c in 

Appendix 3). 
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 Finally, productivity was also significantly affected by all model terms included, with 

habitat-land-use combinations having the strongest effect on its variation (sets 1 and 2; Table 

S3 in Appendix 3). Mean productivity in non-disturbed areas was much higher than in 

disturbed areas, even after abandonment. As with metrics of taxonomic and functional 

diversity, mean productivity increased after land-use abandonment and decreased after CC 

and land-use intensification (Fig. S10 in Appendix 3). 

 
Figure 14. Temporal stability measured by hypervolume overlap. Temporal stability was analysed by modelling 
the temporal response of the proportion of overlap (overlap) under different habitat-land-use combinations, 
using generalised additive models (GAMs) with a Gaussian smoother fitted for each habitat-land-use 
combination. Each coloured point corresponds to the comparison between a hypervolume at a given time slice 
and the first hypervolume, with colours referring to land-use (the first year of each 15-year time slice is 
indicated in the x-axis). Dashed vertical lines indicate the start and end of simulated climate changes. 

Discussion 

Environmental changes impact biodiversity at different levels and may lead to changes in 

community and ecosystem structure and functioning. Instead of studying ecosystem stability 

through the lens of single diversity or ecosystem functioning metrics, we propose that the 

contribution of different taxonomic, functional or landscape entities should be considered. 

Our framework makes use of n-dimensional hypervolumes to assess changes in ecosystem 

states that are driven by the responses of different ecosystem components to environmental 
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changes. It provides a flexible way to quantitatively assess ecosystem changes and the relative 

impact of different disturbances on ecosystem stability. Most importantly, it allows analysing 

ecosystem responses at different levels of biodiversity and/or ecosystem functioning, enabling 

an integrative analysis of stability. Moreover, our framework can be combined with other 

metrics for a detailed analysis of the type of changes the system suffered. 

Assessing the magnitude of change 
Comparing hypervolumes in terms of their intersection and overlap, the distance between 

their centroids and their changes in size, provides a measure of the magnitude of changes an 

ecosystem has suffered. If different types of components are used, these hypervolume metrics 

are also informative about their relative stability. In our example, we have shown that both 

taxonomic and functional diversity are destabilised by climate and LUCs; yet, functional traits 

changed less than PFG abundances, suggesting higher functional stability. Also, hypervolume 

metrics allow analysing changes in ecosystem states both in terms of mean values of the 

chosen components (centroid distances) and in terms of changes in their variance. For 

instance, climate and LUCs affected mean PFG abundances and mean trait values similarly, 

but differed in their effect on PFG and trait variances. Moreover, since hypervolumes do not 

summarise different components into a single metric, but instead describe them as a 

multidimensional cloud, changes in volume may not only indicate changes in oscillatory 

patterns of the considered components, but also changes in synergies and trade-offs between 

them. 

 Furthermore, since the approach can be applied across different types of perturbations, 

their relative effects on ecosystem stability can be directly compared. This can be achieved by 

modelling the response of hypervolume metrics to the combinations of perturbations under 

focus, as we have done here. In our simulated plant communities, the interaction between 

climate and LUCs had a larger impact on hypervolume overlap and centroid distances than 

the effect of habitat and land use regime types, indicating that the synergy between these two 

global change threats has an overall large effect that may be generalised across the different 

Alpine ecosystems. 

 Additionally, because our framework can be applied to different types of habitats, it 

allows comparing their responses to similar perturbations; although we did not present the full 

extent of the results from our case study application, we were able to detect cases where 

particular habitats did not follow the general pattern of responses to the simulated 

perturbations (see Supplementary and discussion in Appendix 3). 
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Assessing the type of change 
Using n-dimensional hypervolumes is not only useful to detect overall changes in ecosystems 

but can also be informative about what facets of an ecosystem were most affected by 

perturbations. For instance, in our case study, hypervolume comparisons indicated that PFG 

abundances were more affected by land-use and climate changes than trait values. In case we 

had been interested in investigating how perturbations impacted the communities under focus, 

this information would have directed our attention towards changes in taxonomic structure 

and composition, and in population dynamics, perhaps saving a broader exploratory analysis. 

 Complementing the analysis of the global variation of the ecosystem with diversity 

metrics, productivity measurements, or even a more detailed analysis on changes that 

occurred to particular ecosystem components (not shown here, but see, for example, Lenoir et 

al. 2010a) adds a finer understanding of changes that occurred in the system. Complementary 

metrics must be carefully chosen with regard to the focal research question. How to do this 

has been discussed elsewhere (see Pavoine & Bonsall 2011) and we recommend that users 

select metrics that add complementary information to hypervolume metrics, reflecting 

changes in both community structure and composition. 

 However, using these metrics independently may provide a false notion of stability. For 

instance, if we had followed classical ways of analysing stability and focused only on 

productivity, we would have concluded that land-use abandonment and climate change do not 

cause major changes to Alpine communities; similarly, had we only investigated perturbation 

effects on taxonomic and functional diversity, we would have not detected large changes in 

mean trait values of undisturbed rocky and scree vegetation in result of land-use abandonment 

in adjacent areas (see Supplementary results and discussion in Appendix 3). 

Following changes in time 
The approach we propose here also enables tracking transient dynamics when communities 

have lagged responses to perturbations. To do so, the user should have several observations 

per time period and we remind them to fix bandwidths across time periods for hypervolume 

calculations. As we have demonstrated, this can be done across various communities and 

perturbations to analyse which communities are more sensitive and which perturbations cause 

the fastest changes. In our case study, both grasslands and thickets and scrublands suffered 

large changes in PFG composition and/or structure in result of climate change, regardless of 

land-use management type, due to the expected species turnover caused by climate warming 

(Asner et al. 2004; Gottfried et al. 2012). Alternatively, it is possible to do ‘space-for-time’ 
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comparisons, where communities are subjected to treatments of different perturbation 

intensities; in this case, hypervolumes built from different replica can be compared within 

community types and across perturbation treatments, or across community types for a given 

perturbation treatment, to allow investigating the effect of perturbations and how different 

communities respond. 

 In either case, we believe that the overall measure of ecosystem state that this framework 

provides may allow applying the concepts of ecosystem resilience while accounting for the 

multivariate and stochastic nature of complex ecosystems. Since hypervolumes measure and 

define different states of an ecosystem and enable their comparison, they may be used to 

estimate ecosystem resilience, i.e. measuring rates of return to equilibria – engineering 

resilience – or the magnitude of perturbation a community can withstand before shifting states 

– ecological resilience (sensu Holling 1996; Gunderson 2000). Although we have not directly 

applied our framework to quantify ecosystem resilience per se, we provide a short discussion 

on these aspects under Supplementary results and discussion in Appendix 3. In future work, it 

would be interesting to investigate whether communities are able to return to their pre-

perturbation states (or hypervolumes) if environmental changes are reversed and assess 

whether irreversible state-shifts are associated with particular thresholds of hypervolume 

metrics, such as the distance between centroids. This can have important implications for the 

provisioning of ecosystem services if we consider that large changes in a community state 

will also imply large changes in the ecosystem services it provides (Folke et al. 2004; 

Nagendra et al. 2013). Also, investigating under which conditions communities revert to their 

original states would enable finding a criterion to define a ‘new’ hypervolume after a 

disturbance (new stable state). Although hypervolumes can be said to be ‘different’ if they do 

not intersect (overlap = 0), very small overlaps can already be indicative of large changes in a 

community. Although this is not an issue in our simulation data because sufficient time was 

allowed for communities to reach new equilibria after perturbations, it can be if real data are 

used. In this case, we suggest that users report to changes in overlap to assess the magnitude 

of the effect and describe transient dynamics. 

Advantages of using hypervolumes to assess community stability 
Accounting for the multiplicity of components within an ecosystem, may reveal changes that 

cannot be detected if only one dimension is accounted for (e.g. productivity, diversity). The 

reason for this is that measures of diversity and productivity are community properties, which 

indicate ecosystem stability from a particular perspective. Diversity metrics will often be 
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weighted differently according to species/PFG abundances. The choice of abundance 

currency has been shown to affect predictive models of biodiversity (Certain et al. 2014) and 

it is likely that it can impact results obtained when following stability of diversity in time. In 

addition, productivity will usually represent variations of the most productive species (Doak 

et al. 1998; Polley et al. 2007), which may not allow detecting finer changes in less 

productive species that may be important for other ecosystem functions. One strong 

advantage of our proposed method is that all community components chosen can have equal 

contributions to the analysis of stability of biodiversity. This allows detecting changes in the 

variability of community components without the need to weight components differently, or 

to summarise them into a one-dimensional measure, while still providing an overall measure 

of community stability. Furthermore, in complex situations where habitat mosaics exist and 

ecotone dynamics are observed, or when different types of communities are considered, 

relationships between community stability and metrics such as productivity and diversity 

indices are likely to change between communities, as well as across different disturbance 

regimes, hampering integrated analyses of community stability. When analysing ecosystem 

stability by directly integrating ecosystem components, this ceases to be an issue: changes 

occurring in different communities become comparable and analysing community stability at 

the landscape scale or across different organisational levels becomes possible.  

 Also, the approach we propose is flexible enough to be applied to different types of 

components, from real or simulated data. The choice of components depends on the focus of 

the analysis, but several components can be used separately to provide comparative analyses 

of stability, as we demonstrated here by comparing PFG abundances and CWM trait values. 

With the increasing popularity of environmental DNA approaches (Taberlet et al. 2012) and 

the continuously growing remote sensing datasets, temporal data on community and 

ecosystem composition, at taxonomical, functional, phylogenetic and landscape levels are 

more and more available. As these different datasets open new avenues for the study of 

ecosystem stability, integrative tools like the one presented here will be needed to assess 

stability across different types of communities, ecosystems and environmental and 

disturbance gradients in a consistent and robust way. They also become increasingly 

important to assess ecosystem stability under future environmental conditions. With evidence 

pointing to increases in frequency and intensity of extreme climatic events, such as drought 

(Allen et al. 2010; IPCC 2012), it is crucial that models incorporate these events for future 

biodiversity predictions. We have shown that our framework can be coupled with a dynamic 

landscape vegetation model to study community stability under realistic scenarios of future 
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land-use and climate changes. It can certainly be applied to other ecological models – like 

forest gap models (Lischke et al. 2006), dynamic global vegetation models, DGVMs (Krinner 

et al. 2005), or dynamic network models (see e.g. Steenbeek et al. 2016) – to study 

community stability under diverse scenarios (e.g. climate warming, extreme events, 

management). 

 In conclusion, integrating the variability of multiple ecosystem components can provide 

indication on general ecosystem stability. It is also informative about what types of 

perturbations cause the largest changes in ecosystems and which ecosystem facets are most 

affected by a given perturbation, which is useful for assessing community and ecosystem 

stability under forecasts of global change. Although here applied to Alpine ecosystems, our 

approach can be extended to any type of ecosystem and different ecosystem components, 

having the potential to be used for different purposes and at different landscape scales. 

Finally, this framework is a first step into the study of stability from a multidimensional 

perspective in complex ecosystems composed of habitat mosaics. 
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Abstract 

Plant communities in forest-grassland ecotones of the European Alps suffer from gradual 
climate warming. While the intensity and frequency of drought events are predicted to 
increase even at high elevations, their consequences on plant community stability are largely 
unknown. Here, we investigate how drought and climate warming destabilise plant 
community structure in forest-grassland ecotones in the French Alps. We simulated the 
interactive effects of gradual climate warming and three drought scenarios on 24 plant 
functional groups. Using n-dimensional hypervolumes, we assessed how the different drought 
scenarios affected community stability depending on the type of vegetation and land-use 
management. Drought effects on forest and grassland structure did not greatly change the 
long-term trajectories caused by gradual climate warming alone, but determined final 
community structure and functional diversity. These effects differed between grasslands and 
forests, as well as management, with community structure being most stable in managed 
grasslands, and least stable in forests. Our results have implications for ecosystem 
management, but also highlight that effects of drought are most evident when stability is 
analysed using multidimensional approaches. 
 
Keywords: FATE-HD, n-dimensional hypervolumes; ecological modelling 
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Introduction 

Across the globe, ever-increasing changes to ecosystems such as regional intensification or 

land-use abandonment, and cli- mate change, threaten taxonomic and functional composition 

and associated ecosystem functions and services (Díaz et al. 2006; Weiner et al. 2014; 

Kortsch et al. 2015; Oliver et al. 2015). These changes may compromise the ability of 

ecosystems to recover from future perturbations and lead to departures from stability, which 

may ultimately result in shifts to other ecosystem states (see, for instance, the review by Stan- 

dish et al. 2014). 

Climate change is expected to not only affect average temperature and precipitation 

values, but also extreme climate events (IPCC 2013). While droughts already caused 

significant forest diebacks around the globe (Allen et al. 2010) and plant productivity decline 

in Europe (Ciais et al. 2005), they  are predicted to become more frequent and intense in the 

future, even in areas such as the European Alps (IPCC 2013; Gobiet et al. 2014). Since 

drought can have negative effects on plant growth and survival (Bottero et al. 2016), changes 

in drought regimes have implications for plant community structure and composition (Rigling 

et al. 2013), ultimately affecting ecosystem functioning and services (Anderegg et al. 2013). 

In the European Alps, forests and grasslands along the forest-grassland ecotone are 

sources of important ecosystems services (Tappeiner & Bayfield 2009). Yet, they are 

threatened by climate and land-use changes, whose effects on community composition and 

structure may degrade taxonomic and functional diversity (Tappeiner & Bayfield 2009; 

Alatalo et al. 2016). For instance, land-use abandonment and temperature increases facilitate 

the upward movement of the treeline, leading to woody encroachment in subalpine and alpine 

grasslands and loss of grazing pastures (Theurillat & Guisan 2001; Tasser et al. 2017). 

Depending on their frequency and intensity, drought events may either revert these trends by 

increasing tree mortality, or facilitate the upward movement of species adapted to warmer and 

drier climates (Theurillat & Guisan 2001; Rigling et al. 2013). Intense and frequent drought 

can accelerate shifts in species composition, but slow down forest expansion when compared 

to climate and land-use changes alone (Barros et al. 2017). However, guaranteeing the 

provision of ecosystem services (ESs) requires going beyond studying single aspects of 

stability (e.g. treeline advancement) and taking a multidimensional view that includes 

multiple aspects of communities (Barros et al. 2016c). Moreover, as ecosystems respond 
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differently to global change (Frank et al. 2015), adequate ecosystem management requires 

knowledge on their relative stability to different interacting drivers. Hence, here we sought to 

understand how climate warming and drought jointly affect the stability of grasslands and 

forest communities in function of land-use practices.  

An ecosystem is considered stable if, when disturbed, it shows small departures from its 

initial values and has low temporal variance (Tilman et al. 2012; Gross et al. 2014). While 

most stability studies focused on single ecosystem properties (e.g. productivity; Isbell et al. 

2015), here we explore the stability of community structure by looking at the relative 

abundances of all community components (i.e. functional groups). The hypervolumes 

framework allows comparing a community’s pre- and post-disturbance states built from the 

time series of functional group’ abundances (Barros et al. 2016c). Departures from an initial 

state can be measured as the distance between the centroids of pre- and post-disturbance 

hypervolumes. Changes in temporal variability can be measured as differences in 

hypervolumes’ sizes, and the overlap between pre- and post-disturbance hypervolumes 

summarises the destabilisation of communities. Importantly, this framework enables cross-

ecosystem and cross-disturbance comparisons.  

 

Methods 

Simulation experiment  
We used the dynamic vegetation model FATE-HD (Boulangeat et al. 2014b) to simulate the 

effects of gradual climate warming and drought events on the vegetation of the Ecrins 

National Park (French Alps) under current land use. The model simulates the population 

dynamics, dispersal, biotic interactions and responses to disturbances of 24 plant functional 

groups (PFGs), in a spatio-temporal manner. PFGs grouped the dominant species of the park, 

based on their functional traits and tolerance to biotic and abiotic conditions (Boulangeat et 

al. 2012). Their responses to drought and land-use practices (grazing and mowing) depended 

on their functional traits and historic climatic exposure, while responses to climate changes 

were simulated as changes in habitat suitability (for details see The FATE-HD simulation 

platform and drought simulation experiment in Appendix 4 and Barros et al. 2017).  

Simulations had three phases: an initialisation phase of 850 years to achieve the ‘pre-

disturbance state’ (Boulangeat et al. 2014b), a scenario phase of 150 years during which one 
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of three scenarios was simulated, and a stabilisation phase of 50 years during which PFGs 

reached a quasi-equilibrium post-disturbance state (Fig. S2 in Appendix 4). The scenarios 

varied only in drought regime: no drought, sporadic/moderate drought and frequent/severe 

drought. Gradual climate warming was based on the IPCC A1B scenario and droughts events 

consisted in anomalies of a moisture index calculated based on the last year of the A1B 

scenario prediction (see The FATE-HD simulation platform and drought simulation 

experiment in Appendix 4 and Barros et al. 2017 for further details).  

 

Hypervolume calculation 
We focused on forests (unmanaged) and grasslands (managed or unmanaged) from the 

ecotone belt and analysed changes in the 24 simulated PFGs using yearly relative abundances 

(see Treatment of model outputs in Appendix 4 and Barros et al. 2016c). For each pair of pre- 

and post-disturbance states (9 pairs = 3 drought scenarios x 3 plant community and 

management combinations), hypervolumes were calculated from the first three PCA axes 

calculated on relative PFG abundances (see Applying the hypervolumes framework and 

statistical analysis in Appendix 4). Stability was assessed in three ways. Average changes in 

PFG abundances were measured as the distance between pre- and post-disturbance 

hypervolumes’ centroids (mean distance), changes in the temporal variance of PFG 

abundances were measured as the ratio of post- and pre-disturbance hypervolumes’ sizes (size 

changes), and overall changes in community structure were measured as the amount of 

overlap between the two hypervolumes (overlap). Since uncertainty in the calculation of the 

hypervolumes can arise from small sample sizes such as ours (Blonder et al. 2014),  each pair 

of hypervolumes was calculated and compared 100 times. Also, results were compared to a 

set of ‘null comparisons’, built from comparing the pre-disturbance hypervolume with 

additional hypervolumes from 50-year-long simulations, replicated 100 times, where neither 

climate warming nor drought were implemented (see Applying the hypervolumes framework 

and statistical analysis in Appendix 4).  

 

Statistical analyses 
We analysed changes in hypervolumes in response to drought scenarios, type of plant 

community and management regime separately for each variable (mean distance, size changes 

and overlap) using ANOVAs. Additionally, we calculated the standardised effect sizes (SES) 
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of the different drought scenarios with respect to the null comparisons for each plant 

community and management combination. To complement the SES, we ran ANOVAs that 

included the null comparisons as a control treatment (see Applying the hypervolumes 

framework and statistical analysis in Appendix 4 for details). 

Results 

Climate warming and drought clearly caused forest and grassland communities to depart from 

their initial community structure, leading to significant changes in the mean and variance of 

relative PFG abundances (i.e. mean distance and size changes), as well as significant overall 

changes in community structure (i.e. overlap; Figs. 15 and 16, Table S3 in Appendix 4). 

Although different drought regimes had qualitatively similar effects (Fig. 16), they had 

quantitatively different effects when null comparisons were excluded (Table S4 in Appendix 

4). Also, drought regimes had strong short-term effects on community structure, especially if 

drought was frequent/severe (Fig. 15). 

 Notably, the effect of drought regimes depended on the community and management type 

considered (Table S4 in Appendix 4). Grasslands appeared to be more stable than forests, 

showing smaller departures from initial mean PFG abundances and varying less after 

disturbances, especially when drought was frequent/severe and grasslands were managed 

(Fig. 16). In contrast, forest structure became particularly more variable under frequent/severe 

drought (Fig. 16). Importantly, community structure changes were driven by different PFGs 

depending on the type of community/management; yet, for a given plant community and 

management combination, PFGs driving community changes were consistent across drought 

scenarios and could be translated in shifts in functional composition. For instance, in managed 

grasslands drought scenarios led to a general increase of woody PFGs and reductions in 

average specific leaf area (SLA; Fig. 15), while forest communities became dominated by 

drought-tolerant PFGs (see Additional results and discussion in Appendix 4).  

Discussion 

Climate warming and drought affect the stability of forest-grassland ecotone communities, 

even if management remains unchanged. In accordance to previous results (Barros et al. 

2017), climate warming was the main driver of long-term destabilisation of grassland and 
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forest communities. Although drought did not offset this overall destabilisation effect in the 

long-term, it had strong short-term effects on community structure and less pronounced long-

term effects. For instance, frequent/severe drought caused managed grasslands to be less 

encroached in the long-term, but offered a short-term advantage to woody PFGs (Fig. 15).  

 
Figure 15. Tree transient dynamics in managed grasslands under different scenarios of drought, and 
corresponding pre-disturbance (in black) and post-disturbance (blue, yellow and red) hypervolumes shown with 
their centroids (in dark blue). Five PFGs with the largest absolute factor loadings on the first three principal 
components are shown in grey. Functional traits most correlated with PC1 are shown in green (see Applying the 
hypervolumes framework and statistical analysis in Appendix 4 for further details). For visual clarity, only 300 
random sampled points are shown per hypervolume (Blonder et al. 2014). 

 We detected different sensitivities of grasslands and forests to drought. For instance, 

forest community structure was overall less stable than grassland’s, probably due to relatively 

slower forest dynamics and longer periods of recovery from drought-related mortality. 

Conversely, the continued management of grasslands partly counterbalanced changes driven 

by drought and climate warming.  

 Changes in community structure induced changes in functional diversity that may impact 

ecosystem functioning. For instance, the decreases in SLA observed in managed grasslands 

can impact fodder production (Lavorel & Grigulis 2012), while changes in forest composition 

can affect carbon and water cycles (Wang et al. 2012). These results are highly relevant for 

ecosystem management in this region. At present, traditional pastoral activities are subsidised 
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to prevent the loss of open habitats and associated biodiversity and ESs (Tasser et al. 2017). 

Yet, forest die-backs and changes in forest composition and structure can negatively affect 

other ESs, like avalanche and soil protection, flood regulation and carbon nutrient cycles 

(Marston et al. 2003; Anderegg et al. 2013). Managing for high ESs diversity will, thus, 

require assessing the relative stability of grasslands and forests to global change drivers and 

understand its consequences for functional diversity. 

 
Figure 16. Standardised effect sizes of drought scenarios by community and management types on hypervolume 
metrics, relatively to null comparisons. Dashed lines indicate a zero or no effect. 
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Abstract 

As global change drivers continue to cause important biodiversity losses, the 
Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) stresses the 
importance of protecting biodiversity holistically. In European Union (EU) countries, an 
extensive network of protected areas (PAs) exists, yet it mostly focuses on preserving key 
species or particular habitats. Despite it being increasingly defended that ecosystem 
management should consider the multi-trophic nature of ecosystems (Fraser et al. 2015), so 
far we ignore how trophic networks will respond to climate and land-use changes, especially 
at regional scales. Here, we analysed the robustness of vertebrate trophic networks to global 
change in PAs across EU countries, in a spatially explicit manner. To do so, we submitted 
these trophic networks to climate and land-use changes projected for the next 20-30 years, 
and assessed their robustness in terms of secondary extinctions. We show that trophic 
networks are possibly not robust to climate change, even under optimal habitat protection. 
Yet, network robustness to climate changes was highly dependent on species abilities to 
migrate and colonise new habitats. We also identify that regions with particularly lower 
robustness across scenarios of global change suffered larger taxonomic turnover and larger 
changes in connectance (i.e. ratio of realised to potential interactions). Network properties 
also influenced robustness to climate and land-use changes. Although larger and better-
connected networks were generally more robust, this relationship was lost when more than ten 
species went extinct secondarily. Our work shows that considering trophic interactions and 
species’ dispersal limitations affects predictions of biodiversity under global change. We 
highlight the need for large-scale and spatially explicit studies of ecological network stability 
under environmental change.  
 

 
Keywords: land-use changes; climate changes; extinctions; vertebrates 
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Direct and indirect anthropogenic actions are causing important massive biodiversity 

loss, both via habitat destruction and conversion, and via climate change (Barnosky et al. 

2011). As a result, habitat protection usually aims at protecting charismatic, endangered and 

rare species, or particularly rare habitats. Conversely, consequences of global change are also 

often studied for single species and, or, single trophic levels. For instance, changes in species 

distributions under future habitat and climate conditions have often been assessed by 

considering species as separate entities. Similarly, responses of vegetation to future scenarios 

of global change have also rarely considered feedbacks with higher trophic levels, pollinators 

or pests and parasites (but see Schleuning et al. 2016). Yet, despite that biotic interactions are 

likely going to influence the outcomes of global change for biodiversity (Grassein et al. 2014; 

Mod et al. 2015), the stability of ecological networks to global change drivers has seldom 

been investigated (but see Evans et al. 2013; Albouy et al. 2014; Valiente-Banuet et al. 2015; 

Schleuning et al. 2016), especially at scales relevant for management. In particular, the 

stability of terrestrial trophic networks has mostly been studied in a spatially implicit manner, 

covering relatively small areas and providing a very localised picture of overall ecosystem 

stability to species extinctions (Dunne et al. 2002; Evans et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2016). Yet, 

increasing data availability provides the opportunity to study trophic network robustness to 

global change drivers. Here, we use a metaweb of trophic interactions amongst all pan-

European terrestrial tetrapods (narrowed down to the 840 vertebrate species present in all EU 

countries, excluding Croatia: 83 amphibians, 435 birds, 201 mammals and 121 squamata and 

freshwater testudinae, hereafter ‘reptiles’) to assess the robustness of vertebrate trophic 

networks in European protected areas (PAs) to climate and land-use changes. By combining 

this metaweb with information on species’ geographical ranges and habitat preferences, we 

built spatially continuous trophic networks across all EU countries (excluding Croatia) and 

analysed their robustness to species primary and secondary extinctions caused by different 

global change scenarios. These scenarios combined land-use projection for 2040, with climate 

changes projected for 2030-2050. Climate changes determined species ranges, which were 

extracted from consensus projections of species distributions models that were filtered 

according to species habitat preferences. Scenarios including climate change were crossed 

with two extreme species dispersal scenarios (global dispersal or no dispersal). More 

specifically, we aimed at 1) assessing trophic network robustness in PAs to different scenarios 

of global change and 2) identifying particularly sensitive areas, as well as 3) understanding 

what network properties drive trophic network robustness to global change in European PAs.  
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Figure 17. Protected areas with low and high robustness to global change scenarios. Protected areas’ (PAs) 
pixels were classified as having low/high robustness to a given scenario, if their network robustness was in the 
first/third quartile of robustness values across all PAs pixels for that scenario. Panels in b) show overlapping 
purple pixels across each dispersal scenario (i.e. pixels with low/high robustness to both scenarios of LUC + 
CC). Note that because climate change was the major cause of secondary extinctions, red and purple pixels of 
panels in a) almost always overlap. 

Trophic networks across European PAs had generally high robustness to land-use 

changes alone (right panels in Fig. 17). This scenario assumed no habitat conservation, 

whereby land use changed according to a nationally-oriented European governance, with 

overall cropland intensification and low expansion of wild areas (Nakicenovic et al. 2000; 

Stürck et al. 2015). Conversely, PAs were largely affected by climate changes predicted for 

the next 20-30 years, which resulted in large changes in species composition even under 

maximal habitat conservation (i.e. no land-use changes in PAs; Fig. 17 and Fig. S1 in 
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Appendix 5). Protected areas with consistently low robustness to combinations of land-use 

and climate changes, regardless of whether species were allowed to disperse or not, were 

mostly situated N-NE Sweden, Ireland and the British Isles, and some near the Franco-

German border (Fig. 17b). On the other hand, PAs with high robustness to land-use and 

climate changes across dispersal scenarios were mostly situated in central European countries 

and the western Balkans. These differences in robustness were related to dissimilarities in 

how much networks changed in terms of species richness and connectance. Networks with 

low robustness suffered larger changes in species richness and connectance across scenarios, 

than networks with high robustness (Fig. 18). 

 
Figure 18. Changes in species richness (ΔS) and connectance (|ΔC|) in networks with consistently low and high 
robustness. In both cases, changes were calculated by subtracting baseline network values to future network 
values, but are shown in absolute values for connectance (as suggested by Gilbert 2009). Only the pixels that 
had low/high robustness to the two scenarios of LUC + CC (with and without dispersal) are shown here (see 
Fig. 17b). 

Notably, a large proportion of networks that were highly robust to the combination of 

land-use and climate changes when dispersal was allowed, were not robust to these 

disturbances if species were not allowed to disperse and colonise new pixels (compare top and 

bottom right panels in Fig. 17). We are aware that range shifts do not depend solely on abiotic 

factors (Urban et al. 2013), being significantly affected by synergies between species’ life-

history, dispersal traits and landscape configuration (Barros et al. 2016b), but also by species 

interactions (HilleRisLambers et al. 2013). Yet, we currently lack data to explicitly simulate 

population and dispersal dynamics across the range of species included in our analysis, and 

models allowing to project species distributions conditioned by biotic interactions are still in 

their infancy (Urban et al. 2013). Nonetheless we accounted for the possible impacts of 
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different dispersal limitations in our simulations, with two scenarios that illustrate two 

opposite sides of a dispersal gradient. Under the full-dispersal scenario all vertebrates are 

equally capable to disperse to wherever climate is suitable. The no-dispersal scenario 

accounts for climate-driven extinctions, but species are not able to colonise new climatically 

suitable areas. Many amphibian, reptile and mammal species in our metaweb have small body 

sizes (data not shown), which usually indicates poor dispersal capabilities and the inability to 

track climate change (at least for mammals; Santini et al., 2016). Considering the spatial 

resolution of our simulations (10 Km2 pixels), for these species no-dispersal scenario maybe 

more realistic than global-dispersal ones. Additionally, even under a full dispersal scenario, 

we see that including trophic interactions led to lower species richness than what would be 

expected by stacking species SDMs (Fig. S8 in Appendix 5) 

Robustness is generally thought to be positively related with the number of species in a 

network and the redundancy of links, given by higher connectance and omnivory values 

(Dunne et al. 2002; Gilbert 2009; Saint-Béat et al. 2015). In addition, networks that suffer 

smaller changes in connectance after species extinctions are also more robust (Gilbert 2009). 

Our results partly followed these expectations and networks with higher initial species 

richness (S) and higher initial connectance (C) – i.e. before land-use and climate changes - 

tended to be more robust (Fig. 19). However, we were surprised to see that beyond a certain 

number of secondary extinctions (Sext) larger and better-connected networks did not have an 

advantage relatively to smaller and poorly connected ones, regarding their robustness to 

global change scenarios (Fig. 19 and Fig. S2a in Appendix 5). In fact, higher trophic network 

diversity and complexity did not provide higher robustness when habitat and climate-driven 

extinctions caused approximately more than ten Sext (Fig. 19). Benefits of S and C were also 

highly dependent on the scenario of extinction (Fig. S2b and Table S1 in Appendix 5). While 

no-dispersal climate change scenarios largely weakened the effects of S, the opposite was true 

for C whose effects on robustness were weaker when dispersal was allowed. Hence, network 

complexity, measured as C, seemed to play an important role in providing network robustness 

when species diversity was strongly decreased by climate-driven extinctions. Indeed, the 

effect of C slightly increased for large numbers of Sext (Fig. S2a in Appendix 5). Although 

network species richness and connectance have been shown to promote trophic network 

robustness before (Dunne et al. 2002; Gilbert 2009), to our knowledge, these relationships 

have never been shown across spatially continuous networks submitted to realistic 

disturbances. Most importantly, our results highlight that communities and ecosystems should 

not be assumed to sustain higher levels of biodiversity in face of global change based solely 
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on their current biodiversity levels. In the case of European vertebrate trophic networks, the 

effects of network diversity and connectance were already quite low for networks that loss ca. 

10 species secondarily, even though S in these networks was high (varying from 70 to 289 

species). 

 
Figure 19. Relationships between robustness and a) initial species richness (S), and between robustness and b) 
initial connectance (C). Both S and C were centred and scaled to avoid model convergence issues. Points are 
coloured by the number of secondary extinctions, which was binned in 10 classes for visual clarity (unit 
increments between 1 and 9 secondary extinctions, and 10 secondary extinctions). Points shown correspond to 
pixels inside protected areas (PAs), which had at least one secondary extinction and initial modularity values  
0. 
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Our results suggest that trophic networks across European PAs may be seriously affected 

by climate changes predicted for the next 20-30 years, and that species dispersal limitations 

will play a major role in determining their robustness to these changes. This low trophic 

network robustness may reflect that European ecosystems are at risk from global change, even 

if we assume that habitats can be fully protected, which should not be possible as vegetation 

will also shift in response to CC. Moreover, we join others in highlighting the importance of 

ensuring species motility within and across PAs, but also of considering the role of dispersal 

processes in predictive models of biodiversity, as they can drastically change predictions.  

Methods 

Trophic data, species distributions and land-use maps 
Metawebs represent all potential interactions between species of a given species-pool and, 

when combined with species distribution data, allow reconstructing ecological networks at 

local scales. After an important compilation of available data and expert knowledge, we 

constructed a trophic metaweb of all pan-European vertebrates (comprising 92 species of 

amphibians, 229 species of reptiles, 283 species of mammals and 503 species of birds; see 

Extended methods in Appendix 5 further details), which was used to construct local trophic 

networks at 10 Km scale, when combined with species’ geographic distributions and habitat 

preferences, as well as habitat maps. The metaweb also included 11 diet categories that were 

treated as basal nodes that were ubiquitous across Europe and scenarios of change. Species 

distributions were obtained from species distribution models projections based in climate 

values for year 2000 and IPCC climate projections for years 2030-2050 following the A2 

emissions scenario. Species habitat preferences were obtained from Maiorano et al. (2013), 

but land-use classes were converted to match those used in the land-use change projections 

(see Table S2 in Appendix 5). Habitat maps were obtained from land-use projections from the 

model Dyna-CLUE for years 2000 and 2040 (see Fig. S3 in Appendix 5). Land-use 

projections for 2040 also followed an A2 IPCC-equivalent scenario, and were only available 

for EU countries, thus restricting our study area to these territories. Please see Extended 

methods in Appendix 5 for details on species distribution models, and land-use and climate 

projections used. 
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Building local networks 
Local networks were built per 10 Km2 pixel, by conditioning species presences to the 

presences of their prey and preferred habitats (see Fig. S4 in Appendix 5 for network 

calculation workflow). A first set of baseline webs was calculated based on present species 

distributions and habitat maps for year 2000, assuming that species only required one prey 

item to colonise a given pixel (‘no threshold of extinction’). Given that networks were 

restricted to EU countries and their available habitats, the total number of species present 

across these baseline networks was narrowed down to 840 species, of which there were 83 

amphibians, 435 birds, 201 mammals and 121 reptiles. Since assuming that species only 

require one prey item is quite unrealistic, we constrained species presences by a minimum 

number prey defined on a species by species basis, i.e. species-specific extinction thresholds. 

These extinction thresholds were obtained per species from the distribution of their number of 

prey across all baseline networks built without a threshold of extinction (‘species prey 

distributions’). We then extracted the 10% quantile values of each species’ prey distribution 

and recalculated all baseline networks using these values as the minimum number of prey 

each species required to survive in any given pixel. We tested the sensitivity of baseline 

networks properties to changes in quantile values. Larger quantile percentages caused large 

disruptions of baseline networks across Europe, resulting in a large loss of analysable 

networks. On the other hand, lower percentages did not greatly differ much from not using a 

threshold (see Sensitivity analysis in Appendix 5). We thus chose to use the 10% quantile 

threshold for further simulations. By using the same quantile percentage across species, we 

assumed all species required the same proportion of their dietary niche to survive. Although it 

can be argued that specialist species should require larger proportions of their dietary niche 

than generalist species, a constant threshold ensured that we did not select against specialist 

species when building our baseline webs.  

To explore the robustness of the baseline networks, we simulated local species 

extinctions/colonisations in response to LUC and CC across all pixels inside protected areas 

(PAs) in EU countries. Our list of PAs included both terrestrial and wetland PAs, designated 

and inscribed at the national and international levels (the later including all IUCN PA 

categories) at year 2015, offering a maximum coverage of protected sites across EU countries 

that was well distributed across the study area (obtained from 

https://www.protectedplanet.net/c/world-database-on-protected-areas). Scenarios of LUC and 

CC were based on the future land-cover and climate projections mentioned above and 

combined with two possible dispersal scenarios: full dispersal or no dispersal. Scenarios of 
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LUC assumed that EU countries would abandon habitat conservation actions and PAs would 

suffer land-use changes predicted for year 2040 under the A2 IPCC scenario (see Extended 

methods in Appendix 5 for further details); on the other hand, scenarios without LUC 

assumed maximal and optimal habitat conservation, with habitats inside PAs remaining 

unchanged relatively to year 2000.  

We simulated a total of 5 global change scenarios - LUC only, CC only, CC only without 

dispersal, LUC + CC, and LUC + CC without dispersal – for which we recalculated all 

trophic networks using the same species-specific minimum prey thresholds used for 

calculating baseline networks. This way, we guaranteed that changes in species composition 

were only due to land-use and climate effects, rather than changes in species minimum dietary 

requirements. Species were then considered primarily extinct if they were predicted to be 

absent from a pixel under future climatic conditions, or had lost suitable habitat, and 

secondarily extinct when they could be present in terms of climate and habitat suitability, but 

had too few prey items. Note that basal species could not go secondarily extinct. Network 

robustness to species extinctions was then measured as: 
1












BS
SextRobustness  (Eq. 1) 

where Sext is the number of secondary extinctions and S and B are, respectively, species 

richness and the number of basal species in the baseline network. Higher values indicated 

more robust networks and tended to infinity as Sext tended to 0.  

Assessing drivers of robustness 
After building baseline and future scenario networks, we calculated a set of network 

properties known to be related with network robustness (species richness, connectance, 

omnivory; Dunne et al. 2002; Gilbert 2009; Saint-Béat et al. 2015), as well as additional 

properties that reflect both network topology and complexity and could be potential predictors 

of robustness (see full list in Table S3 in Appendix 5). All properties, except for those related 

with species trophic levels (mean and standard deviation of trophic level, proportion of basal, 

intermediate and top predators, and omnivory), were calculated on vertebrate species only, 

given that diet categories have a different taxonomic resolution from species nodes. After a 

preliminary analysis of pairwise correlations between robustness and network properties 

(Table S4 in Appendix 5), we selected species richness, S, and connectance, C, as predictors 

of robustness and modelled their effect using linear mixed effects models, whereby we 

included the fixed effects of S and C and their interactions with scenarios, and the random 
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effect of Sext (see Extended methods in Appendix 5 for detailed description of the statistical 

analyses). Additionally, we assessed the temporal turnover in species composition (temporal 

β-diversity) per group of species (amphibians, birds, mammals and reptiles). Temporal β-

diversity was calculated on a pixel basis for each future scenario network, with reference to 

the baseline network, using a multiplicative decomposition of α- and γ-diversity, which 

were in turn calculated as the inverse Simpson concentration (Whittaker 1972): 
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 11  (Eq. 3) 

where p is the presence/absence of each species across the baseline and scenario network (for 

-diversity), or in each network i (for -diversity), and n the total number of networks being 

compared (two in this case, corresponding to pairwise comparisons between baseline and 

scenario networks).  
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DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES 
Studying ecosystem stability in face of global change is crucial to adapt ecosystem 

management and avoid further loss of biodiversity, as well as the disruption of ecosystems 

and the services they provide. Doing so will require accounting for synergies between 

different global change drivers, but also integrating several levels of ecosystem complexity in 

our analyses and projections. 

Synergies between climatic drivers and land-use changes & consequences for management 
Notably, evaluations of global change consequences for vegetation dynamics need to consider 

more than trends of mean temperature and precipitation values. Land-use changes and other 

climatic drivers, like changes in drought regimes, need also to be considered, especially 

because they are likely to impact vegetation (and consequently ecosystems) at different time 

scales (see Kulakowski et al. 2011 and Boulangeat et al. 2014b). To my knowledge, I have 

been the first to simulate the synergies between gradual climate change, drought regimes and 

changes in land-use management using a landscape dynamic vegetation model, and to assess 

their consequences for different ecosystems in the European Alps.  

Interestingly, long-term vegetation dynamics were mostly driven by gradual climate 

changes, yet drought determined the final composition and structure of Alpine communities in 

ways that are extremely relevant for ecosystem management. In Alpine ecosystems, strong 

abiotic gradients and historical land-use have constrained species distributions and plant 

community assemblages, whose structure and composition are menaced by climate warming 

and the abandonment of traditional agro-pastoral activities. Increasing drought severity (i.e. 

more intense and frequent drought) may on the short-term accelerate the woody encroachment 

of alpine open habitats – which is already being observed with land-use abandonment – by 
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benefiting drought-tolerant groups like woody species, but on the long run decelerate this 

trend (Chapter I). Alpine open habitats host important levels of biodiversity, including 

endemic and protected species (Andrello et al. 2012), and provide several ecosystem services 

(like fodder production for cattle, pollination and hydrological regulation Crouzat et al. 2015). 

Grazing and mowing in subalpine and alpine grasslands not only maintain woody species at 

bay, but also promote higher biodiversity by creating a variety of ecological niches thanks to 

increased spatial heterogeneity in nutrient distribution and seed input (Maurer et al. 2006). 

Hence, continuing traditional grazing and mowing activities will be important to maintain 

higher levels of taxonomic β-diversity (see Chapter I and Appendix 2) and to stabilise 

grassland communities under climate change (Chapter III). On the other hand, the 

combination of drought and climate warming may prove more destabilising for forest 

communities, whose slow dynamics take longer to recover from drought-related mortality and 

to find a new equilibrium state with new climate conditions (Chapter III). Forests, like open 

habitats, also provide important ecosystem services, namely wood production, vertebrate 

diversity and carbon storage (Crouzat et al. 2015). Yet, their supply may be jeopardized if 

climate warming and drought cause large changes in forest structure and composition. Finally, 

these changes will impact functional diversity, with further implications for ecosystem 

functioning and ecosystem services. For instance, turnover towards more drought-adapted 

Alpine grasslands and forests may be accompanied by decreases in community-level specific 

leaf area (SLA), which can result in lower overall grassland and forest productivity and 

negatively affect fodder and wood production (Chapter I and Chapter III; Jung et al. 2014). 

Thus, managing for the provisioning of the bundles of ecosystem services now available in 

the European Alps will require considering the interplay between global change drivers and 

maintaining a degree of landscape heterogeneity. 

Perspectives 
Spatially explicit modelling of drought effects at landscape scales and across different plant 

groups can be a challenge. There are still large knowledge gaps concerning the physiological 

responses of different plant species and even plant life forms to drought, which hinder the use 

of physiological models across different types of vegetation, or a more accurate 

parameterisation of drought effects in mechanistic models. To overcome these data 

limitations, I have used a statistical approach to parameterise drought effects across different 

plant functional groups (PFGs) present in the Ecrins National Park. I assumed that PFG 

presences recorded in the past years reflected that PFGs survived past drought events, and 
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thus large departures from their experienced past drought values would cause negative effects 

on PFG dynamics. Together with expert knowledge that allowed fine tuning the 

parameterisation, I was able to recreate the present vegetation state of the park while 

accounting for past drought events (Appendix 2). But uncertainty remains regarding the 

quantitative effects of drought across the variety of PFGs that we simulated. Only with further 

empirical data will next studies be able to correctly estimate the impacts of changing drought 

regimes on vegetation dynamics. Namely, how drought affects seed production, germination 

and juvenile recruitment across plant life forms, how repeated drought events affect the 

capacity for resprouting, growth and fertility, and how this depends on life form and life 

history traits, are some of the very pertinent questions that future studies should investigate.  

 I have also analysed which types of plant communities – forests or grasslands – were 

more stable to drought and climate warming effects. In a next step, I believe that it will be 

interesting to investigate whether, within these communities, there are particular taxonomic 

and functional compositions that allow for greater, or lower, stability via higher, or lower, 

drought resilience (sensu lato). It is known that different forest types have different 

resistances to drought due to differences in species composition (Frank et al. 2015), and the 

same is likely to be true for grasslands (Craine et al. 2012). FATE-HD could potentially be 

used to study these differences by comparing how drought and climate warming affect forests 

along an altitudinal gradient, across which there exists spatial turnover in species composition 

before simulating drought and climate warming. However, species-specific drought strategies 

are likely to be very important for overall community resilience to drought events (Craine et 

al. 2012; Liu et al. 2015). Therefore, I believe that modelling drought physiological responses 

will be more appropriate to assess which taxonomic and functional combinations increase 

community stability to drought. Again, more data on drought response mechanisms across 

PFGs will be necessary to progress in this direction and, eventually, couple mechanistic 

models like FATE-HD with a physiological drought model. Alternatively, PFGs could also be 

rebuilt to take into account species’ drought sensitivities. Since PFGs are built according to 

species’ similarity in climatic niche and trait values (Boulangeat et al. 2012), past moisture 

index values could be included as an additional climatic variable and species’ soil moisture 

preference trait values could be added as an extra trait. It would be extremely interesting to 

compare the results we obtained in Chapters I and III against results obtained with a new set 

of PFGs. Although I believe that results would be qualitatively similar, if PFGs differed more 

in terms of their drought sensitivities, taxonomic and functional changes under drought would 

likely depart more from those expected under gradual climate warming alone. 
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Additionally, drought is known to have interactions with other factors that have relevant 

implications for ecosystem functioning in Alpine ecosystems. Other climate change drivers 

such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen (N) deposition increases are thought to facilitate 

plant growth (Theurillat & Guisan 2001), but also suffer feedbacks from drought effects (see 

reviews by Wang et al. 2012 and Frank et al. 2015 and references therein). For instance, tree 

mortality from drought decreases leaf area index and results in lower productivity levels on 

the short term (Brando et al. 2008), but can also increase relative N and light availability for 

surviving trees, and increase soil N cycling rates (Bloor & Bardgett 2012). Also, tree 

mortality results in lower carbon storage capacity and increased litterfall, the latter leading to 

higher carbon release from decomposition processes (Brando et al. 2008). Biotic interactions 

with pests and parasites are also an extremely important factor to consider, as drought can 

render trees more vulnerable to pest and parasite attacks, increasing the likelihood for pest 

outbreaks (Allen et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2012; Frank et al. 2015). Likewise, interactions 

between climate and land-use changes and wildfires are important to consider. Although the 

Ecrins National Park does not suffer from extensive fire events on a regular basis, higher 

drought frequency and severity, together with globally warmer temperatures and land-use 

abandonment, will likely increase the propensity for wildfires across the European Alps (Cane 

et al. 2013; Bebi et al. 2017; Dupire et al. 2017). Should fires become recurrent in the Ecrins, 

not only could we expect important changes in vegetation structure and composition, but also 

that reductions in forest cover would impact the provisioning of forest services, like avalanche 

and rock fall protection (Elkin et al. 2013; Dupire et al. 2017). 

Finally, the impacts of drought on intraspecific variability also need to be further 

explored and considered in future studies. Intraspecific trait variance can largely contribute to 

overall community-level trait variance (relatively to interspecific trait variance) and strongly 

determine changes in community-averaged trait values in response to drought, even when no 

significant specie turnover occurs (Jung et al. 2014). Declines in intraspecific variability may 

also degrade species’ and, consequently, ecosystems’ abilities to cope with disturbances (Lepš 

et al. 2011; Barabás & D’Andrea 2016). Therefore, intraspecific variability will have an 

important role on species’ adaptability to drought and for the stability ecosystem functioning, 

which needs to be accounted for in future modelling of drought consequences for vegetation. 

Despite current data limitations, FATE-HD and similar hybrid models still provide the 

opportunity to investigate drought consequences for vegetation at landscape scales, and its 

interactions with other important drivers of global change such as land-use. Not only that, but 

FATE-HD also allowed exploring these effects dynamically and across different vegetation 
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strata and plant groups, which are aspects that have been poorly addressed in the literature so 

far.  

Multivariate and multitrophic perspectives on ecosystem stability 
In addition to highlighting the importance of considering multiple drivers of environmental 

change, I have shown that multidimensional and multi-trophic approaches can change how we 

perceive and conclude about ecosystem stability.  

It is worthwhile mentioning that my view on stability differs from classical mathematical 

stability concepts, whereby one focuses on the local stability of a system (or asymptotic 

stability), i.e. its behaviour close to equilibrium after a perturbation (Connell & Sousa 1983; 

Pimm 1984; Ives 1995). Instead, my view on ecological stability is closer to that of resilience 

(Holling 1973), since I have focused on a community’s, or an ecosystem’s, capacity of to 

withstand perturbations and maintain a similar composition and structure. Analysing local 

stability requires considering temporary perturbations – pulse perturbations (Connell & Sousa 

1983) – in order to measure how fast the system returns to its initial state, or the equilibrium 

point. Yet, if perturbations are continuous and, or, permanent – press perturbations (Connell 

& Sousa 1983) – the system may not return to its initial state. Hence, as stated by Connell & 

Sousa, the study of mathematical stability is hard to achieve in ecological systems, especially 

when changes in environmental conditions occur. However, I do not think that this renders the 

study of ecological stability impossible, or futile. By focusing on the stability of community 

structure and composition (from a taxonomical or functional perspective, or both) I was able 

to consider the effects of both pulse- (e.g. drought events) and press- type perturbations (e.g. 

land-use changes and gradual climate warming) together, even if this meant that communities 

would not return to their initial states. Instead of focusing on return rates after pulse 

perturbations, I focused on community transient dynamics after and during realistic 

perturbation regimes simulated as environmental changes, and on the differences between 

their initial and final states once environmental conditions were stabilised. Thus, my work has 

mostly concerned the global stability (Holling 1973) of ecosystems in face of environmental 

change. 

 

The hypervolumes approach allowed me to detect departures from stability in Alpine 

communities in terms of their composition and structure, which otherwise remained unnoticed 

when using diversity indices or productivity measures. For instance, hypervolume 

comparisons revealed important functional changes in undisturbed rocky and scree vegetation 
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after land-use abandonment. Yet, no particular effect was noticed when using metrics of 

functional diversity (Chapter II and Appendix 3). Moreover, multivariate approaches like n-

dimensional hypervolumes can be used to integrate the responses of all community/ecosystem 

components to a disturbance. This provides information on changes in both structure and 

composition, which are usually obtained by measuring several different indicators of diversity 

(Chapter II). Importantly, the hypervolumes framework can quantitatively measure and 

compare an ecosystem’s responses to distinct types of disturbances, but also the responses of 

different ecosystems (Chapter II and Chapter III). As mentioned above, drought and gradual 

climate warming caused higher instability in forests than in grasslands, and grasslands were 

even more stable when continuously managed (Chapter III). A similar trend was observed for 

temporal changes in hypervolume overlap calculated in grassland and thicket/scrubland 

communities under climate warming only (Chapter II). As already discussed above, these 

changes in composition and structure of Alpine communities can have important implications 

for ecosystem management in European Alps. 

The effects of global change were also different when trophic interactions were taken into 

account. Stacking the predictions of species distribution model (SDM) projections under 

future climate conditions resulted in overestimates for vertebrate diversity, when compared to 

final richness in trophic networks (Chapter IV). This result highlights the importance of 

considering trophic interactions to predict the consequences of global change drivers for 

biodiversity. It is known that disturbances such as climate change and habitat loss can affect 

species interactions before they cause extinctions (Valiente-Banuet et al. 2015). Yet, 

responses of ecological networks to realistic disturbances have been rarely considered in 

previous studies (but see Evans et al. 2013; Valiente-Banuet et al. 2015; Schleuning et al. 

2016), which have investigated network robustness by testing species removal scenarios. In 

Chapter IV I have gone further and tested the effects of global on vertebrate trophic networks, 

both in terms of species diversity and species interactions. Since shifting conservation plans 

from protecting single to multispecies will require assessing how well current management 

actions will protect ecological networks from global change, I have focused my analyses on 

protected areas. Worryingly, vertebrate trophic networks in protected areas of European 

Union (EU) countries seem to be highly sensitive to future climate changes, despite their 

robustness to future land-use changes (Chapter IV). Importantly, the robustness of trophic 

networks to climate changes depended on whether species were able to migrate and colonise 

new habitats or not (Chapter IV). Species’ spread rates are known to not only depend on their 

capacity to disperse, but also on habitat quality and the quantity of habitat available (Barros et 
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al. 2016b). Therefore, effects of climate change on trophic networks will depend on how 

much habitat remains available, the degree of habitat fragmentation, and species’ abilities to 

disperse across a matrix of unsuitable habitat. This means that climate change mitigation will 

require the protection of currently available habitat, but also that protected areas include areas 

that will become suitable for species to disperse to in the future. 

Perspectives 
So far, ecosystem stability and resilience have often been investigated using one-dimensional 

approaches (but see Vasilakopoulos & Marshall 2015). However, hypervolume metrics can 

also be related to ecosystem stability and resilience notions, particularly if high-resolution 

time-series are available to build and compare hypervolumes from different time slices.  

Changes in overlap and in the distance between centroids are related with ecosystem 

resistance (i.e. the extent of changes caused by a perturbation; Table 3 in Appendix 1) and 

reductions in overlap quantify the changes the ecosystem suffered. Hypervolume size 

provides a measure of the overall variability of the components used. Therefore, it is inversely 

related with stability, just as the coefficient of variation measuring the temporal or spatial 

variability of a given variable is inversely related to its stability (e.g. Loreau & de Mazancourt 

2013; Table 3 in Appendix 1). Also, state shifts may be detected when hypervolumes cease to 

overlap and become very distant in multivariate space, and continue to do so even if they are 

re-exposed to pre-shift environmental conditions (see notions of irreversibility in Folke et al. 

2004). 

Even if long time series of ecosystem dynamics are not available, as is often the case, the 

hypervolumes framework can still be applied. Issues related to small sample sizes can be 

resolved using randomised permutation testing with data subsets, repetitions of hypervolume 

calculations and comparisons, and null-model-type comparisons. All of these solutions 

provide a measure of the variability in the calculation of hypervolume metrics and 

comparisons, guaranteeing the robustness of qualitative results (see Chapter III for the 

demonstration of the last two solutions). There is also the possibility to use space-for-time 

data substitutions when time series are not available. This means that geographically different 

points exposed to the same conditions, are assumed to reflect a state in a particular 

environment or under a particular disturbance, and compared to another set of points exposed 

to distinct conditions or disturbances (each set of points being used to build a hypervolume). 

Alternatively, large fossil and eDNA datasets with high temporal resolution are increasingly 

available. These data can be used to explore very interesting questions regarding the stability 
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of community structure and composition to past climate and land-use changes. For example, 

changes in hypervolume overlap and mean centroid distances could theoretically be used as 

response variables to explore past ecosystem shifts under gradual climate change, using early 

warning signals to detect approaching tipping points (Dakos 2008). This is certainly 

something that I would personally be very excited to explore in my future work. 

The fact that many ecosystems are not at equilibrium could be regarded as an issue when 

assuming that hypervolumes reflect ‘stable states’. However, this issue is pervasive across 

many other types of analyses that aim to describe community stable states, with or without 

disturbances. In community ecology, for instance, species assemblages are typically assumed 

to be at equilibrium with the environment, and the relative importance of assembly 

mechanisms is also assumed to be stable. Both assumptions are increasingly questioned in the 

literature (Gerhold et al. 2015), but so far no obvious solutions exist. Clearly, more studies are 

needed to assess community and ecosystem dynamics under different conditions, but also to 

gather time-series data in the field (Münkemüller et al. in prep.). In my view, we must 

remember and accept that ecosystems and communities are not static entities and nothing in 

nature is ultimately stable at large time scales. This does not mean, however, that analysing 

stability is not a valid objective, especially since many environmental policies aim to maintain 

a certain degree of stability. In any case, hypervolumes can be used to track community 

transient dynamics without the need to assume stability, as I have shown in Chapter II. 

 

Future studies aiming to explore the consequences of global change for ecosystems will 

also need to incorporate more complex dynamics, alongside with biotic interactions. In 

particular, modelling dynamic networks while integrating dispersal dynamics, top-down 

effects and feedbacks with primary producers, will be important to more accurately predict 

the effects of global change drivers. In order to account for the effect of different dispersal 

limitations under climate change, I have simulated two opposite extremes of a dispersal 

limitation gradient (full dispersal and no dispersal), affecting all species equally (Chapter IV). 

A next step will be to account for interspecific variability in dispersal capabilities, based on 

available trait data (Santini et al. 2016). For instance, body size and dispersal capabilities are 

known to be positively related in mammals (Santini et al. 2016) and birds (Sutherland et al. 

2000). In amphibians and reptiles these allometric relationships are less known, but no 

dispersal scenario may be realistic for these animals at spatial scale that we considered 

(10km2). For now, we lack trait data across the range of species that I included in my study to 

enable fine tuning the dispersal scenarios, but this could be done on a smaller region with 
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fewer, well-studied species. Using dynamic trophic networks will also allow reproducing top-

down control effects and the consequences of losing top predators. Predators exert top-down 

regulation of lower trophic levels, releasing producers from herbivory, sensu lato (see Leroux 

& Loreau 2015 for a review on bottom-up and top-down effects in trophic networks). 

Extinctions of secondary consumers can therefore lead to the overexploitation of resources by 

lower trophic levels, causing the extinction of primary producers (Leroux & Loreau 2015; 

Donohue et al. 2017) and, potentially, of other species that depended on them. In addition, 

incorporating different types of interactions is also essential to accurately predict the 

consequences of species extinctions. Donohue et al. (2017) have demonstrated that only by 

including two types of non-trophic interactions in their model (competition for space and 

predator avoidance behaviour) could they reproduce the extinctions observed after a predator 

removal experiment in a marine rocky shore community. On the other hand, Poggiato et al. 

(submitted) show that future projections for the distribution of Rupicabra rupicabra L. in the 

Bauges Natural Nark (French Alps) change dramatically when interactions with vegetation 

are considered together with climate projections. In their simulations, the lagged response of 

vegetation to climate warming meant that this herbivore’s populations were able to persist, 

rather than meet extinction in face of climate change projections. I expect that a similar effect 

may occur at the EU scale with our trophic networks. Using Poggiato and colleagues’ 

approach to couple species distribution models (SDMs) with vegetation projections from a 

global dynamic vegetation model will be an interesting follow-up work if data regarding 

species-vegetation associations are available. These more realistic species distribution 

projections could then be combined with the metaweb information to build local trophic 

networks, as I have done in Chapter IV.  

Finally, my analysis suggested that turnover might promote trophic network robustness to 

climate changes in EU countries. It will now be important to assess whether this turnover will 

have negative consequences for ecosystem functioning and stability. To my knowledge, how 

the redundancy in species and links of a particular type of interaction relates to this same 

redundancy in another type of interaction is still understudied. Similarly, little is known 

regarding the relationship between redundancy in species and links, and different ecosystem 

functions. For instance, I can imagine that high redundancy in trophic interactions may not be 

related to the redundancy in interactions between pollinators and host plants. As such, the loss 

of predators may, for instance, negatively impact rodent pest control but not pollination, 

whereas the loss of insect pollinators will affect pollination more immediately than rodent 

populations. Thus, future studies need to consider the relationships between species and link 
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redundancy across and within different interaction types, and its role for ecosystem 

functioning and stability to disturbances. 

 

All in all, research on ecosystem stability needs to adopt large scale and multidimensional 

perspectives of ecosystems, their dynamics and their responses to disturbances. This is 

possible by using approaches that encompass multiple components and levels of complexity 

of ecosystems, integrating several facets of biodiversity. The n-dimensional hypervolumes 

framework and trophic networks are two approaches that allow for this. On the other hand, 

using these approaches to assess the effects of different global change drivers on ecosystems 

will be extremely relevant for ecosystem management and conservation. 
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APPENDIX 1 
This first appendix is dedicated to an overview of the history of ecological stability studies, as 

well as some of the approaches used to investigate stability-related questions. More than 

providing additional and relevant information for the understanding of this thesis, this 

appendix is a summary of the work that fascinates and compels me for the study of ecosystem 

stability and resilience. 

Ecologists and resource managers have been seeking to understand how ecosystems 

respond to change at least since the nineteenth century, but it was during the 1950s that the 

stability of ecological function gained attention from academia (Curtin & Parker 2014). 

Robert MacArthur’s (MacArthur 1955) diversity-stability hypothesis linked ecosystem 

stability to the pattern of interconnectivity between species in food webs. Later, Richard 

Lewontin used “vector fields” models to describe the stability of community structure within 

basins of attraction, considering alternative stable states (Lewontin 1969), a conceptualisation 

that became the basis of resilience science.  

 
Figure 20. Global and local stability concepts – two facets of stability that refer to the behaviour of a system 
close and far from an equilibrium point, i.e. attractor. 

Following Lewontin’s footsteps, Crawford S. Holling (1973) defined the concepts of 

stability and resilience as reflecting two facets of the behaviour of ecological systems (Fig. 

20). Stability is linked to the behaviour of the system in the proximity of the basin of 

attraction and reflects its local stability. It was defined as “the ability of a system to return to 

an equilibrium state after a disturbance”, emphasizing “equilibrium, the maintenance of a 

predictable world” (Holling 1973). On the other hand, resilience is linked a system’s ability 

to remain within a basin of attraction, its global stability. It “determines the persistence of 

relationships within a system and is a measure of the ability of these systems to absorb 

changes of state variables, driving variables, and parameters, and still persist” (Holling 
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1973). Resilience emphasizes the existence of several domains of attraction and the need for 

persistence. In the following years, the terminology used to reflect the concepts he discussed 

by Holling grew rapidly.  

A mere five years after Holling’s seminal paper, Walter Westman (1978) recognized that 

Holling’s concepts of stability and resilience had already been renamed by several authors 

(for instance, Cairns & Dickson 1977 referred to Holling’s definitions of stability and 

resilience as elasticity and inertia, respectively). Redefinitions continued as Stuart Pimm 

(1984) re-coined the term resilience as the behaviour of a system in the vicinity of an 

equilibrium point. Oppositely to Holling, Pimm’s resilience refers to the local stability of a 

system, which can be measured as the speed of return to equilibrium. Despite efforts by 

Westman (1978), and later  Holling (1996) amongst others, to clarify resilience terminology  

(see for instance Hodgson et al. 2015), resilience science is still crowed by a panoply of 

interchangeable terms, which has contributed to increasing confusion surrounding its 

applicability (Beisner et al. 2003; Standish et al. 2014; Hodgson et al. 2015; Mori 2016). To 

avoid further confusion, the terminology used during in the present thesis follows the 

concepts of stability and resilience initially proposed by Holling (1973). Their correspondence 

with properties identified by Westman (1978), Pimm (1984) and recently revisited by 

Donohue, et al. (2013) are presented in Table 3. Regardless of its rather confusing 

terminology, resilience theory provides a solid ground to formulate expectations regarding 

how systems respond to disturbances. Most importantly, it highlights that local and global 

stability are two complementary facets of ecosystem stability in its general sense.  

 

Studying ecosystem stability: the role of biodiversity for stabilisation 

After MacArthur’s publication of his diversity-stability hypothesis, the number of studies 

trying to understand whether or not diversity promotes stability increased rapidly and 

controversy soon arose7. While mathematical evidence pointed that higher complexity and 

diversity rendered systems more unstable (e.g. Gardner & Ashby 1970), empirical studies 

indicated the opposite (McNaughton 1977). This discordance came from theoreticians and 

field ecologists using different definitions of stability, focusing on different components of 

complexity and working at different organisational scales (Pimm 1991). In fact, when 

theoretical and empirical studies looked at the same facets of diversity-stability relationships, 

their conclusions agreed with MacArthur’s initial hypothesis. 
                                                 
7an excellent account of the history of ecological stability studies is available in Pimm’s The Balance of Nature? 
Ecological Issues in the Conservation of Species and Communities (1991) 
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Table 3. Holling’s stability and resilience concepts with the definitions suggested by Holling (1996). Their 
corresponding properties suggested by Westman (1978), Pimm (1984) are presented together with examples of 
measurement. 
Definitions 
(Holling 1996) 

Properties 
(Westman 1978) 

Properties 
(Pimm 1984; Donohue et 
al. 2013) 

Measurement 
(example: lake 
eutrophication) 

stability 
“concentrates on 
stability near an 
equilibrium steady 
state” 
  

inertia 
magnitude of a disturbance 
needed to cause a particular 
change in the system 

resistance – the extent of 
changes caused by a 
perturbation 

 inertia: amount of 
nutrients that need to 
be accumulated to 
cause ecosystem 
damage (e.g. the local 
extinction of species 
A & B) 

 resistance: how much 
did the community 
change after an X 
amount of nutrients 
were added to the 
lake? 

 elasticity 
rate of return, or the time 
the system takes to return 
to equilibrium after being 
disturbed 

resilience  
(= elasticity) 

 time needed to restore 
local populations of A 
& B 

  persistence – change in 
ecosystem properties over 
time. Includes robustness 
(number of extinctions) and 
number of invasions. 
Communities that lose less 
species and/or are harder to 
invade are more persistent 

 temporal turnover in 
species composition 
after the addition of X 
amount of nutrients 

 number of extinctions 
after the addition of X 
amount of nutrients 

 number of invasions 
after the addition of X 
amount of nutrients 

  variability – temporal or 
spatial variability of the 
system, inversely related to 
stability. 

 coefficient of variation 
(CV) of an ecosystem 
property, such as 
biomass (Loreau & de 
Mazancourt 2013) 

resilience  
“emphasizes 
conditions far from 
any equilibrium 
steady state, where 
instabilities can flip 
a system into 
another […] 
stability domain”  

amplitude 
magnitude of disturbance 
that can be absorbed before 
a state-shift 

  

 hysteresis 
degree to which the path of 
restoration is the reversal of 
the path to degradation 

  

 malleability 
degree of similarity 
between the new stable 
state and the former one 
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A large part of the literature addressing the role of diversity in stabilising ecosystem 

function can be broadly organised into three categories: 1) biodiversity and ecosystem 

functioning (BEF) studies, 2) perturbation-diversity studies and 3) perturbation-BEF-studies. 

The majority of these studies measured ecosystem stability as the degree of temporal variation 

of an ecosystem property, frequently productivity. However, perturbation-BEF-studies have 

also looked at ecosystem stability to changes in composition, such as invasions. These 

different measures of stability have been nicely summarised by Donohue et al. (2013) with 

their correspondence to the properties described by Westman (1978). 

1) Biodiversity and ecosystem functioning (BEF) studies have mostly considered how 

biodiversity promotes the local stability and short-term stability of ecosystem function, by 

assessing how varying species richness affect and stabilise productivity levels. It has been 

shown that higher levels of biodiversity promote and stabilise ecosystem function (e.g. 

Cadotte et al. 2012; Polley et al. 2013; see also the review by Loreau et al. 2001) and that the 

mechanisms through which this occurs can be divided into two main classes: selection effects 

and complementarity effects (Loreau 2001). Selection effects are related with stochastic 

community assembly processes. If a regional species pool contains many productive species 

with low demographic variance, then higher levels of diversity will stabilise productivity by 

chance alone. On the other hand, complementarity effects are related to deterministic 

community assembly processes arising from differences in species’ fundamental niches. 

According to Loreau & de Mazancourt (2013), taxonomic diversity can increase stability via 

to 1) differences in species fundamental niches that lead to asynchronous responses to 

changes in environmental conditions, 2) differences in species intrinsic growth rates that 

affect the speed at which they respond to these changes, and 3) differences in species 

fundamental niches that result in lower interspecific competition. The relative importance of 

these complementarity mechanisms for the stabilisation of ecosystem function has been 

shown to vary across ecosystems. Asynchrony in species responses to environmental 

conditions, also termed ‘response diversity’, seemed to be the main driver of stability in coral 

reef fish communities (Thibaut et al. 2011), while competitive interactions for light resources 

were suggested as the main stabilising mechanism in simulated forest communities (Morin et 

al. 2011). In grasslands, the stability of productivity was showed to be driven by temporal 

asynchrony in species dynamics, by negative, as well as positive species interactions that lead 

to compensatory dynamics (Tilman et al. 2006; Isbell et al. 2009; Roscher et al. 2011; Gross 

et al. 2014), and simple selection effects (Polley et al. 2007). 

2) Perturbation-diversity studies have sought to understand how biodiversity per se 
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responds to changing environmental conditions and disturbances. They show that the 

relationship between different facets of biodiversity not only changes for different 

environmental conditions, but can also vary with disturbance intensity. For instance, Carmona 

et al. (2012) have shown that in Mediterranean grasslands the relationship between alpha 

taxonomic and functional diversities depended on habitat type and on yearly environmental 

conditions. During dry years, functional diversity had a saturating response to increasing 

taxonomic diversity; and during wet years they had a linear relationship in wet habitats, but a 

negative relationship in dry habitats. On the other hand, Biswas & Mallik (2011) have shown 

that the slope of the relationship between taxonomic and functional diversity can also change 

across land-use disturbance levels. Interestingly, these results may reflect that the relative 

importance of community assembly mechanisms, such as competition and environmental 

filtering, may change across environmental and disturbance gradients (Mayfield et al. 2010; 

Vanschoenwinkel et al. 2010; de Bello et al. 2013). Biodiversity responses to disturbance 

may also differ between communities of different groups, as shown by Flynn et al. (2009) 

who assessed how land-use affected the relationships between taxonomic and functional 

diversity in bird, mammal and plant communities. For birds and mammals, losses of 

functional diversity were stronger than would be expected if functional diversity was 

determined solely by species richness, yet no signal of land use was detected in plant 

taxonomic-functional diversity relationships.  

Finally, 3) perturbation-BEF-studies are somewhere between the first two categories, as 

they focus on how biodiversity stabilises ecosystem functioning in face of external 

disturbances (i.e. abnormal environmental variation, invasions, habitat loss, …). Higher 

species richness has been shown to provide higher community resistance to invasions at small 

spatial scales (Levine 2000; Kennedy et al. 2002; Shea & Chesson 2002) and faster recovery 

from fire disturbances (MacDougall et al. 2013). Also, functional redundancy (i.e. fraction of 

species diversity not explained by functional diversity) was found to be a better predictor of 

community functional stability, than species richness per se (de Bello et al. 2008). 

Despite their large contribution to understanding biodiversity generally stabilises 

ecosystems, these studies have also put in evidence that mechanisms behind this relationship 

may vary across ecosystems and across disturbance gradients, and that different facets of 

biodiversity differ in their relative importance for stabilisation (Pillar et al. 2013). Also, the 

fact that most studies focused on single ecosystems, single disturbances and single ecosystem 

functions hinders the prospect of having a cross-ecosystem, cross-disturbance and cross-

ecosystem function perspective. Since stabilising mechanisms change across ecosystems, or 
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even across disturbance gradients for a given ecosystem, BEF-related approaches may not be 

appropriate to study ecosystem stability at the landscape scale, especially in cases where 

ecosystems are subjected to multiple disturbances.  

 

Studying ecosystem resilience: tipping points, early warning signals and mathematical 

approximations 

The concept of ecological resilience highlights the possibility of an ecosystem to shift 

between states, which is ignored by BEF-type studies. Classical examples, such as lake 

eutrophication (Carpenter et al. 1999) and the desertification of arid ecosystems (Kéfi et al. 

2007; Bestelmeyer et al. 2009), show that slow changes in external variables (slow changing 

variables) can erode ecosystem resilience and lead to catastrophic state-shifts that are hard to 

reverse (Scheffer & Carpenter 2003). In recent years, a growing body of studies have 

developed approaches to detect the approximation to tipping points, serving as early warning 

signals of impending state-shifts. They are based on phenomena that can occur as systems 

approach a tipping point in result to slow changing variables, such as critical slowing down 

and flickering (van Nes & Scheffer 2007; Scheffer et al. 2009; Dakos et al. 2011, 2012). As 

the system approaches a tipping point, it will take longer to recover to its original stable state 

– critical slowing down – and it may be seen to oscillate between alternative stable states – 

flickering; both phenomena will be reflected in statistical properties of the time series of the 

response variable (Carpenter & Brock 2006; Carpenter et al. 2008; Dakos et al. 2012). 

Finally, mathematical approximations have also been used to study ecosystem resilience. 

Many use linear representations of relatively simple ecological systems that are studied 

through eigendecomposition to explore both stability and resilience (e.g. Ives 1995; Neubert 

& Caswell 1997). For instance, leading eigenvalues denote the rate of return to equilibrium, 

thus reflecting stability. Yet, it is also possible to evaluate the global behaviour of the system 

and the presence of attractive, or repulsive nodes, depending on the behaviour of the system 

around them (the system tends to attractive nodes, but moves away from repulsive nodes; 

Mchich et al. 2007). This potentially allows the detection of alternative stable states. 

The application of early warning signals to predict tipping points, however, is limited to 

particular systems, under particular types of disturbances (Dakos et al. 2015). For instance, 

critical slowing down and flickering are known to occur in the vicinity of catastrophic shifts 

caused by slow changes in external variables, i.e. press-perturbations (but see Kéfi et al. 

2013), and are not adequate to identify shifts in result of push-perturbations, such as insect 

outbreaks (Sharma et al. 2014). Also, many ecological systems are likely to exhibit complex 
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non-linear dynamics with multiple possible outcomes. In these cases, shifts will not be 

preceded by critical slowing down or flickering and may occur without warning (Hastings & 

Wysham 2010). Similarly, the use of mathematical approximations to quantify engineering 

resilience is restricted to relatively simple representations of ecological systems.  

 

 As we can see, the study of ecosystem stability has taken different directions and 

approaches throughout the decades. Yet, most of them have been focused in one-dimensional 

analyses of particular ecosystem properties and variables. Many have also been unable to 

provide relevant information for ecosystem management and conservation, since they either 

remained very theoretical or concerned small scales and very specific ecosystems.  
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APPENDIX 2: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS TO CHAPTER I 
FATE-HD ‘base model’ description 

FATE-HD has been validated for the different plant communities present in the Ecrins 

National Park (ENP) (Boulangeat et al. 2014b). Although large areas of the park are managed 

and used for different activities (around 68% of the total area), the park has a very diverse 

flora, with ca. 2000 plant species. Different types of vegetation are mostly maintained by 

current abiotic conditions or land-use activities and can thus be expected to shift under 

climate and land-use changes. 

FATE-HD currently simulates 24 plant functional groups (PFGs; Table S1 in this 

appendix) and five different height strata (0-1.5m; 1.5-4m; 4-10m; 10-20m; taller than 20m). 

Each group represents species that are similar in terms of bioclimatic niche, competitive 

ability for light resources, demography and response to disturbances (Boulangeat et al. 2012). 

Chamaephyte groups, C1-6, are only present in the first height stratum, except for C4 which 

reaches the second stratum; herbaceous groups, H1-10, are mostly hemicryptophytes and are 

only present in the first height stratum; and phanerophyte groups, P1-8, reach at least the third 

height stratum, with six reaching the fourth stratum and two reaching the fifth (Table S1 in 

this appendix). Population dynamics, dispersal and competition for light resources are all 

explicitly simulated for each PFG, both spatially and temporally. 

Population dynamics partially depend on habitat suitability (HS). Habitat suitability is 

calculated for each PFG from a set of bioclimatic variables and includes a stochastic 

component in order to simulate yearly oscillations of habitat quality resulting from 

interannual climate variability. Maps of ‘current’ HS were produced using PFG 

presence/absence information across the French Alps (see Boulangeat et al. 2014b) that was 

related to seven environmental variables using the R package biomod2 (Thuiller et al. 2009). 

These variables were slope, percentage of calcareous soil and five ‘BIOCLIM’ variables 

(isothermality, temperature seasonality, temperature annual range, mean temperature of 

coldest quarter and annual precipitation), averaged across years 1961-1990 to obtain ‘current’ 

climate values (i.e. ‘current’ HS). Predictions of PFG distributions using the chosen 

environmental variables were obtained from a set of different modelling approaches and 

combined into a single output using a weighted sum of predictions (Thuiller et al. 2009; 

Boulangeat et al. 2014b).  

 Dispersal of PFGs is modelled for both long and short distances, depending on the PFG 

in question. Competition for light resources is also modelled according to PFG type and 
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stratum, as both differ in relation to their shade tolerance. The amount of shade is calculated 

per pixel in function of PFGs abundances per stratum. The more abundant a stratum is the 

more shade it casts on below strata, decreasing the amount of available light (see Boulangeat 

et al. 2014b for more information on simulated population dynamics, competition and 

dispersal mechanisms). 

Two types of disturbances were included in the model: grazing and mowing, with grazing 

having three levels of intensity, low (1), medium (2) and high (3). They were implemented in 

a spatially explicit manner, by assigning a binary variable reflecting the presence/absence of a 

particular disturbance to each pixel. Grazing affected PFGs by causing mortality, or 

resprouting (preventing mature plants from producing seeds) in proportions that varied 

according to PFGs’ palatability classes (Table S1 in this appendix) and age. Mowing removed 

all trees above 1.5m (in the second stratum or higher) by causing their death (see Boulangeat 

et al. 2014b for more information on land-use disturbances). 

Traits were used as basis for the parameterisation of PFG population dynamics, light 

competition and dispersal mechanisms, as well as responses to grazing and mowing. For 

instance, PFGs with higher palatability values suffered stronger effects from grazing. The full 

list of trait values are shown in Table S1 in this appendix, and we refer the reader to 

Boulangeat, et al. (2014b) for a complete list of parameters used in the base model. 

 

Land-use and gradual climate change scenarios 

Gradual climate change (CC) was simulated according to IPCC previsions of the A1B 

scenario for years 2020, 2050 and 2080. Values of BIOCLIM variables were projected using 

the regional climate model (RCM) RCA3 (Samuelsson et al. 2011) fed by the global 

circulation model (GCM) CCSM3 (derived from the ENSEMBLES EU project outputs; 

NCAR community 2004). Outputs from the RCM were then downscaled to 100 x 100 m 

resolution using the change factor method (Diaz-Nieto & Wilby 2005) and used to calculate 

future HS maps. We then interpolated between current HS projections (referring to the 1961-

1990 period) and time step 2020, and between time steps 2020, 2050 and 2080 to obtain a 

more gradual change at every 15 years for 90 years (Boulangeat et al. 2014a). Current HS 

projections were used during simulation years 0 to 14, before CC was implemented. 

The chosen land-use change scenario, the abandonment of all grazing and mowing 

activities, represents a current trend of land-use change observed not only in the ENP (Esterni 

et al. 2006), but in other regions of the European Alps (Gehrig-Fasel et al. 2007), and is 
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associated with the eventual interruption of European subsidies for agriculture (Boulangeat et 

al. 2014a). 

 

Parameterising and simulating drought effects 

Drought effects on vegetation dynamics in the Ecrins National Park (ENP) were simulated 

mechanistically, rather than physiologically. Drought was simulated in two phases that 

consisted first in the 1) identification of drought effects and then 2) on modelling drought 

responses. Both phases depended on PFGs’ past drought exposure, which was reconstructed 

from historical climate data.  

Identifying drought effects followed the same approach as the implemented habitat 

suitability (HS). Drought intensity (Din) maps were fed into the model to compare Din pixel 

values against parameters reflecting the PFGs’ adaptations and tolerance to drought (past 

drought exposure). PFG responses also depended on their adaptation and tolerance to drought. 

In this appendix we detail how PFG past drought exposure was calculated, how PFG drought-

related responses were parameterised and, lastly, how Din maps were produced to simulate 

drought events. 

 

PFGs past drought exposure 

Parameters for detecting and applying drought effects were based on PFGs’ past drought 

exposure, built from PFG occurrence information and climate data across most of the French 

Alps. 

Occurrence data for each PFG were obtained from the Conservatoire Botanique National 

Alpin (CBNA) vegetation-plot database, covering the majority of the French Alps 

(Boulangeat et al. 2012; CBNA 2015). Only data from exhaustive relevés (identification of all 

plant species within a plot) from 1980 to present were used. A PFG was considered present in 

a plot if at least one of its representative species was recorded (Table S2 in this appendix), 

resulting in the selection of 101 122 plots. 

PFG past drought exposure was based on historical values of the moisture index (MI), an 

indicator of climatic drought that has been used in previous studies relating forest mortality 

and drought (Gustafson et al. 2003; Bigler et al. 2006). We calculated MI values across the 

whole French Alps using climate data obtained from the meteorological model Aurelhy 

(Benichou & Le Breton 1987), spanning years 1961 to 1990 and interpolated at a 100 m 

resolution. Monthly MI values (in mm) were calculated as: 
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with Pj being daily precipitation, PETi being the average daily potential evapotranspiration of 

month i – calculated following Turc’s (1961) formula – and n the number of days in month i. 

Values were then subset by plot and crossed with PFG occurrence data to obtain a distribution 

of historical MI values for each PFG (MI1961-1990). We also built distributions of drought 

intensity (Din) values for each PFG, by extracting the lowest value of MI in a year for each 

plot (Din1961-1990).  

 

Parameterisation of drought-related mortality and resprouting 

Severe drought effects (immediate or post-drought) triggered drought-related mortality, with 

the possibility of resprouting, which depended on the soil moisture preference class of a given 

PFG. Soil moisture preference classes were built from the PFGs MI1961-1990 distributions, 

assuming that they reflect their moisture preferences and, or, adaptations to drought. For each 

PFG, we calculated x̅  2.5 x SD of MI1961-1990 (with x̅ and SD being the mean and standard 

deviation, respectively) and scaled the results into four classes from zero (very low moisture 

preference) to four (very high moisture preference). These classes were then adjusted 

according to expert-based knowledge of the soil moisture preferences of the species present in 

the PFGs, resulting into four final classes ranging from zero to three (Table S2 in this 

appendix).  

 

Validation of drought module 

The parameterisation of drought effects was validated following the procedure described in 

Boulangeat et al. (2014b), in respect to the simulated PFG distribution and strata abundances, 

as well as in respect to tree cover (strata > 1.5 m). 

A validation simulation was run starting from the 800th year of the initialisation phase 

(instead of year 850 used for scenario simulations; see initialisation details in main text), after 

which we applied past drought intensity (Din) values for 30 years. Maps of past Din values 

corresponded to the yearly minimum moisture index (MI) values registered from 1961-1990 

(see Parameterising and simulating drought effects above for details on MI calculation). 

Given that the parameterisation of PFG responses to drought followed the same climatic 

period, we expected that including past drought events would not majorly affect model 

accuracy in comparison to what has been demonstrated by Boulangeat et al. (2014b). Hence, 

we re-assessed model accuracy by comparing simulated PFG distributions against PFG 
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occurrences from the ‘DELPHINE’ database of vegetation composition and structure in the 

Ecrins National Park (ENP) (see full procedure in Boulangeat et al. 2014b). For each PFG we 

calculated model specificity (proportion of correctly predicted PFG presences – true 

positives), model sensitivity (proportion of correctly predicted PFG absences – true negatives) 

and error rate (overall proportion of false positives and false negatives). As in Boulangeat et 

al. (2014b), resulting statistics were compared against the specificity, sensitivity and error rate 

of habitat suitability models calculated for each PFG (see details on PFG habitat suitability 

maps in FATE-HD ‘base model’ description in this appendix Boulangeat et al. 2014b). In 

addition, we assessed whether including drought effects improved vegetation structure 

predictions. Simulated tree cover (> 1.5 m) in different habitats and overall strata abundances 

at three levels (< 1.5 m, 1.5 – 4 m and > 4 m) were compared against observation data and 

previous results obtained with the base model (see Boulangeat et al. 2014b for details on 

observation data and base model results).  

Including drought effects lowered PFG abundance in general (data not shown), which 

improved general estimates of tree cover (strata > 1.5 m) in rocky and alpine habitats, but led 

to underestimates in pasture fields, lowlands and mountainous forests. In subalpine and 

mountainous open habitats tree cover went from being overestimated to underestimated, but 

closer to the observed cover in absolute terms (Fig. S2 in this appendix). In general, simulated 

strata abundances remained consistent with observed presences and absences, with larger 

strata abundances being predicted where the strata were indeed observed present (Fig. S3 in 

this appendix). The predicted accuracy (error rate) of PFG distributions was very similar to 

that of the base model (Boulangeat et al. 2014b), with slight increases for seven PFGs and 

decreases for six PFGs (Table S4 in this appendix). 

All in all, we are confident that the simulated drought effects and their parameterisation 

did not negatively affect model performance, since the simulation of past drought events 

allowed the representation of the current vegetation of the park. 
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Supplementary Tables 

Table S1. Plant functional groups and their trait values. Life form classes are chamaephytes (C1-6), herbaceous (H1-10) and phanerophytes (P1-8). PFGs with larger values 
of ‘light’, ‘dispersal’ and ‘palatability’ are, respectively, light-loving, long-distance dispersers and preferred by grazers (thus more affected by grazing). ‘No. strata’ indicates 
the number of strata a PFG can occupy in the model. ‘SLA’ and ‘LDMC’ stand for average specific leaf area and average leaf dry matter content, respectively. SLA values 
for species of PFGs H10 and P8 were obtained from Kattge et al. (2011). Table partially adapted from Boulangeat et al. (2012) and Boulangeat, Georges and Thuiller 
(2014b). 

PFG 
No. 

Strata 
Dispersal Light 

Height 
(cm) 

Palatability 
Longevity 

(years) 
Maturity 
(years) 

Seed mass 
(g) 

SLA 
(mm2 mg-1) 

LDMC 
(mg g-1) 

Leaf area 
(mm2) 

C1 1 6 7 27 3 27 5 23.91 19.21 262.74 12.95 
C2 1 4 8 13 3 19 4 0.38 18.02 196.03 1.05 
C3 1 1 8 7 0 45 6 0.51 14.39 221.21 0.66 
C4 2 6 6 209 2 158 10 192.99 16.83 330.52 16.97 
C5 1 6 6 76 0 39 8 75.01 8.28 390.18 0.94 
C6 1 7 6 18 2 92 8 39.50 13.40 354.97 0.86 
H1 1 3 8 17 3 11 4 0.86 17.22 260.65 5.00 
H2 1 6 7 42 3 10 3 4.04 22.11 250.74 18.76 
H3 1 7 7 50 3 9 3 2.37 24.43 238.24 79.05 
H4 1 3 5 76 0 7 4 0.36 29.76 228.53 541.13 
H5 1 3 7 40 3 7 4 1.94 20.71 243.02 31.34 
H6 1 3 6 73 3 8 4 2.31 28.21 227.85 76.68 
H7 1 5 6 19 0 7 4 0.40 19.25 195.45 97.07 
H8 1 3 8 19 0 8 4 0.89 23.11 274.24 0.18 
H9 1 7 8 19 3 9 4 0.38 21.09 417.58 1.40 
H10 1 7 6 100 3 9 4 6.20 21.14 0.22 353.31 
P1 3 6 6 1175 2 193 15 177.93 12.03 346.77 34.01 
P2 3 5 6 750 2 177 15 0.13 17.17 350.81 14.43 
P3 4 4 5 1667 2 351 18 86.41 15.30 265.26 65.52 
P4 5 6 7 2500 0 600 15 6.82 10.06 279.75 0.20 
P5 5 6 4 2500 2 450 25 114.06 11.86 309.25 20.28 
P6 4 4 8 1650 2 160 20 6.10 19.24 282.18 12.36 
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P7 3 4 5 600 2 310 15 78.27 15.65 360.50 47.42 
P8 3 4 7 800 2 100 15 0.17 14.62 0.36 8.26 
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Table S2. Description of the simulated plant functional groups (PFG) and their representative species. PFG 
occurrences were based on presence/absence data of their representative species across the French Alps. The 
PFG description reflects the main characteristics of the species it encompasses. Table partially adapted from 
Boulangeat, Georges and Thuiller (2014b). 

PFG Species  PFG description 
C1 Achillea millefolium, Anthyllis montana, Cotoneaster integerrimus, 

Helianthemum grandiflorum, Helianthemum nummularium, 
Hippocrepis comosa, Lonicera caerulea, Origanum vulgare, 
Potentilla neumanniana, Rubus idaeus, Rubus saxatilis, Rumex 
acetosella, Stachys recta, Teucrium chamaedrys, Thymus 
pulegioides, Valeriana montana 

Thermophilous chamaephytes with 
long dispersal distance 

C2 Antennaria dioica, Artemisia umbelliformis, Cerastium alpinum, 
Cerastium cerastoides, Cerastium latifolium, Cerastium 
pedunculatum, Cerastium uniflorum, Helictotrichon sedenense, 
Leucanthemopsis alpina, Rumex scutatus, Salix glaucosericea, 
Salix hastata, Saxifraga aizoides, Saxifraga oppositifolia, 
Sempervivum arachnoideum, Thymus polytrichus, Vaccinium 
uliginosum microphyllum 

Alpine and subalpine chamaephyte 
species 

C3 Androsace pubescens, Androsace vitaliana, Dryas octopetala, 
Empetrum nigrum hermaphroditum, Eritrichium nanum, 
Globularia cordifolia, Gypsophila repens, Juniperus sibirica, 
Noccaea rotundifolia, Polygala chamaebuxus, Primula hirsuta, 
Primula pedemontana, Pritzelago alpina, Rhododendron 
ferrugineum, Sagina glabra, Sagina saginoides, Salix herbacea, 
Salix reticulata, Salix retusa, Saxifraga bryoides, Saxifraga 
exarata, Sedum album, Sedum alpestre, Sedum dasyphyllum, Silene 
acaulis, Silene acaulis bryoides 

Chamaephytes with short dispersal 
distance 

C4 Alnus alnobetula, Amelanchier ovalis, Cornus sanguinea, Corylus 
avellana, Crataegus monogyna, Juniperus communis, Lonicera 
xylosteum, Ribes petraeum, Rosa pendulina, Salix laggeri, Salix 
purpurea 

Tall shrubs 

C5 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi crassifolius, Calluna vulgaris, Hippocrepis 
emerus 

Mountainous to subalpine heath 
found in dry climates 

C6 Vaccinium myrtillus, Vaccinium vitis-idaea Mountainous to subalpine heath 
found in wet climates 

H1 Achillea nana, Agrostis alpina, Agrostis rupestris, Alchemilla 
pentaphyllea, Alopecurus alpinus, Astragalus alpinus, Athamanta 
cretensis, Avenula versicolor, Campanula cochleariifolia, Carex 
capillaris, Carex curvula, Carex echinata, Carex foetida, Carex 
frigida, Carex nigra, Carex panicea, Carex rupestris, Doronicum 
grandiflorum, Epilobium anagallidifolium, Eriophorum latifolium, 
Eriophorum polystachion, Eriophorum scheuchzeri, Festuca 
halleri, Festuca quadriflora, Gentiana punctata, Geum montanum, 
Geum reptans, Hieracium glaciale, Juncus trifidus, Kobresia 
myosuroides, Leontodon montanus, Leontodon pyrenaicus 
helveticus, Linaria alpina, Lotus alpinus, Luzula alpinopilosa, 
Oxyria digyna, Phleum alpinum, Plantago alpina, Poa alpina, Poa 
cenisia, Poa laxa, Polygonum viviparum, Potentilla aurea, 
Potentilla erecta, Potentilla grandiflora, Ranunculus glacialis, 
Ranunculus kuepferi, Ranunculus montanus, Saxifraga stellaris 
robusta, Taraxacum alpinum, Trichophorum cespitosum, Trifolium 
alpinum, Trifolium pallescens, Trifolium saxatile, Trifolium thalii, 

Alpine species, which do not tolerate 
shade and have short dispersal 
distance 
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Trisetum distichophyllum 
H2 Agrostis capillaris, Agrostis stolonifera, Alchemilla vulgaris, Carex 

caryophyllea, Carex sempervirens, Carum carvi, Chenopodium 
bonus-henricus, Festuca nigrescens, Fragaria vesca, Galium 
aparine, Galium odoratum, Galium verum, Geranium sylvaticum, 
Lathyrus pratensis, Leucanthemum vulgare, Lotus corniculatus, 
Meum athamanticum, Onobrychis montana, Rumex acetosa, Rumex 
pseudalpinus, Sesleria caerulea, Trifolium montanum, Trifolium 
pratense 

Mountainous species, which tolerate 
nitrophilous soils and have long 
dispersal distance 

H3 Aegopodium podagraria, Anthoxanthum odoratum, Arrhenatherum 
elatius, Crepis pyrenaica, Dactylis glomerata, Deschampsia 
cespitosa, Festuca rubra, Heracleum sphondylium, Pimpinella 
major, Plantago lanceolata, Poa pratensis, Ranunculus acris, 
Rumex arifolius, Taraxacum officinale, Trifolium repens, Trollius 
europaeus, Vicia cracca 

Mountainous to lowland species 
found in wet niches and with long 
dispersal distance 

H4 Aconitum lycoctonum vulparia, Aruncus dioicus, Prenanthes 
purpurea 

Undergrowth and shadow species that 
do not tolerate full light 

H5 Achnatherum calamagrostis, Agrostis agrostiflora, Anthericum 
liliago, Aster bellidiastrum, Briza media, Deschampsia flexuosa, 
Epilobium dodonaei fleischeri, Festuca acuminata, Festuca 
flavescens, Festuca laevigata, Festuca marginata gallica, Festuca 
melanopsis, Festuca paniculata, Helictotrichon parlatorei, 
Hugueninia tanacetifolia, Hypericum maculatum, Laserpitium 
halleri, Laserpitium siler, Leontodon autumnalis, Leontodon 
hispidus, Luzula sieberi, Phleum alpinum rhaeticum, Pulsatilla 
alpina, Ranunculus bulbosus, Salvia pratensis, Silene flos-jovis, 
Stipa eriocaulis, Tolpis staticifolia, Trisetum flavescens 

Mountainous to subalpine species 
with short dispersal distance and 
tolerant to dry soils 

H6 Arabis alpina, Avenula pubescens, Brachypodium rupestre, 
Cacalia alliariae, Calamagrostis varia, Cardamine pentaphyllos, 
Carex flacca, Chaerophyllum aureum, Chaerophyllum villarsii, 
Cicerbita alpina, Epilobium angustifolium, Festuca altissima, 
Gentiana lutea, Hieracium murorum, Hieracium prenanthoides, 
Knautia dipsacifolia, Laserpitium latifolium, Luzula nivea, Melica 
nutans, Mercurialis perennis, Milium effusum, Molinia caerulea 
arundinacea, Oxalis acetosella, Poa nemoralis, Ranunculus 
aduncus, Saxifraga rotundifolia, Serratula tinctoria, Valeriana 
officinalis, Viola biflora 

Tall plants typical of megaphorbiaies 
that can form undergrowth 

H7 Cacalia alpina, Hieracium pilosella, Homogyne alpina, Petasites 
albus, Tussilago farfara 

Plants species found in rocky habitats 
and undergrowth at all elevations 

H8 Cacalia leucophylla, Cirsium spinosissimum, Gentiana alpina, 
Murbeckiella pinnatifida, Omalotheca supina, Veratrum 
lobelianum 

Subalpine to alpine species not 
usually grazed, which have a short 
dispersal distance 

H9 Anthoxanthum odoratum nipponicum, Nardus stricta, Poa supina, 
Silene vulgaris prostrata 

Short subalpine to alpine species with 
long dispersal distance 

H10 Heracleum sphondylium elegans Mountainous species with long 
dispersal distance and shade tolerant 

P1 Pinus cembra, Pinus sylvestris, Prunus avium, Sorbus aria, Sorbus 
aucuparia, Sorbus mougeotii 

Thermophilous pioneer trees 
(deciduous trees and pines) 

P2 Populus tremula, Salix daphnoides Small deciduous pioneer trees (e.g. 
colonising riversides) 

P3 Abies alba, Acer pseudoplatanus, Fraxinus excelsior, Tilia 
platyphyllos 

Tall forest edge trees 
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P4 Larix decidua Tall pioneer (larch) 
P5 Fagus sylvatica, Picea abies Late succession trees found in wet 

climates 
P6 Betula pendula, Pinus uncinata Intermediate succession trees found 

in dry climates 
P7 Acer campestre, Acer opalus Small forest edge trees 
P8 Betula pubescens Small pioneer found in cold climates 
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Table S3. Drought-related parameters used in FATE-HD. Drought detection thresholds are based on plant functional groups’ (PFG) Din1961-1990
 distributions and were calculated as x̅  1.5 x 

SD and x̅  2.0 x SD for moderate and severe droughts, respectively (x̅ and SD standing for mean and standard deviation of Din1961-1990, respectively). ‘Drought sensitivity’ determines the 
number of drought years that a PFG must experience before a severe drought produces severe effects (i.e. drought-related mortality). The ‘cumulative drought response’ determines the 
number of drought years needed before any type of drought produces severe effects. ‘Recovery’ is the number of years subtracted to the accumulated drought events during non-drought years 
and ‘moist. pref.’ (moisture preference) is the PFG soil moisture preference class. Drought mortality and resprouting proportions (for immediate or post-drought effects) depend on the PFG 
type, soil moisture class and age, being larger when the soil moisture preference is higher (but not necessarily different for all classes). Post-drought mortality is always lower than immediate 
drought mortality, and herbaceous and chamaephyte PFGs (except for C4) do not suffer post-drought mortality. As for resprouting proportions, herbaceous PFGs always resprout after severe 
drought events, but only phanerophytes and shrub chamaephyte (C4) PFGs are able to resprout during drought. Empty cells denote proportions of 0. 

 
Drought detection 

thresholds 
(in mm) 

Cumulative effect 
thresholds 

(no. drought events) 
  

Drought mortality 
(immediate) 

Resprouting 
(immediate) 

Drought mortality 
(post-drought) 

Resprouting 
(post-drought) 

PFG Moderate  Severe 
Drought 

sensitivity 

Cumulative 
drought 
response 

Recovery 
(years) 

Moist. 
pref. 

Age 
1 

Age 
2 

Age 
3 

Age 
4 

Age 
1 

Age 
2 

Age 
3 

Age 
4 

Age 
1 

Age 
2 

Age 
3 

Age 
4 

Age 
1 

Age 
2 

Age 
3 

Age 
4 

C1 -1679 -1891 2 3 2 0 0.1             1.0 1.0 1.0 
C2 -1416 -1621 2 3 2 2 0.2   0.1          1.0 1.0 1.0 
C3 -1515 -1737 2 3 2 2 0.2   0.1          1.0 1.0 1.0 
C4 -1724 -1927 3 5 1 1 0.1   0.1   0.4 0.4      0.1 0.4 0.4 
C5 -1674 -1885 2 3 2 0 0.1             1.0 1.0 1.0 
C6 -1360 -1563 2 3 2 2 0.2   0.1          1.0 1.0 1.0 
H1 -1431 -1637 1 2 2 2 0.2   0.1          1.0 1.0 1.0 
H2 -1626 -1836 1 2 2 2 0.2   0.1          1.0 1.0 1.0 
H3 -1681 -1885 1 2 2 2 0.2   0.1          1.0 1.0 1.0 
H4 -1487 -1695 1 2 2 2 0.2   0.1          1.0 1.0 1.0 
H5 -1676 -1888 1 2 2 1 0.2   0.1          1.0 1.0 1.0 
H6 -1630 -1842 1 2 2 2 0.1   0.1          1.0 1.0 1.0 
H7 -1620 -1847 1 2 2 2 0.2   0.1          1.0 1.0 1.0 
H8 -1264 -1464 1 2 2 3 0.2   0.1          1.0 1.0 1.0 
H9 -1387 -1586 1 2 2 3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2          1.0 1.0 1.0 
H10 -1458 -1664 1 2 2 2 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2          1.0 1.0 1.0 
P1 -1673 -1883 3 5 1 0 0.1      0.4 0.4      0.1 0.4 0.4 
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P2 -1630 -1810 3 5 1 2 0.2   0.1  0.1 0.5 0.5 0.1     0.4 0.4 0.4 
P3 -1637 -1838 3 5 1 2 0.2   0.1  0.1 0.5 0.5 0.1     0.4 0.4 0.4 
P4 -1451 -1632 3 5 1 3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2  0.4 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1  0.4 0.5 0.5 
P5 -1525 -1734 3 5 1 1 0.1   0.1   0.4 0.4      0.1 0.4 0.4 
P6 -1562 -1775 3 5 1 1 0.1   0.1   0.4 0.4      0.1 0.4 0.4 
P7 -1683 -1862 3 5 1 0 0.1      0.4 0.4      0.1 0.4 0.4 
P8 -1550 -1769 3 5 1 2 0.2   0.1  0.1 0.5 0.5 0.1     0.4 0.4 0.4 
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Table S4. Model accuracy after implementing drought effects. Validation of the drought module was done by 
comparing simulated PFG distributions with PFG occurrences obtained from vegetation relevés. PFG 
occurrence data was obtained via a correspondence between vegetation types and the PFGs (presences 
corresponding to the presence of a vegetation type that the PFG is characteristic of; see Boulangeat et al. 
2014b). Resulting values of model specificity (proportion of true positives), model sensitivity (proportion of true 
negatives) and error rate (proportion of false positives and false negatives) were compared with those obtained 
from habitat suitability models (HSM). Error rates in bold indicate higher predictive accuracy when compared 
to the previously validated version. 

 Sensitivity  Specificity  Error rate 

PFG 
FATE-HD 
w/ drought 

HSM  FATE-HD 
w/ drought 

HSM  FATE-HD 
w/ drought 

HSM 

C1 0.76 0.87  0.45 0.51  0.51 0.44 
C2 0.84 0.00  0.57 1.00  0.38 0.19 
C3 0.94 0.96  0.49 0.47  0.31 0.31 
C4 0.42 0.75  0.88 0.64  0.21 0.34 
C5 0.26 0.52  0.75 0.57  0.31 0.44 
C6 0.60 0.64  0.57 0.60  0.43 0.40 
H1 0.84 0.00  0.41 1.00  0.44 0.36 
H2 0.91 0.93  0.12 0.20  0.67 0.60 
H3 0.10 0.78  0.91 0.44  0.21 0.51 
H4 0.17 0.57  0.87 0.62  0.21 0.38 
H5 0.88 0.88  0.25 0.32  0.59 0.54 
H6 0.64 0.61  0.55 0.59  0.43 0.40 
H7 0.63 0.72  0.34 0.33  0.60 0.59 
H8 0.52 0.52  0.67 0.71  0.34 0.30 
H9 0.24 0.63  0.70 0.58  0.33 0.42 
H10 0.47 0.52  0.59 0.61  0.42 0.40 
P1 0.35 0.75  0.88 0.56  0.15 0.43 
P2 0.31 0.56  0.84 0.64  0.17 0.36 
P3 0.10 0.64  0.97 0.66  0.06 0.34 
P4 0.35 0.62  0.77 0.66  0.28 0.34 
P5 0.57 0.60  0.84 0.78  0.17 0.22 
P6 0.42 0.63  0.74 0.47  0.27 0.53 
P7 0.08 0.22  0.93 0.81  0.09 0.21 
P8 0.15 0.06  0.90 0.98  0.12 0.04 
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Table S5. Models of the response of forest and shrubland expansion to drought and land-use factors. Effects of 
drought frequency (DRfreq), drought intensity (DRint) and land-use (LU) on the rates of forest and shrubland 
expansion (RFE and RSE, respectively) were assessed using Analysis of Variance (ANOVAs) run for three 
different time frames (0-49 years, 50-149 years and 150-200 years). Interactions between factors are denoted 
with a “:”, and significant F values (P < 0.05) are shown in bold. Forest models are models F1, F2 and F3 and 
shrubland models are S1, S2 and S3. 

Time frame  F value 

Years 0-49 Model F1  

 RFE ~ DRint + DRfreq + DRint:DRfreq F15,80 = 13.24 

   

 Model S1  

 RSE ~ DRint + DRfreq F7,88 = 10.98 

   
Years 50-149 Model F2  

 RFE ~ LU + DRint + DRfreq + LU:DRint + LU:DRfreq + 

DRint:DRfreq 

F23,72 = 6.813 

   

 Model S2  

 RFE ~ LU + DRint + DRfreq F8,87 = 19.48 

   
Years 150-200 Model F3  

 RFE ~ LU F1,94 = 4.141 

   

 Model S3  

 RSE ~ LU + DRint + DRfreq + DRint:DRfreq F16,79 = 15.92 
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Table S6. Effects of drought and land-use factors on forest and shrubland rates of expansion. Effects of drought 
frequency (DRfreq), drought intensity (DRint) and land-use (LU) on the rates of forest and shrubland expansion 
(RFE and RSE, respectively) were assed using Analysis of Variance (ANOVAs) run for three different time 
frames (0-49 years, 50-149 years and 150-200 years). Forest models are models F1, F2 and F3 and shrubland 
models are S1, S2 and S3. Interactions between factors are denoted with a “:”, and significant main effects or 
interactions (F values for which P < 0.05) are shown in bold. ‘Df’, ‘sum sq.’ and ‘mean sq.’ stand for degrees of 
freedom, sum of squares and mean squares, respectively. Factors are order by decreasing F value. See Table S5 
in this appendix for model formulas. 

   Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value 

Years Model F1 DRint 3 25.62 8.54 48.38 

0-49 
 

DRfreq 4 4.03 1.01 5.71 

  
DRint:DRfreq 8 5.39 0.67 3.82 

  
Residuals 80 14.12 0.18  

       
 

Model S1 DRfreq 4 3.66 0.91 15.12 

 
 

DRint 3 0.99 0.33 5.46 

  
Residuals 88 5.32 0.06  

       
Years Model F2 DRint 3 3.07 1.02 22.67 

50-149 
 

LU 1 0.72 0.72 15.94 

  DRfreq 4 1.04 0.26 5.78 

  LU:DRint 3 0.62 0.21 4.57 

  LU:DRfreq 4 0.81 0.20 4.48 

  DRint:DRfreq 8 0.81 0.10 2.25 

  
Residuals 72 3.24 0.05  

       
 Model S2 DRint 3 0.57 0.19 22.05 

 
 

DRfreq 4 0.73 0.18 21.40 

  
LU 1 0.03 0.03 4.10 

  
Residuals 87 0.74 0.01  

       
Years Model F3 LU 1 4.24 4.24 4.14 

150-200  Residuals 94 96.22 1.02  

       

 Model S3 LU 1 10.02 10.02 130.74 

  DRint 3 6.02 2.01 26.19 

  DRfreq 4 2.36 0.59 7.68 

  DRint:DRfreq 8 1.12 0.14 1.83 

  Residuals 79 6.06 0.08  
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Supplementary Figures 

 

 
 
Figure S1. Current and future drought intensity (Din) maps. Drought events were simulated using Din 
(minimum yearly moisture index) maps that were fed into FATE-HD on a yearly basis. Current Din values were 
calculated as the average Din per pixel across years 1961-1990. Future ‘normal’ Din values were calculated 
from climate predictions for 2080 (following the A1B scenario; see FATE-HD ‘base model’ description in this 
appendix for further details), which were increased by 20% to calculate future ‘moderate’ Din values, or 
decreased by the same amount to calculate future ‘severe’ Din values (note that lower Din values cause more 
severe droughts).  
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Figure S2. Observed vs. simulated tree cover in different habitats with and without drought effects. Percentages 
of observed and simulated tree cover were compared for seven broad habitat categories: rocky habitats (Rock, 
29 791 pixels), alpine non-managed habitats (Alp, 2 154), subalpine non-managed habitats (Subalp, 5 544), 
managed habitats for grazing and mowing at all elevations (Pasture fields, 3 053), mountainous open habitats 
(Mount open, 779), young and mature mountainous forests (Mount forests, 8 881) and habitats of Mediterranean 
and colline (hill) vegetation (Lowlands, 390). Dashed lines indicate observed tree cover percentages, white bars 
are the predicted percentages of woody vegetation using the FATE-HD base model and grey bars the predicted 
percentages using the model with implemented drought effects.  
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Figure S3. Observed vs. simulated strata abundances with and without drought effects. Observed presences and 
absences of three levels of vegetation strata (grey and white bars, respectively) are shown in relation to the 
predicted abundances (in y-axis) of the base model and the model with implemented drought effects. Note that 
lower strata observations correspond to vegetation up to 1 m tall, whereas the simulated first stratum represents 
vegetation up to 1.5 m. 
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Figure S4. Rates of forest and shrubland expansion across scenarios and simulation repetitions, excluding 
baseline scenarios. Rates of forest expansion (RFE) towards higher elevations were not different from those of 
shrublands (RSE) (medians of RFE and RSE across scenarios were approximately 0.33 and 0.58, respectively, 
and their distributions were not significantly different: Mann-Whitney U = 34464, nRFE = nRSE = 270, P = 0.27). 
Boxes indicate inter-quantile ranges (IQR; distance between the first and third quantiles), with the median 
indicated by horizontal line. Upper and lower whiskers extend until the maximum and minimum values within 
1.5 x IQR and outliers are shown as points. 
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Figure S5. Effects of drought intensity (colour coded) and land-use practices on spatial -diversity are shown 
for scenarios of a) low drought frequency (droughts at every 16 years) and b) high frequency (droughts every 
two years). Spatial -diversity was calculated every five years, across all pixels within forest-grassland ecotone 
boundaries defined at year 0 in each scenario, and averaged across simulation repetitions. Vertical grey lines 
indicate climate changes (full lines) and drought events (dashed lines); land-use changes (abandonment) were 
implemented at year 4. Standard error bars are also shown in grey for each point. 
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Figure S6. Temporal evolution of community-weighted mean (CWM) soil moisture preference. Effects of 
drought intensity and frequency (colour coded) and land-use practices on the temporal trends of CWM soil 
moisture preference are shown for two elevation bands within the forest-grassland ecotone. Elevation bands 
were defined as ecotone pixels below 1500m (low elevation – dashed lines) and ecotone pixels above 2000m 
(high elevation – full lines), which corresponded to the first and third quantiles of elevation values in the ecotone 
(rounded to the nearest hundred). In the figure, we show CWM values averaged across 10 pixels that were 
sampled for each elevation band. The same pixels were used across scenarios, years and simulation repetitions 
(results being averaged across repetitions). For each case, we fitted a loess smooth function, for which 
confidence intervals (95%) are shown as semi-transparent grey areas. Vertical dashed lines indicate climate 
changes; land-use abandonment was implemented from year 4 onward. 
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APPENDIX 3: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS TO CHAPTER II 
Bandwidth selection for hypervolume calculation 

The calculation of hypervolumes requires choosing a kernel bandwidth and quantile threshold 

that allow avoiding disjunctions, or ‘holes’. Briefly, the calculation of a hypervolume for a set 

of points involves the sum of axis-aligned density kernels estimated for each point, in each 

dimension (Blonder et al. 2014); for small kernel bandwidths, or large threshold quantiles, the 

density kernels will include fewer of the adjacent points leading to a small hypervolume, with 

points appearing disjunct from the others (Blonder et al. 2014). Therefore, a large enough 

bandwidth (or small enough quantile threshold) must be chosen to avoid disjunctions. Since 

the choice of bandwidth will affect hypervolume size, we chose the same bandwidth to 

calculate all hypervolumes for a given component (raw and relative plant functional group, 

PFG, abundances or CWM trait values), so that hypervolumes could be directly compared. As 

for the quantile threshold we kept it at 0% following Blonder et al. (2014). 

Optimal bandwidths were obtained by first calculating all hypervolumes (within a set of 

components) using a “free bandwidth” option8. This option allows an optimisation of the 

bandwidth value in function of the disjunct factor.  

Given a starting value of bandwidth, hypervolumes are calculated and their disjunct 

factor is checked. The disjunct factor is the ratio between the size of the calculated 

hypervolume and the size of a hypervolume constructed from the same data with disjunct data 

points (Blonder et al. 2014). Values > 0.9 indicate that the hypervolume has ‘holes’ and 

should be avoided by increasing the bandwidth value. When this occurs, the bandwidth value 

is increased by 0.05 and the hypervolumes are re-calculated. The disjunct factor of the new 

hypervolumes is checked and bandwidth is further increased, if necessary. 

We ran this process for all hypervolumes in all sets of components, with starting 

bandwidth values of 0.1, which were increased in steps of 0.05, when necessary, until the 

disjunct factor was  0.9. The maximum bandwidth value obtained across communities (i.e. 

combinations of scenario, habitat-land-use and repetitions) was then used as the fixed 

bandwidth value to re-calculate all hypervolumes. This ensured that all hypervolumes of a set 

of components were built with the same bandwidth value and that this value guaranteed a 

disjunct factor  0.9. For a) the analysis of differences between ‘stable’ states, bandwidths 

were 0.4 raw PFG abundances and 0.1 for relative PFG abundances and trait values. For b) 

                                                 
8 See R scripts in Appendix S5 of the electronic supplementary materials published in Barros et al. (2016c). 
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the analysis of temporal stability, bandwidths were 0.75 for raw PFG abundances and 0.1 for 

relative PFG abundances. 

 

Bandwidth sensitivity analysis 

We assessed the effect of changing bandwidths by running a sensitivity analysis on a habitat 

under two types of land-use management. Thicket and scrubland areas had very consistent 

results across our analysis and provided two opposite extremes when under a scenario of land-

use intensification: when areas grazed at low intensity (‘grazed areas 1’) were intensified 

hypervolumes did not intersect, whereas mown areas (which did not suffer land-use changes) 

always intersected. For each case, we built 10 pre- and 10 post-perturbation hypervolumes for 

different bandwidths, ranging from 0.1 to 1.0, in steps of 0.5. This one done for both raw PFG 

abundances and CWM trait values. 

As expected, larger in bandwidths resulted in larger overlaps. For intensified grazed 

areas, results were qualitatively stable (i.e. overlap = 0) across the range of bandwidths tested 

in the case of raw PFG abundances, and up to 0.55 in the case of trait values (see Fig. S11 in 

this appendix). Whereas in mown areas, intersections (overlap > 0) were present across all 

bandwidth sizes, except for one repetition of the smallest bandwidth (note that values of 

overlap where very small for this bandwidth value; Fig. S11 in this appendix). This meant that 

in neither case did our optimal bandwidths significantly affect the probability of an 

intersection (tested using a Generalised Linear Model with a logit link function to estimate the 

effect of bandwidth and land-use type on the probability of intersection; neither had a 

significant effect, p-value > 0.05). Also, increases in overlap size due to a larger bandwidth do 

not influence our results qualitatively, since they occur across all scenarios and habitat-land-

use combinations. 

 

FATE-HD model description and simulation workflow 

Model description 

FATE-HD has been validated for the different plant communities present in the Ecrins 

National Park (ENP), situated in the southeast of France in the French Alps and covering an 

area of 178 400 ha. The ENP is characterized by mountainous to alpine ecosystems, its 

elevation ranging from 669m to 4102m a.s.l. Although large areas of the park are managed 

and used for different activities (around 68% of the total area), the park is a very diverse area 

with c. 2000 plant species. Grazing is the most important economic activity (occupying 48% 
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of the total area), followed by forestry (10.5%) and agriculture (9.8%) (Esterni et al. 2006). 

Vegetation states are mostly maintained by abiotic conditions or land-use activities and can 

thus be expected to shift under climate and land use changes. 

FATE-HD currently simulates 24 plant functional groups (PFGs) and five different height 

strata (0-1.5m; 1.5-4m; 4-10m; 10-20m; taller than 20m). They are divided into 6 

chamaephyte groups (only present in the first height stratum, except for one which reaches the 

second one), 10 herbaceous groups (mostly hemicryptophytes and only present in the first 

height stratum) and 8 phanerophyte groups (all reaching at least the third height stratum, 6 

reaching the fourth stratum and two reaching the fifth).  Population dynamics, dispersal and 

competition for light resources are all explicitly included in the model for each PFG, being 

simulated across time and space. Population dynamics partially depend on habitat suitability, 

which is calculated from bioclimatic variables (Thuiller et al. 2009) and includes a stochastic 

component in order to simulate yearly oscillations of habitat quality. Climate changes, when 

introduced, affect habitat suitability by changing bioclimatic variables used to calculate it. 

Dispersal of PFGs is modelled for both long and short distances, which depend on the PFG in 

question. Competition for light resources is also modelled according to PFG type and stratum, 

as both differ in relation to their shade tolerance. The amount of shade is calculated per cell in 

function of the abundance of PFGs abundances per stratum. Disturbances are included in the 

model under two forms: grazing and mowing. Both grazing and mowing affect vegetation 

once a year, and grazing has three levels of intensity, low (1), medium (2) and high (3). They 

affect juvenile and mature plants abundances differently, depending on PFG responses to 

these disturbances and on an annual basis (see Boulangeat et al. 2014b for further 

information). 

 

Land-use and climate changes 

Climate changes were simulated according to IPCC previsions of the A1B scenario for years 

2020, 2050 and 2080 and fed into future habitat suitability (HS) maps. These maps were then 

interpolated between time steps 2020, 2050 and 2080 to obtain a more gradual change at 

every 15 years for 90 years and later fed into FATE-HD simulations (Boulangeat et al. 

2014a).  

Land-use changes followed one of three types: continuation of present management 

practices (business-as-usual), abandonment of all grazing and mowing activities and 

intensification of grazing in already grazed areas (to high intensity) with creation of new 

grazed and mown areas (Boulangeat et al. 2014a). 
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Community/habitat types 

Stability analysis fell unto communities, which were defined per habitat type following the 

present DELPHINE habitat classification of the ENP (Esterni et al. 2006). According to the 

DELPHINE classification there are 13 broad habitat categories present in the Ecrins (Table S4 

in this appendix). Non-colonized rocky habitats and rocky habitats in colonization were 

grouped due to their similarity. Habitats where no PFGs are present (glaciers, eternal snows 

and lakes), very specific habitats that FATE-HD cannot reproduce (ravines and wetlands) and 

highly artificial areas were excluded from the analysis (Table S4 in this appendix). Habitat 

areas were then subset according to land-use type: non-disturbed areas, grazed areas of three 

intensities, mown areas and future grazed, mown and non-disturbed areas in the LU 

intensification scenarios. 

 

Simulation workflow 

Simulations started with an initialisation phase, ran over 1650 years, to achieve the current 

vegetation state of the ENP. It started with the seeding of all PFGs across the whole landscape 

for 300 years every year, followed by 300 years without any sort of LU management. Past 

deforestation was then simulated by cutting all PFGs in the second stratum or above (taller 

than 1.5m) from areas that are currently managed (years 600 and 800). Current management 

practices (grazing, with three levels of intensity and mowing) were only implemented 

afterwards (year 801) and the initialisation simulations were run until year 1650. 

Using outputs from the last initialisation year (1650), we simulated 6 scenarios of LU 

and, or, CC changes. Land-use changes were the abandonment of all grazing and mowing 

activities (scenario 2), business-as-usual (control scenario) and intensification of grazing and 

creation of new grazed and mown areas (scenario 3; Fig. 10) and then were repeated with 

presence of climate changes (scenarios 4-6 in Fig. 10). Land-use abandonment or 

intensification were applied 4 years after starting the simulation from initialisation outputs, 

whereas climate changes were applied from years 15 to 90, at every 15 years. Scenario 

outputs were saved on a yearly basis during 500 years.  

An additional simulation of 100 years with no LU changes and no CC was run from the 

outputs from the last initialisation year (1650), to be used for proof-of-concept (‘POC’) 

comparisons to the control scenario. 

All simulations were replicated 3 times and used corresponding 3 replicates from 

initialisation outputs as starting points. 
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Results obtained using relative PFG abundances 

Another set of hypervolumes based on plant functional groups’ (PFGs) abundances were built 

using relative abundances. These were calculated on a yearly basis and, as with other 

hypervolumes, the last 100 years of the scenarios of change were compared against the full 

500 years of the control scenario. Proof-of-concept simulations were also compared against 

the control.  

Hypervolume comparisons based on relative abundances mostly reflect changes in the 

evenness/dominance structure of communities. This means that communities must undergo 

quite large changes in their structure and, or, composition to result in new, post-perturbation, 

hypervolumes that do not intersect with their pre-perturbation counterparts. Results were in 

agreement with this, as intersections between hypervolumes were more frequent than those 

obtained with raw abundances, mean overlaps were generally larger, centroid distances were 

smaller and changes in hypervolume size (size) were extremely small (see Figs. S12a, S13a 

and S14a in this appendix). In accordance with results from raw abundances, climate change 

(CC) led to larger overall differences between pre- and post-perturbation communities. The 

combination of CC and land-use abandonment led to generally larger departures from initial 

community states, which was not always evident from raw PFG abundances. All of these 

three metrics were mostly affected by CC and land-use-changes (LUC) (Table S5 in this 

appendix). Despite habitat-land-use combinations having a lower importance, some have 

shown to be more or less stable. For instance, low intensity grazing areas that suffered 

intensification showed consistently large departures from their pre-perturbed states across 

habitat types (see scenario 3 in ‘grazed areas1’ panel, Figs. S12b and S13b in this appendix), 

whereas those that only suffered CC remained generally similar after perturbations (see 

scenario 5 in ‘grazed areas1’ panel, Figs. S12b and S13b in this appendix). As with raw PFG 

abundances, mown areas (particularly in lowlands and thickets/scrublands) showed the largest 

changes in hypervolume size, mostly towards lower values (see ‘mown areas’ panel in Fig. 

S14b in this appendix).  

 Finally, results for the analysis of the stability of overlap in time are in accordance with 

the patterns just observed. Like when comparing two states, tracking stability in time using 

relative abundances resulted in slower decreases in overlap in the communities under focus 

(Fig. S15 in this appendix), than when using raw abundances. However, the patterns obtained 

were different (note that in Fig. S15 of this appendix overlap was scaled using a square-root, 

but this does not change the qualitative interpretation of results). For instance, intensively 
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grazed areas (‘grazed areas 3’) were the least stable communities in both habitat types (instead 

of mown areas, as seen with raw PFG abundances) and thickets and scrublands appear to be 

more stable than grasslands (with lower rates of decrease in overlap). This indicates that, 

although raw PFG abundances were quickly and strongly affected by changes in climate in 

both habitats and across land uses, thicket and scrubland community structure and 

composition were generally more stable, while grassland community structure and 

composition were stabilised under low intensity grazing, or no disturbances. 

All in all, these results highlight that community structure remained more stable than PFG 

abundances in general, although being affected by both climate and land-use changes, the 

effects of which changed depending on the type of habitat and land-use management regime. 

Moreover, these results highlight the importance of taking care when choosing the community 

components that will constitute hypervolumes. As with choosing which taxonomic or 

functional diversity indices to use when studying perturbation effects, choosing to consider 

raw or relative abundances depends on the type of community changes one is interested in 

investigating. 

 

Choice and analysis of complementary metrics 

In this appendix, we present the rationale behind our selection of complementary metrics, as 

well as two additional functional diversity (FD) indices that were not presented in the main 

text, their statistical analyses and associated results. Results presented here are focused on 

these additional FD indices and we briefly discuss why they have not been included in the 

final manuscript. 

 

Full set of complementary metrics 

In the main text, we have presented 4 different complementary metrics that reflected changes 

in taxonomic (inverse Simpson concentration) and functional diversity (functional evenness 

and functional dispersion), and productivity (total plant functional group, PFG, abundances). 

However, in respect to FD, we have additionally calculated functional richness (FRic) and 

functional divergence (FDiv; Villéger et al. 2008) that were later excluded from the main text 

(see below). 

Indices of taxonomic and functional diversity were chosen because they complemented 

the information given by hypervolumes built from raw PFG abundances or from community 

weighted mean (CWM) trait values. The inverse Simpson concentration reflects changes in 

PFG richness and evenness, which may not be reflected by hypervolumes based on raw 
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abundances. Functional richness, evenness and divergence are three complementary, but 

independent, indices that reflect the occupied volume in the trait space, the regularity of 

abundances in trait space and how they diverge from each other (respectively; Villéger et al. 

2008; Pavoine & Bonsall 2011; Tucker et al. 2016). Functional dispersion, is similar to FDiv, 

but accounts for the total volume occupied by PFGs in the trait space (Laliberté & Legendre 

2010). These indices decompose the information accounted for in hypervolumes and offer a 

more detailed analysis of functional changes in the community. Lastly, productivity was 

included as a measure ecosystem functioning, following biodiversity and ecosystem 

functioning (BEF) studies. 

 

Statistical analyses 

Responses of diversity indices and productivity were fit with linear models using generalised 

least squares, with errors allowed to have an autoregressive structure at time lag-1 (the value 

of the correlation varying between each case). In parallel to what was done for hypervolume 

calculations, these analyses were done on the last 100 years of data; however, replicates were 

averaged. Time series of the control scenario (rather than proof-of-concept, ‘POC’, 

comparisons) were used as “no change” data that corresponded to no climate and no land-use 

changes. Because the experimental design was not balanced (i.e. disturbances like future 

grazing and mowing were only applied on scenarios 3 and 6) two sets of models were 

calculated. The first, ‘set 1’, aimed at analysing the effect of LUC, CC on habitats under 

current land-use practices (note that under scenarios of LU intensification – scenarios 3 and 6 

– present grazing areas become grazed at high intensity). The second, ‘set 2’, aimed at 

analysing the effect of CC and habitat-land-use combinations on scenarios of LU 

intensification. For all models, future non-disturbed areas were grouped with non-disturbed 

areas, as they corresponded to the same treatment. Model selection followed AIC scores from 

more complex to simpler models. Model results were analysed in terms of the importance of 

main effects and interaction effects, and the differences between factor levels were analysed 

graphically. 

No temporal autocorrelation was found when modelling the response of functional 

evenness (FEve) and functional dispersion (FDis) to CC and habitat-land-use combinations 

under the intensification scenario (set 2). Hence, their responses were analysed using analyses 

of variance (ANOVAs). 

 

Results – FD indices 
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Since results concerning taxonomic diversity and productivity are presented in the main text, 

we focus here on results obtained for FD indices. 

The importance of climate change (CC), land-use changes (LUC) and habitat-land-use 

combinations varied depending on the FD index (Table S3 in this appendix). For instance, 

habitat-land-use combinations had a comparatively strong effect on functional richness 

(FRic), but a weak effect on FEve and FDiv (set 1 models, Table S3 in this appendix). A 

graphical analysis of model fitted values showed that FRic and FDiv were the least responsive 

to the effects of predictor variables (Figs. S8a,d in this appendix). Functional richness was 

equally low among scenarios for non-disturbed habitats and those under low and medium 

intensity grazing. Particular habitats, such as forests, thickets and scrublands and woodland 

mosaics showed higher FRic when under CC and high intensity grazing (Figs. S8a and S9a in 

this appendix). This can be a reflection of increasing abundances of woody species, which 

benefit from climate warming in Alpine ecosystems (Tasser & Tappeiner 2002; Asner et al. 

2004). In mown areas FRic was generally highest in lowlands under land-use intensification 

and, for other habitats, it seemed to also benefit from CC (Figs. S8a and S9a in this appendix). 

As for FDiv, increases were mostly linked to land-use intensification and climate change 

(Figs. S8d and S9d in this appendix). Contrarily to FRic, FDiv was generally lower in mown 

areas, but being increased under land-use intensification. 

Functional evenness and FDis were more responsive to CC, LUC and habitat-land-use 

combinations (Figs. S8b,c and S9b,c in this appendix). Their patterns were generally similar, 

with larger increases when land-use was abandoned and there was no CC. In some cases, 

however, FEve and FDis did not match. For instance, areas grazed at high intensity benefitted 

from CC in terms of FDis, but not so much in terms of FEve (‘grazed areas3’ in scenarios 5 

and 6, Figs. S8b,c in this appendix). In mown lowland habitats FDis also increased, whereas it 

decreased for FEve. These results indicate that in these communities functional variance 

increased as PFGs became less equally spread in trait space (Figs. S8b,c and S9b,c in this 

appendix). 

 

Selecting relevant functional diversity indices 

As a rule of thumb, we propose choosing functional indices that, like hypervolume metrics, 

can reflect changes in a community’s functional characteristics. Following Pavoine & Bonsall 

(2011) and Tucker et al. (2016), the indices we measured can be organised into three classes 

of measures of multivariate distances. Each class groups several indices together (Pavoine & 

Bonsall 2011; Tucker et al. 2016), but here we use only the most common ones. 
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• Richness. We use FRic (measured as the volume of the minimum convex hull 

occupied by all species, or in our case PFGs, in the trait space; Villéger et al. 

2008) that indicates changes in the number of functionally unique identities in 

the community; 

• Regularity (or evenness). We use FEve (Villéger et al. 2008) that indicates 

changes in the regularity of the distribution of species and their abundances in 

the functional trait space, and can be related to the variance in functional 

distances among PFGs (low variance = high regularity); 

• Divergence. We use both FDis and FDiv that indicate changes in the mean 

abundance-weighted distances of species in functional space to the centroid of 

the functional space occupied by the community (which is also abundance-

weighted for FDis, but not for FDiv; Villéger et al. 2008; Laliberté & Legendre 

2010; Mouillot et al. 2013), thus providing a measure of the average functional 

distances between PFGs (Pavoine & Bonsall 2009, 2011; Laliberté & Legendre 

2010). 

In our case, measures of FRic and FDiv had very similar results across scenarios of CC 

and LUC. Since FRic does not take PFG abundances into account, unless habitats gain or lose 

functionally distinct PFGs, FRic is expected to remain stable. Similarly, because in FDiv the 

functional centroid solely based on the PFGs at the vertices of the occupied functional space 

and is not abundance-weighted (functionally extreme PFGs; Villéger et al. 2008), FDiv values 

will remain fairly constant if changes in PFG abundances do not occur at the extremes of the 

functional trait space occupied by the community. Thus, FRic and FDiv are more affected by 

changes occurring at the extremes of the trait gradients. Hence, in our case, FEve and FDis 

provided a finer indication of changes in the functional structure of a community than FRic 

and FDiv, respectively. 

We nevertheless believe that calculating a full set of FD indices that are uncorrelated (like 

FRic, FEve and FDis, or FDiv) from which some can later be selected, is not of bad practise. 

Since these indices provide information on different aspects of FD, unless there are clear 

expectations or convictions regarding changes of a particular aspect, their analysis can only be 

of interest to the understanding of functional changes that might have occurred in a 

community.  

 

Supplementary results and discussion 
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Supplementary results 

We present here the results obtained with raw PFG abundances and community weighted 

mean (CWM) trait values hypervolumes in more detail, especially in relation to habitat-land-

use combinations. 

  

Hypervolume intersections and overlap 

The overlap between pre- and post-perturbation hypervolumes was mostly affected by climate 

change (CC) and land-use changes (LUC) (Table S3 in this appendix); yet, results also varied 

between habitats. Overlaps between raw PFG abundances were uncommon across most 

habitat-land-use combinations subjected to scenarios of change. However, comparisons 

between trait hypervolumes showed that areas kept undisturbed from both LUC and CC (non-

disturbed areas in scenario 2 and future non-disturbed areas in scenario 3) were predicted to 

remain functionally more similar to their control scenario counterparts, as well as areas grazed 

at high intensity that suffered no changes (‘grazed areas 3’ in scenario 3) and thickets under 

mowing regimes (Fig. S3b in this appendix). Similar results were obtained for relative PFG 

abundance hypervolumes (see Results obtained using relative PFG abundances in this 

appendix). 

 

Distances between hypervolumes and changes in size 

Habitat-land-use combinations also had a weaker effect on mean PFG abundances and 

trait values than CC and LUC (Table S3 in this appendix). Nevertheless, changes in mean trait 

values seemed to depend on habitat type in intensively managed areas (see between-habitat 

differences in ‘grazed areas3’, mown areas and future grazed and mown areas; Fig. S5b in this 

appendix). Also, undisturbed rock and scree vegetation showed consistently larger functional 

changes than other undisturbed habitats, but changes in PFG abundances were not as large, 

comparatively (see purple bars in present and future ‘non-disturbed’ areas, Fig. S5 in this 

appendix).  

Changes in the variance of PFG abundances and trait values, however, were more 

affected by habitat-land-use combinations (Table S3 in this appendix). Areas grazed at high 

intensities and mown areas showed larger Δsize values across several habitats and scenarios 

of CC and LUC (see ‘grazed areas3’ and mown and future mown areas panels Fig. S6 in this 

appendix). 

Finally, and in accordance with intersection results, the majority of unmanaged habitats 

seemed to suffer larger changes in mean PFG abundances than in CWM trait values, even 
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when suffering no CC (see non-disturbed and future non-disturbed areas in scenarios 2 and 3, 

respectively, in comparison to POC; Fig. S5 in this appendix), but this did not result in large 

changes in variance (Fig. S6 in this appendix).  

 

Supplementary discussion 

Taxonomic and functional changes in non-disturbed rock and scrub vegetation 

Unlike other undisturbed habitats, rock and scree vegetation showed larger functional changes 

(relatively to taxonomic deviations) than other habitats, even under no climate change (non-

disturbed areas in scenario 2 and future non-disturbed areas in scenario 3, Figs. S3b and S5b 

in this appendix). Rocky habitats can be found at relatively high elevations at the core of the 

Ecrins (Fig. S1 in this appendix), where environmental filtering is likely to lead to relatively 

low functional -diversity (de Bello et al. 2013). Colonisations resulting from spill over 

effects could cause functional changes in these communities, even if not causing large 

changes on overall taxonomic and functional -diversity (Figs. S7a and S8b,c in this 

appendix). Under climate change, rocky habitats have also shown larger changes in mean 

plant functional group (PFG) abundances and increases in PFG -diversity, in opposition to 

other habitats (scenarios 4-6, Figs. S5a and S7 in this appendix). Although FATE-HD has a 

tendency to over-predict tree cover in rocky habitats (Boulangeat et al. 2014b), our results 

agree with observations of range expansions of alpine species towards higher elevations, 

accompanied by range contractions of sub-nival and nival species (Pauli et al. 2007; Gottfried 

et al. 2012). 

 

Potential applications in terms of ecosystem resilience 

Our approach does not yet provide a parallel with the quantification of resilience in terms of 

rates of return to stability after perturbations – engineering resilience – or the magnitude of 

perturbation a community can withstand before shifting states – ecological resilience (sensu 

Holling 1996; Gunderson 2000). Instead, considering multiple community components links 

different facets of biodiversity and ecosystem stability, a key aspect of ecosystem resilience 

(Norberg 2004; Cadotte et al. 2012; Mori et al. 2013). Nevertheless, we can foresee how the 

framework we provide can be related with the two aspects of resilience defined by Holling 

(1996). Understanding if the overlap between hypervolumes depends on the magnitude of the 

applied perturbation can provide clues as to the amount of change at community can suffer 

before shifting to another state, indicating the width of the basin of attraction and the 
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community’s ecological resilience. On the other hand, the time it takes for hypervolumes to 

return to their original state after a perturbation can be related to engineering resilience. Also, 

time series of hypervolume metrics, such as hypervolume size, calculated in the vicinity of a 

state shift could be used to detect phenomena like critical slowing down and flickering 

(Scheffer et al. 2009; Dakos et al. 2012), which would be reflected in changes of statistical 

properties of the hypervolume metrics’ time series. The limitations being that 1) very large 

and complete time series would be necessary to calculate enough hypervolumes and statistical 

analyses on their metrics, and 2) that early warning signals do not occur under several cases, 

such as systems under push-perturbations (non-gradual changes in external variables), or for 

systems with chaotic behaviour (Sharma et al. 2014; Dakos et al. 2015). 

Importantly, our framework allows an analysis of ecosystem stability under different 

perspectives. Not only can it provide a measure of departures from equilibrium within a same 

basin of attraction (see Fig. 9e in Chapter II), but it can also be used to study alternative stable 

states (Fig. 9f in Chapter II) or shifts in the stable state per se after changes in the system’s 

parameters (Beisner et al. 2003; Horan et al. 2011). 
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Supplementary Tables 

Table S1. Plant functional groups and their trait values. Trait values were averaged across species for continuous traits and the majority class was taken for ordinal traits 
(Boulangeat et al. 2012). Life form classes are chamaephytes (C), herbaceous (H) and phanerophytes (P). We selected four traits, three reflecting the leaf-height-seed (LHS) 
plant ecology strategy by Westoby (1998) – average specific leaf area (SLA), log height, log seed mass – and one reflecting plant responses to grazing – palatability. Traits 
with an asterisk were log-transformed for all analysis to approach a normal distribution; however, in this table we present only the non-transformed values. SLA values for 
species of PFGs H10 and P8 obtained from Kattge et al. (2011). Table partially adapted from Boulangeat et al. (2012).  

PFG PFG description Average SLA 
(mm2/mg) 

Height* 
(cm) 

Seed mass* 
(mg) 

Palatability 
(class) 

C1 Thermophilous chamaephytes with long dispersal distances 19.21 27 23.91 3 
C2 Alpine and subalpine chamaephyte species 18.02 13 0.38 3 
C3 Chamaephytes with short dispersal distances 14.39 7 0.51 0 
C4 Tall shrubs 16.83 209 192.99 2 
C5 Dry climate mountainous to subalpine heath 8.28 76 75.01 0 
C6 Wet climate mountainous to subalpine heath 13.40 18 39.50 2 
H1 Alpine species (with no shade tolerance and with short dispersal distances) 17.22 17 0.86 3 
H2 Mountainous species tolerant of nitrophilous soils and with long dispersal distances 22.11 42 4.04 3 
H3 Mountainous to lowland species found in wet niches and with long dispersal distances 24.43 50 2.37 3 
H4 Undergrowth and shadow-tolerant species, but that do not tolerate full light 29.76 76 0.36 0 
H5 Mountainous to subalpine species, tolerant of dry soils and with short dispersal distances 20.71 40 1.94 3 
H6 Tall plants typical of ‘mégaphorbiaies’, which can form undergrowth 28.21 73 2.31 3 
H7 Species found in rocky habitats and undergrowth at all elevations 19.25 19 0.40 0 
H8 Subalpine to alpine species not usually grazed and with short dispersal distances 23.11 19 0.89 0 
H9 Short subalpine to alpine species with long dispersal distances 21.09 19 0.38 3 
H10 Mountainous species, shade tolerant and with long dispersal distances 21.14 100 6.20 3 
P1 Thermophilous pioneer trees (deciduous trees and pines) 12.03 1175 177.93 2 
P2 Small deciduous pioneer trees (e.g. colonising riversides) 17.17 750 0.13 2 
P3 Tall forest edge trees 15.30 1667 86.41 2 
P4 Tall pioneer (larch) 10.06 2500 6.82 0 
P5 Wet climate late succession trees 11.86 2500 114.06 2 
P6 Dry climate intermediate succession trees 19.24 1650 6.10 2 
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P7 Small forest edge trees 15.65 600 78.27 2 
P8 Small pioneer found in cold climates (white birch) 14.60 800 0.17 2 
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Table S2. Effects of climate change (CC), land-use changes (LUC), habitat-land-use combinations and management type on hypervolume metrics. Hypervolumes were 
compared using three metrics: proportion of overlap (overlap), distance between centroids and changes in hypervolume size (Δsize). Overlap was calculated as the ratio 
between the volume of intersection and the volume of the union. Δsize were calculated as the difference between the size post-perturbation hypervolume size and the control 
hypervolume size, after scaling all sizes in respect to the larges hypervolume obtained for a set of components. The response of each metric to climate changes, land-use 
changes and habitat-land-use combinations was modelled using analyses of variance (ANOVAs). To comply with linear models’ assumptions (normality and homoscedasticity 
of residuals), we used a square-root transformation on overlap values (for both PFG and trait hypervolumes) and removed three extreme outliers from the trait hypervolumes 
Δsize data.  In all cases, the full model provided the best AICc score. Effects of main factors and interaction terms are shown in decreasing order of F-statistic. ‘Df’ stands for 
degrees of freedom, ‘Sum Sq’ for sums of squares, ‘Mean Sq.’ for mean squares and ‘F value’ is the F-statistic. 

  
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value  

PFG hypervolumes overlap       
√Overlap ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† LUC 2 18.79 9.39 42945.73 * 
 CC:LUC 2 18.72 9.36 42793.66 * 

 
CC 1 9.11 9.11 41649.23 * 

 
CC:Habitat-land-use 55 2.51 0.05 208.32 * 

 
Habitat-land-use 55 2.50 0.05 207.73 * 

 
CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 0.41 0.01 30.58 * 

 LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 0.38 0.01 28.76 * 
 Residuals 476 0.10 0.00   
       
PFG hypervolumes centroid distances       
Centroid dist. ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† LUC 2 3721.00 1860.50 130243.50 * 
 CC 1 517.00 516.90 36184.44 * 
 CC:LUC 2 316.00 157.90 11050.73 * 
 LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 776.00 12.70 890.09 * 
 Habitat-land-use 55 547.00 10.00 696.72 * 
 CC:Habitat-land-use 55 200.00 3.60 254.09 * 
 CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 70.00 1.10 79.91 * 
 Residuals 476 7.00 0.00   
       
PFG hypervolumes size change       
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size ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† LUC 2 1.34 0.67 901.17 * 
 Habitat-land-use 55 17.00 0.31 414.59 * 
 LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 4.71 0.08 103.52 * 
 CC 1 0.03 0.03 37.54 * 
 CC:LUC 2 0.03 0.02 20.73 * 
 CC:Habitat-land-use 55 0.79 0.01 19.24 * 
 CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 0.67 0.01 14.76 * 
 Residuals 476 0.36 0.00   
       
Trait hypervolumes overlap       
√Overlap ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† CC 1 21.75 21.75 169764.50 * 
 LUC 2 18.46 9.23 72055.50 * 
 CC:LUC 2 16.93 8.46 66078.50 * 
 Habitat-land-use 55 11.76 0.21 1668.80 * 
 CC:Habitat-land-use 55 9.36 0.17 1328.60 * 
 LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 5.33 0.09 682.40 * 
 CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 4.61 0.08 589.50 * 
 Residuals 476 0.06 0.00   
       
Trait hypervolumes centroid distances       
Centroid dist. ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† LUC 2 155.14 77.57 290381.00 * 
 CC 1 44.21 44.21 165496.00 * 
 CC:LUC 2 19.44 9.72 36385.00 * 
 Habitat-land-use 55 213.38 3.88 14523.00 * 
 LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 120.54 1.98 7397.00 * 
 CC:Habitat-land-use 55 64.81 1.18 4411.00 * 
 CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 41.16 0.67 2526.00 * 
 Residuals 476 0.13 0.00   
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Trait hypervolumes size change       
size ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3†‡ CC 1 0.04 0.04 1799.07 * 
 CC:LUC 2 0.01 0.01 244.74 * 
 CC:Habitat-land-use 55 0.22 0.00 190.56 * 
 LUC 2 0.01 0.00 125.60 * 
 Habitat-land-use 55 0.12 0.00 103.51 * 
 CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 60 0.12 0.00 98.05 * 
 LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 0.08 0.00 59.62 * 
 Residuals 474 0.01 0.00   
*Significant at p-value < 0.01. 
†Superscript “3” indicates the inclusion of all main factors and their two-way and three-way interactions in the model. 
‡Three extreme outliers were removed from this model in order follow linear models’ assumptions. 
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Table S3. Effects of climate change (CC), land-use changes (LUC), habitat-land-use combinations and management type on complementary metrics. Responses of taxonomic 
(PFG α-diversity) and functional diversity (FRic, FEve, FDis, FDiv), as well as productivity to effects of climate change, land-use change and habitat-land-use combinations 
were modelled for the last 100 years of the scenario and control simulations. To account for temporal autoregressive structures models were separated in two sets to have a 
balanced design. Models in ‘set 1’ investigated the effects of CC and LUC on “current” habitat-land-use combinations and models in ‘set 2’ investigated the effects of CC 
and all habitat-land-use combinations on scenarios of LU intensification. Model selection was based on AIC scores. The response of each metric to climate changes, land-use 
changes and habitat-land-use combinations was modelled accounting for an autoregressive structure at time lag-1. Not temporal autocorrelations were found for set 2 models 
of FEve and FDis, which were modelled using analyses of variance (ANOVAs). Best models were selected on the basis of AIC scores. Effects of main factors and interaction 
terms are shown in decreasing order of F-statistic. ‘Df’ stands for degrees of freedom, ‘Sum Sq’ for sums of squares, ‘Mean Sq.’ for mean squares and ‘F value’ is the F-
statistic. 

   Df F-value  

SET 1 PFG α-diversity     
 AlphaDiv ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† (Intercept) 1.00 61.85 * 
  CC 1.00 2.52  
  LUC 2.00 1.62  
  CC:LUC 2.00 0.87  
  Habitat-land-use 34.00 0.26  
  CC:Habitat-land-use 34.00 0.05  
  LUC:Habitat-land-use 68.00 0.04  
  CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 68.00 0.01  
SET 2 PFG α-diversity     
 AlphaDiv ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC)2† (Intercept) 1.00 22.48 * 
  Habitat-land-use 48.00 0.21  
  CC 1.00 0.09  
  CC:Habitat-land-use 48.00 0.02  
SET 1 Trait α-diversity (FRic)     
 FRic ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† (Intercept) 1 518347.70 * 
  Habitat-land-use 34 52210.80 * 
  CC 1 26802.10 * 
  LUC 2 13961.50 * 
  LUC:Habitat-land-use 68 4160.20 * 
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  CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 68 4124.60 * 
  CC:LUC 2 3329.10 * 
  CC:Habitat-land-use 34 3013.60 * 
 Trait α-diversity (FEve)     
 FEve ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† (Intercept) 1 2852167.70 * 
  LUC 2 22672.20 * 
  CC 1 15177.60 * 
  CC:LUC 2 10066.50 * 
  Habitat-land-use 34 5504.80 * 
  CC:Habitat-land-use 34 1249.60 * 
  LUC:Habitat-land-use 68 1079.40 * 
  CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 68 588.60 * 
 Trait α-diversity (FDis)     
 FDis ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† (Intercept) 1 19677794 * 
  CC:LUC 2 86539 * 
  Habitat-land-use 34 15511 * 
  LUC 2 12258 * 
  CC:Habitat-land-use 34 6257 * 
  CC 1 5005 * 
  LUC:Habitat-land-use 68 4541 * 
  CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 68 1757 * 
 Trait α-diversity (FDiv)     
 FDiv ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† (Intercept) 1 62536563 * 
  LUC 2 63151 * 
  CC 1 6930 * 
  Habitat-land-use 34 6524 * 
  CC:LUC 2 4040 * 
  LUC:Habitat-land-use 68 2234 * 
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  CC:Habitat-land-use 34 613 * 
  CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 68 292 * 
SET 2 Trait α-diversity (FRic)     
 FRic ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC)2† (Intercept) 1 251698.56 * 
  Habitat-land-use 48 19933.83 * 
  CC 1 7138.96 * 
  CC:Habitat-land-use 48 3160.08 * 
 Trait α-diversity (FEve)     
 FEve ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC)2† Habitat-land-use 48 2024.01 * 
 (ANOVA) CC:Habitat-land-use 48 222.51 * 
  CC 1 1.49  
  Residuals 9698   
 Trait α-diversity (FDis)     
 FDis ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC)2† CC 1 262057.00 * 
 (ANOVA) Habitat-land-use 48 64531.00 * 
  CC:Habitat-land-use 48 17040 * 
  Residuals 9800   
 Trait α-diversity (FDiv)     
 FDiv ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC)2† (Intercept) 1 9080792 * 
  Habitat-land-use 48 1198 * 
  CC:Habitat-land-use 48 180 * 
  CC 1 8 * 
SET 1 Productivity     
 Productivity ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† (Intercept) 1 1501126403 * 
  Habitat-land-use 34 130709416 * 
  LUC 2 54725448 * 
  CC 1 8782855 * 
  CC:Habitat-land-use 34 2608206 * 
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  LUC:Habitat-land-use 68 2170306 * 
  CC:LUC 2 136463 * 
  CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 68 41973 * 
SET 2 Productivity     
 Productivity ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC)2† (Intercept) 1 572526574 * 
  Habitat-land-use 48 55372872 * 
  CC 1 6101056 * 
  CC:Habitat-land-use 48 1138545 * 
*Significant at p-value < 0.01 
†Superscripts “2” and “3” indicate the inclusion of all main factors, their two-way and three-way interactions (in case of “3”) in the model. 
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Table S4. Habitats used to define communities. Habitat classification followed the DELPHINE habitat 
classification of the Ecrins National Park (Esterni et al. 2006). Dashes indicate habitats removed from the 
analysis. Non-colonized and colonized rocky habitats were grouped under the “rocks” habitat type. FATE-HD 
output (yearly PFG abundances) was subset by habitat type and, within each habitat, by land-use type (grazed 
areas of intensities 1 to 3, mown areas, and non-disturbed areas and future grazed, mown and non-disturbed 
areas) resulting in 56 habitat-land-use combinations. 

DELPHINE habitat code and 
designation 

Details Habitat 

0. Glaciers and eternal snows  - 
11. Lakes  - 
14. Ravines Water courses in deeply carved ravines - 
20. Wetlands Swamps and stagnant water bodies - 
31. Non colonized rocks 10% or less vegetation cover Rocks 
36. Rocks in colonization Scree and rocky areas with sparse 

vegetation 
Rocks 

40. Grasslands Natural or artificial (includes cereal fields) Grasslands 
50. Lowlands Alpine lowlands and lowlands with short 

woody vegetation (30-60cm) and some trees 
Lowlands 

60. Open habitats Areas that can easily be invaded by shrubs 
and, or, trees; from hedged farmlands, to 
scrublands and grasslands and even scree 
and rocky cliffs 

Open habitats 

70. Semi-closed habitats Generally mosaics of small woodlands and 
non-forested habitats that rapidly evolve to 
thickets or forests; composed of tall or short 
woody species, with 40-60% closure 

Woodland mosaics 

81. Closed habitats Impenetrable scrublands or thickets, that 
may have resulted from woody 
encroachment from past agricultural 
abandonment 

Thickets/Scrubs 

83. Forests Dense forests with understory communities 
of grasses and shrubs 

Forests 

90. Artificial areas Highly artificial environments, from roads 
and buildings, to gardens, vineyards and 
poplar/aspen production fields 

- 
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Table S5. Effects of climate change (CC), land-use changes (LUC), habitat-land-use combinations and management type on hypervolume metrics based on relative PFG 
abundances. Hypervolumes were compared using three metrics: proportion of overlap (overlap), distance between centroids and changes in hypervolume size (Δsize). 
Overlap was calculated as the ratio between the volume of intersection and the volume of the union. Size changes, or Δsize, were calculated as the difference between the size 
post-perturbation hypervolume size and the control hypervolume size. The response of each metric to climate changes, land-use changes and habitat-land-use combinations 
was modelled using analyses of variance (ANOVAs). To comply with linear model assumptions (normality and homoscedasticity of residuals), overlap values were modelled 
using a variant of the logit transformation, log[(y+c)/(1-y+c)] (where c is the absolute of the minimum non-zero observed value) and two extreme outliers were removed from 
the Δsize data. In all cases, the full model provided the best AICc score. Effects of main factors and interaction terms are shown in decreasing order of F-statistic. ‘Df’ stands 
for degrees of freedom, ‘Sum Sq’ for sums of squares, ‘Mean Sq.’ for mean squares and ‘F value’ is the F-statistic. 

  
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value  

Overlap       
√Overlap ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† CC 1 27.57 27.57 623862.00 * 
 LUC 2 22.14 11.07 250489.00 * 

 
CC:LUC 2 7.83 3.92 88605.00 * 

 
Habitat-land-use 55 15.73 0.29 6472.00 * 

 
CC:Habitat-land-use 55 11.61 0.21 4777.00 * 

 
LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 11.68 0.19 4331.00 * 

 CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 6.49 0.11 2407.00 * 
 Residuals 476 0.02 0.00   
       
Centroid distances       
Centroid dist. ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3† CC 1 5.84 5.84 536916.00 * 
 LUC 2 11.21 5.61 515694.00 * 
 LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 8.82 0.15 13305.00 * 
 CC:LUC 2 0.23 0.11 10422.00 * 
 Habitat-land-use 55 6.08 0.11 10171.00 * 
 CC:Habitat-land-use 55 1.56 0.03 2606.00 * 
 CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 0.86 0.01 1296.00 * 
 Residuals 476 0.01 0.00   
       
Size changes       
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size ~ (Habitat-land-use + CC + LUC)3†‡ CC 1 0.13 0.13 1196.30 * 
 Habitat-land-use 55 1.04 0.02 169.26 * 
 CC:Habitat-land-use 55 0.39 0.01 63.11 * 
 CC:LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 0.23 0.00 33.01 * 
 LUC:Habitat-land-use 61 0.22 0.00 32.90 * 
 CC:LUC 2 0.00 0.00 16.25 * 
 LUC 2 0.00 0.00 14.66 * 
 Residuals 474 0.05 0.00   
*Significant at p-value < 0.01. 
†Superscript “3” indicates the inclusion of all main factors and their two-way and three-way interactions in the model. 
‡Two extreme outliers were removed from this model in order follow linear model assumptions.  
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Supplementary Figures 

 
Figure S1. Maps of a) current habitat types and b) current and potential land-use regimes in the Ecrins National 
Park and c) elevation in meters a.s.l. Habitats were classified following the DELPHINE habitat classification of 
the park (Esterni et al. 2006) and land-use regimes followed (Boulangeat et al. 2014a). Presently grazed areas 
(with intensities ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’ numbered sequentially) and mown areas are shown in the top-left 
and top-right panels in b), respectively. Future grazed areas (grazed at the highest grazing intensity) and future 
mown areas are shown in the bottom-left and bottom-right panels, respectively. Non-disturbed areas correspond 
to all areas that are not currently grazed or mown (light green); future non-disturbed areas are areas that will 
not be grazed or mown under land-use intensification scenarios (dark green).   
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Figure S2. Overall cumulative curve of the proportion of variance explained by principal components (PCs). 
The mean cumulative of explained variance is shown in function of dimensionality, across all Principal 
Components Analyses (PCAs) calculated on raw plant functional groups’ (PFG) abundances. Cumulative 
explained variances were averaged at each number of PCs across scenario and habitat-land-use combinations. 
The inflexion point of the curve was taken to be at the 6th PC (shown as the vertical dashed line), which meant 
that building hypervolumes using 6 PCs explained over 95% of the total variance. 
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Figure S3. Fitted proportion of overlap by scenario and habitat-land-use combination. Fitted values of proportion of overlap (overlap) between control and post-perturbation 
hypervolumes built are shown for a) raw PFG abundances and b) CWM trait values. Fitted values were calculated from the best models relating the square-root proportion of 
overlap with climate change, land-use changes, habitat-land-use combinations and their interactions (see Table S2 in this appendix) and are shown by habitat-land-use 
combination in each scenario, after being back-transformed. Standard errors of the observed means and of fitted values are shown as error bars. Grazing intensities low, 
medium and high are coded ‘grazed areas1’, ‘grazed areas2’ and ‘grazed areas3’, respectively. Comparisons between proof-of-concept (‘POC’) and control scenario 
hypervolumes are also included.  
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Figure S4. Relationship between hypervolume size and the proportion of overlap. Relationships between the proportion of overlap (overlap) between control and post-
perturbation hypervolumes (‘HV’) and their sizes are shown for each scenario, for a) hypervolumes based on raw PFG abundances and on b) community weighted mean 
(CWM) trait values. Proof-of concept (‘POC’) comparisons for each set of components are also shown. Overlap values were square-rooted to follow linear model 
assumptions and improve model fit. Each point represents a habitat-land-use combination for a given repetition (sample size varying between 105 and 147 depending on 
scenarios). Information on adjusted R2 and coefficient values (next to each line) is shown for significant relationships only. Shaded areas denote confidence intervals at 95%.  
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Figure S5. Fitted hypervolume centroid distances by scenario and habitat-land-use combination. Fitted distances between control and post-perturbation hypervolume 
centroids built are shown for a) raw PFG abundances and b) CWM trait values. Fitted values were calculated from the best models relating the centroid distances with 
climate change, land-use changes, habitat-land-use combinations and their interactions (see Table S2 in this appendix) and are shown by habitat-land-use combination in 
each scenario. Standard errors of the observed means and of fitted values are shown as error bars. Grazing intensities low, medium and high are coded ‘grazed areas1’, 
‘grazed areas2’ and ‘grazed areas3’, respectively. Comparisons between proof-of-concept (‘POC’) and control scenario hypervolumes are also included.  
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Figure S6. Fitted hypervolume size changes by scenario and habitat-land-use combination. Hypervolume size changes (Δsize) were calculated as the difference between post-
perturbation and control hypervolumes (negative values indicating size reductions and positive values indicating size increases). Fitted size changes are shown for 
hypervolumes built from a) raw PFG abundances and b) CWM trait values. Fitted values were calculated from the best models relating the centroid distances with climate 
change, land-use changes, habitat-land-use combinations and their interactions (see Table S2 in this appendix) and are shown by habitat-land-use combination in each 
scenario. Standard errors of the observed means and of fitted values are shown as error bars. Grazing intensities low, medium and high are coded ‘grazed areas1’, ‘grazed 
areas2’ and ‘grazed areas3’, respectively. Comparisons between proof-of-concept (‘POC’) and control scenario hypervolumes are also included.  
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Figure S7. Taxonomic diversity by scenario and habitat-land-use combination. Taxonomic diversity was calculated yearly as the inverse Simpson concentration (Leinster & 
Cobbold 2012), based on PFG abundances of the last 100 years of the control and scenario simulations. Calculations were done per scenario and habitat-land-use 
combination and averaged across repetitions. Fitted values were calculated from the best models explaining the variation of PFG diversity in function of climate change, 
land-use changes and habitat-land-use combinations. To guarantee a balanced design, models were broken in two sets. The first set investigating the effects of CC and LUC 
on “current” habitat-land-use combinations (‘set 1’ shown in panel a) and the second to investigate the effects of CC and all habitat-land-use combinations on scenarios of 
LU intensification (‘set 2’, shown in panel b); see Table S3 in this appendix). Grazing intensities low, medium and high are coded ‘grazed areas1’, ‘grazed areas2’ and 
‘grazed areas3’, respectively.  
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Figure S8. Functional diversity by scenario and habitat-land-use combination, first set of models. Functional diversity was estimated using four functional diversity indices: 
functional richness (FRic), functional evenness (FEve), functional divergence (FDiv; Villéger et al. 2008) and functional dispersion (FDis; Laliberté & Legendre 2010), 
calculated for the traits used to build trait hypervolumes (specific leaf area, log height, log seed mass and palatability). All indices were calculated yearly for the last 100 
years of the control and scenario simulations. Fitted values shown in the figure were calculated from the best models explaining the variation of functional diversity indices in 
function of climate change, land-use changes and habitat-land-use combinations. Details on statistical analyses and a presentation of results obtained for FRic and FDiv are 
available above in Choice and analysis of complementary metrics. Only the first set of models (‘set 1’; see Table S3 in this appendix) is shown here for a) FRic, b) FEve, c) 
FDis and d) FDiv. The first set of models investigates the effects of CC and LUC on “current” habitat-land-use combinations. Grazing intensities low, medium and high are 
coded ‘grazed areas1’, ‘grazed areas2’ and ‘grazed areas3’, respectively.  
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Figure S9. Functional diversity by scenario and habitat-land-use combination, second set of models. Functional diversity was estimated using four functional diversity 
indices: functional richness (FRic), functional evenness (FEve), functional divergence (FDiv; Villéger et al. 2008) and functional dispersion (FDis; Laliberté & Legendre 
2010), calculated for the traits used to build trait hypervolumes (specific leaf area, log height, log seed mass and palatability). All indices were calculated yearly for the last 
100 years of the control and scenario simulations. Fitted values shown in the figure were calculated from the best models explaining the variation of functional diversity 
indices in function of climate change, land-use changes and habitat-land-use combinations. Details on statistical analyses and a presentation of results obtained for FRic and 
FDiv are available above in Choice and analysis of complementary metrics. The second set of models (‘set 2’; see Table S3) is shown here for a) FRic, b) FEve, c) FDis and 
d) FDiv. This set of models investigates the effects of CC and all habitat-land-use combinations on scenarios of LU intensification. Grazing intensities low, medium and high 
are coded ‘grazed areas1’, ‘grazed areas2’ and ‘grazed areas3’, respectively.  
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Figure S10. Productivity by scenario and habitat-land-use combination. Productivity was calculated yearly as the sum of PFG raw abundances, for the last 100 years of the 
control and scenario simulations. Fitted values were calculated from the best models explaining the variation of productivity in function of climate change, land-use changes 
and habitat-land-use combinations. To guarantee a balanced design, models were broken in two sets. The first set investigating the effects of CC and LUC on “current” 
habitat-land-use combinations (‘set 1’ shown in panel a) and the second to investigate the effects of CC and all habitat-land-use combinations on scenarios of LU 
intensification (‘set 2’, shown in panel b); see Table S3 in this appendix). Grazing intensities low, medium and high are coded ‘grazed areas1’, ‘grazed areas2’ and ‘grazed 
areas3’, respectively. 
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Figure S11. Evolution of proportion of overlap in function of bandwidth size. We chose thickets and scrubland 
habitats to assess the effect of increasing bandwidths on the proportion of overlap between control and post-
perturbation hypervolumes of a) raw PFG abundances and b) community weighted mean trait values. This was 
done under a scenario of land-use intensification (scenario 3) and for areas presently grazed at low intensities, 
‘grazed areas 1’ (which become grazed at high intensities) and presently mown areas (that suffer no land-use 
changes). Zero overlaps indicate an absence of intersection. Each point is the mean overlap between 10 pairs of 
hypervolumes and standard errors are shown as error bars. 
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Figure S12. Proportion of overlap between hypervolumes based on relative PFG abundances. The a) observed 
mean proportion of overlap between control and post-perturbation hypervolumes are shown for each scenario, 
across all habitat types and grouped by disturbed areas (areas under present grazing or mowing regimes and 
areas that will become grazed on mown under scenarios of land-use intensification) and non-disturbed areas 
(all areas that are not currently grazed or mown and those that will remain so, under land-use intensification 
scenarios). Fitted overlap values in b) are shown for each scenario and habitat-land-use combination, and were 
obtained from analyses of variance detailed in Table S2 in this appendix. Fitted values were back-transformed to 
be shown on the original scale. Standard errors of the observed means and of fitted values are shown as error 
bars. Comparisons between proof-of-concept (‘POC’) and control scenario hypervolumes are also shown.  
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Figure S13. Centroid distances between hypervolumes based on relative PFG abundances. The a) observed 
centroid distances between control and post-perturbation hypervolumes are shown for each scenario, across all 
habitat types and grouped by disturbed areas (areas under present grazing or mowing regimes and areas that 
will become grazed on mown under scenarios of land-use intensification) and non-disturbed areas (all areas 
that are not currently grazed or mown and those that will remain so, under land-use intensification scenarios). 
Fitted centroid distances in b) are shown for each scenario and habitat-land-use combination and were obtained 
from analyses of variance detailed in Table S2 in this appendix. Standard errors of the observed means and of 
fitted values are shown as error bars. Comparisons between proof-of-concept (‘POC’) and control scenario 
hypervolumes are also shown.  
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Figure S14. Size differences between hypervolumes based on relative PFG abundances. The a) observed size 
changes (Δsize) from control to post-perturbation hypervolumes are shown for each scenario, across all habitat 
types and grouped by disturbed areas (areas under present grazing or mowing regimes and areas that will 
become grazed on mown under scenarios of land-use intensification) and non-disturbed areas (all areas that are 
not currently grazed or mown and those that will remain so, under land-use intensification scenarios). Negative 
Δsize values indicate that the post-perturbation hypervolume was smaller than its pre-perturbation counterpart, 
and vice-versa for positive Δsize values. Fitted Δsize in b) are shown for each scenario and habitat-land-use 
combination and were obtained from analyses of variance detailed in Table S2 in this appendix. Standard errors 
of the observed means and of fitted values are shown as error bars. Comparisons between proof-of-concept 
(‘POC’) and control scenario hypervolumes are also shown.  
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Figure S15. Temporal stability measured by hypervolume overlap, based on relative PFG abundances. 
Temporal stability was analysed by modelling the temporal response of the square-root of proportion of overlap 
(overlap) under different habitat-land-use combinations, using generalised additive models (GAMs) with a 
Gaussian smoother fitted for each habitat-land-use combination. Each coloured point corresponds to the 
comparison between a hypervolume at a given time slice and the first hypervolume, with colours referring to 
land-use (the first year of each 15-year time slice is indicated in the x-axis). Dashed vertical lines indicate the 
start and end of simulated climate changes. 
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APPENDIX 4: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS TO CHAPTER III 
The FATE-HD simulation platform and drought simulation experiment 

FATE-HD basics 

FATE-HD is a dynamical vegetation model that allows reproducing vegetation dynamics, by 

simulating plant functional groups’ (PFGs) spatio-temporal dynamics. The model was 

parameterised to reproduce the vegetation of the Ecrins National Park (NP), situated in the 

French Alps (Boulangeat et al. 2014b). Thanks to its large elevation gradient (from 669 to 

4102 m a.s.l.) and its diverse flora, the park hosts a variety of plant communities, from 

lowland forests to nival communities, passing through wetlands, as well as schlerophylous 

vegetation. Around 68% of the park’s surface is currently managed, mainly for agriculture 

(grazing, 48%; crop fields and mown grasslands, 9.8%; and forest management, 14%), and 

land use has been accurately mapped (Esterni et al. 2006). Like many other mountainous 

regions, the ecosystems of the Ecrins NP are threatened by climate and land-use changes. 

Hence, the assessment of potential impacts and synergies between climate and land-use 

drivers is crucial for adequate ecosystem conservation and management. 

To reproduce the vegetation present in the Ecrins NP, FATE-HD explicitly simulates the 

population dynamics, dispersal, biotic interactions via light, and responses to disturbances of 

24 PFGs that represent the dominant species of the park (Boulangeat et al. 2014b). Each PFG 

can reach one to 6 vertical strata, depending on its maximum height value (averaged across 

species within the group). Six chamaephyte groups, C1-6, and ten herbaceous groups, H1-10 

(mostly hemicryptophytes), are only present in the first height stratum (0-1.5 m), except for 

C4 that can reach the second stratum (1.5-4 m). The remaining 8 phanerophyte groups, P1-8, 

reach at least the third height stratum (4-10 m), with six reaching the fourth stratum (10-20 m) 

and two reaching the fifth (> 20 m; for details on PFG building see Boulangeat et al. 2012; for 

PFG species list and modelling parameters see Tables S1 and S2 in this appendix). 

Population dynamics depend not only on the demographic parameters of each PFG, but 

also on habitat suitability. Habitat suitability (HS) was calculated for each PFG using a 

species distribution modelling approach (R package biomod2; Thuiller et al., 2009) as a 

function of slope, percentage of calcareous soil and five bioclimatic variables (isothermality, 

temperature seasonality, temperature annual range, mean temperature of coldest quarter and 

annual precipitation) averaged across 1961-1990 to reproduce ‘current’ climate conditions, 

and including a stochastic component to simulate interannual climate variability. Final PFG 
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distributions were calculated from the weighted sum predictions of a set of different models 

(Boulangeat et al. 2014b) and constituted PFGs’ HS maps. 

Short and long-distance dispersal and competition for light resources were parameterised 

according to PFGs functional traits and modelled explicitly. As for disturbances, FATE-HD 

simulates the responses of each PFG to grazing and mowing. Binary maps of mown areas and 

areas grazed at low, medium and high intensities are fed into the model to simulate the 

presence/absence of each disturbance per pixel. Grazing affects PFGs by either increasing 

mortality, decreasing fertility or causing them to resprout (depending on the PFGs’ 

palatability and age classes). Mowing also increased PFG mortality and affected PFG 

reproduction, depending on PFGs age classes and caused the removal of all trees taller than 

1.5m (second height stratum). For the present study, grazing and mowing activities were kept 

constant and mimicked the current land use in the park. 

The for the full list of parameters used for population dynamics and responses to 

disturbances see Boulangeat et al. (2014b). 

 

Modelling gradual climate warming and drought regimes in FATE-HD 

Gradual changes in climate were simulated in FATE-HD as changes in HS. Hence, for each 

PFG future HS maps were calculated following a similar procedure as the one used to 

calculate the current HS maps. The PFG distributions were calculated using the same seven 

environmental variables, but following IPCC forecasts from the A1B scenario for years 2020, 

2050 and 2080. Bioclimatic variables were projected using the regional climate model (RCM) 

RCA3 (Samuelsson et al. 2011), fed by the global circulation model (GCM) CCSM3 (derived 

from the ENSEMBLES EU project outputs NCAR community 2004). Outputs from the RCM 

were downscaled to 100 x 100 m resolution using the change factor method (Diaz-Nieto & 

Wilby 2005) before being used to calculate future HS maps for years 2020, 2050 and 2080. 

Interpolations were calculated between the current (1961-1990 period) and 2020 values, and 

between 2020-2050 and 2050-2080 to obtain a more gradual change in climate at every 15 

years during 90 years (Boulangeat et al. 2014b). 

Drought regimes were simulated mechanistically in two phases: 1) identification of 

drought effects and 2) modelling drought responses (Barros et al. 2017). Drought effects were 

identified in a similar way to gradual changes in climate. This is, FATE-HD was fed drought 

intensity (Din) maps at particular annual frequencies, which contained pixel-based 

information on drought intensity. Then 1) drought effects were ‘identified’ for the PFGs 

present in a given pixel after comparing Din pixel values against the PFGs’ ‘past drought 
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exposure’, and 2) PFG responses to drought (increases in mortality and, or, lower fertility) 

were modelled in function of their tolerance to drought.  

Two types of Din maps were used: ‘current’ Din maps and ‘future’ Din maps. Current 

Din maps were calculated as the average Din per pixel across years 1961-1990. Future Din 

maps were based on climate predictions for 2080 (following the A1B scenario; see above). 

Future ‘moderate’ Din maps corresponded to a 20% increase of Din values relatively to 

projections for 2080, while future ‘severe’ Din maps corresponded to 20% decrease of the 

projected values (note that lower Din values cause more intense droughts; see Barros et al. 

2017 for details on the calculation of Din values and Fig. S1 in this appendix for Din maps).  

Drought effects on PFGs and their parameterisation have been detailed elsewhere (Barros 

et al. 2017) and will only be briefly explained here. Each PFG’s past drought exposure (used 

to both trigger drought effects and determine their magnitude for a given a PFG) was based on 

the distribution of historical moisture index values “experienced” by the PFG between 1961-

1990 (MI1961-1990 distributions). Each year, FATE-HD compared the Din values in a given 

pixel to the past drought exposures of PFGs present in that pixel. If the Din value was below a 

certain threshold, drought effects would be triggered. Drought effects always lowered PFG 

recruitment and fertility to 0 and increased mortality depending on drought intensity, on the 

accumulation of successive drought events and on PFG sensitivity. Also, very severe drought 

events had post-drought effects (on the following year) that also negatively affected PFG 

recruitment, fertility and survival. Finally, PFGs’ sensitivities to drought were determined 

based on their soil moisture preference classes, which were calculated based on PFGs’ MI1961-

1990 distributions (see Barros et al. 2017 for details and full drought-related parameter lists). 

 

Simulation experiment 

For the present study, we focused on climate-related effects and assumed a constant land use 

based on the current grazing and mowing regimes in the park. We ran simulations for three 

scenarios of climate change: no drought, sporadic/moderate drought and frequent/severe 

drought (see Fig. S2 in this appendix for simulation scheme). Simulations started with an 

initialisation phase of 850 years to achieve the ‘current’ state of the Ecrins NP vegetation 

(Boulangeat et al. 2014b). Scenario simulations started from the final year of the initialisation 

phase, lasting for 150 years (scenario phase). Gradual climate warming was simulated in all 

scenarios by changing HS maps (see above) between years 15-90 of the scenario phases, with 

the last HS map being kept until the end of the simulations. Scenarios differed in respect to 

drought regimes, which were simulated by feeding Din maps to FATE-HD. The current Din 
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map was used in no-drought years (every year in the no drought scenario). The 

sporadic/moderate drought scenario was simulated by feeding the moderate Din map to 

FATE-HD every 16 years. The frequent/severe drought scenario was simulated by feeding the 

severe Din map to FATE-HD every year. To simulate post-drought recovery, 10 no-drought 

years were implemented after each sequence of 5 drought events. Drought events started at 

the same time as climate warming (year 15) and were stopped between years 90 and 105 

(Barros et al. 2017). After each scenario phase, the model ran for an additional 50 years to 

achieve quasi-equilibrium (stabilisation phase). All simulations lasted a total of 200 years and 

were repeated 3 times.  

Additional simulations without climate warming or drought were also run for null 

comparisons. Null comparison simulations lasted 50 years started from a single repetition of 

an initialisation phase and were repeated 100 times. 

Across all simulations, outputs were saved every 5 years starting at year 800 of the 

initialisation phase, in the form of yearly PFG abundances per pixel. 

 

Treatment of model outputs 

We explored the effects of gradual climate warming and different drought regimes on the 

stability of forest and grassland communities situated on the forest-grassland ecotone belt. 

The ecotone belt was spatially delimited using the first year of the one no drought scenario 

simulation, as this year was similar across all simulations, and fixed across all years to follow 

the temporal dynamics of the same ecotone communities (i.e. pixels). The ecotone was 

delineated as buffer drawn 500 m below and 1000 m above the upper tree line. The upper tree 

line was defined at the third quartile of elevation values of pixels with > 60% tree cover (i.e. 

phanerophyte plant functional groups with > 1.5 m; Esterni et al. 2006). To subset forest and 

grassland communities inside the ecotone belt, we used the accurate habitat maps available 

for the Ecrins NP (Esterni et al. 2006) combined with the grazing and mowing maps that were 

used in the model. We subset pixels from three types of plant communities and management: 

unmanaged forests, unmanaged grasslands and managed grasslands (grasslands grazed at 

medium intensity; see The FATE-HD simulation platform and drought simulation experiment 

above for grazing intensities). Raw PFG abundances were averaged across all pixels of the 

same category, per year, before calculating relative yearly PFG abundances. In cases where 

average raw PFG abundances were zero across a whole period of analysis (pre- or post-

disturbance), we avoided suppressing PFGs (and thus changes in dimensionality) by adding 

0.000001 to the missing groups before calculating the relative abundances. 
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Applying the hypervolumes framework and statistical analysis 
Applying the hypervolumes framework 

Hypervolumes were used to represent the pre- and post-disturbance states of the simulated 

forest and grassland communities, using plant functional groups (PFGs) yearly relative 

abundances (see Treatment of model outputs above). The pre-disturbance state was defined 

from the last 45 years of the initialisation phase (n = 10), a period during which communities 

were relatively stable, while the post-disturbance state was defined as the 50 years of the 

stabilisation phase (n = 11). Each post-disturbance state was compared against the pre-

disturbance state. The pre-disturbance state was also compared against each of the 100 states 

corresponding to the null comparison simulations (n = 11 for each state; see The FATE-HD 

simulation platform and drought simulation experiment above). 

Two steps were necessary before calculating and comparing the hypervolumes: 1) 

reducing the number of dimensions, and 2) choosing the ideal bandwidth size (Barros et al. 

2016c). 

1) Dimensionality reduction. It is recommended that hypervolumes are built from a 

maximum of 5-8 dimensions to avoid having highly disjunct hypervolumes (Blonder et al. 

2014).  Since we chose to explore changes in community structure using PFG abundances the 

initial 24 dimensions needed to be reduced. Following the approach detailed in (Barros et al. 

2016c), we calculated Principal Components Analyses (PCAs) for each pair of compared 

states, i.e. on the joint datasets of yearly relative PFGs abundances from the pre- and post-

disturbance periods. This approach also ensured that the axes used to calculate hypervolumes 

were orthogonal. We chose to use the factor scores on the first 3 principal components (PC’s), 

at which the cumulative explained variance had saturated close to 1.0 (Fig. S3 in this 

appendix).  

2) Bandwidth selection. Bandwidth sizes should be large enough to avoid disjunct 

hypervolumes (Blonder et al. 2014). Bandwidth sizes were estimated using a sensitivity 

analysis, where we observed how the disjunct factor (Blonder et al. 2014) and qualitative 

results varied with changing bandwidth. The interval at which we varied bandwidths was 

based on initial bandwidth estimates calculated on the factor scores of the chosen PCs of each 

drought scenario PCA. We used the Silverman bandwidth estimator and standard deviations 

to calculate initial bandwidths; maximum obtained value across all PCAs determined the 

magnitude of the bandwidth gradient for the sensitivity analysis. Having obtained a maximum 

bandwidth of ≈ 0.08, we started the sensitivity analysis using bandwidth values between 0.01 
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and 0.16, in steps of 0.01. Pre- and post-disturbance hypervolume pairs (all 27 pairs), together 

with null comparison hypervolume pairs (only 3 pairs) were tested for the entire range of 

bandwidths. For the purpose of the sensitivity analysis, hypervolume calculations and 

comparisons were repeated 10 times for each bandwidth value. Since no overlaps were found 

between pre- and post-disturbance hypervolumes at very small bandwidths (< 0.12) and 

disjunct factor values were always bellow the recommended threshold of 0.9 (Fig. S4a in this 

appendix), we extended the sensitivity analyses to bandwidth values between 0.2 and 0.5, in 

steps of 0.05.  

Disjunct factor values seemed to stabilise close to 0.1, around bandwidths of 0.15 (Fig. 

S4a in this appendix). Hypervolumes did not intersect (overlap = 0) for bandwidths smaller 

than 0.12 and, as expected, the proportion of overlap increased with increasing bandwidth. 

Mean distances between hypervolume centroids were approximately stable across bandwidth 

sizes, while size changes, albeit quite small, were negatively related with bandwidth size (Fig. 

S4b in this appendix). However, the relative effects of the different drought scenarios on 

mean distance, size changes and overlap were similar across bandwidth values. Null 

comparisons always resulted in smaller mean distances and larger overlaps relatively to 

drought scenarios, and frequent/severe droughts also led to smaller mean distances and larger 

overlaps relatively to other drought scenarios (Fig. S4b in this appendix). Hence, we chose a 

final bandwidth value of 0.15, which was close to the inflection point of disjunct factor values 

and to the minimum bandwidth value that allowed overlaps between the pre-disturbance and 

post-disturbance hypervolumes. 

 

Final hypervolume calculations and comparisons were thus obtained as follows. For each 

comparison between a post-disturbance state (drought scenario) and the pre-disturbed state, 

we 1) calculated a PCA on the combined PFG relative abundances of each state; 2) extracted 

the factor scores on the first 3 PCs corresponding to each state; 3) used the extracted factor 

scores to calculate the pre- and post-disturbance hypervolumes; and 4) compared the 

hypervolumes using three metrics: mean distance, size changes and overlap (see main text and 

Barros et al. 2016c).   

Hypervolume calculations rely on random sampling techniques (Blonder et al. 2014), 

whose results can be influenced by small sample sizes. To account for this, steps 3 and 4 were 

repeated 100 times. In addition, the pre-disturbance state was compared to 100 additional 

hypervolumes built from 50-year-long simulations without climate warning or drought 

regimes – null comparison simulations. In this case, each pair of hypervolumes was only 
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calculated and compared once. This provided a set of ‘null comparisons’ to which results 

from drought scenarios could be compared to.  

 
 

Statistical analysis 

As shown in the scheme of the simulation experiment (Fig. S2 in this appendix), the 

experimental design was not balanced as grasslands were subjected to two management 

regimes and forests were always unmanaged. Hence, the statistical analysis of results was 

divided into two main questions: 1) do different drought regimes affect forests and grasslands 

differently? 2) Do the effects of different drought regimes on grasslands depend on 

management regime?  

To address the first question managed grasslands were excluded from the analysis, and 

we tested the effects and interactions of different drought scenarios and of different 

community types (‘scenario*community’) on the overlap, mean distance and sizes changes 

between pre- and post-disturbance hypervolumes. To address the second question, forests 

were excluded from the analyses, and we tested the effects and interactions of different 

drought scenarios and of different management regimes (‘scenario*management’) on the 

overlap, mean distance and sizes changes between pre- and post-disturbance hypervolumes. 

Separate analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were calculated to assess the effects of scenario and 

community/management on each hypervolume metric (mean distance, size changes and 

overlap). A first round of ANOVAs was calculated to compare drought scenarios’ effects 

against null comparisons results (as a control treatment scenario). Since sample sizes were 

different between null comparisons (n = 100 for a given community and management type) 

and drought scenarios (n = 100 for a given community and management type x 3 repetitions, 

hence n = 300), Type III ANOVA’s were used at this instance (Table S3 in this appendix). 

Another set of ANOVAs was calculated without null comparisons (using Type I ANOVAs; 

Table S4 in this appendix) to assess significant differences between drought scenarios. 

Parametric conditions (normality and homoskedasticity) were verified before calculating 

ANOVAs and response variables (overlap, mean distance, size changes) were log-

transformed when necessary to ensure that these conditions were met.  

Lastly, we analysed functional changes in communities by fitting yearly community 

weighted mean values of 12 functional traits (Table S2 in this appendix) to the PCAs, using 

the function envfit in the vegan R package. This function “finds directions in the ordination 

space towards which the [trait] vectors change most rapidly and to which they have maximal 
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correlations with the ordination configuration” (vegan R documentation). Although this is a 

passive post-hoc approach, it allows finding the trait vectors best correlated with axis of the 

calculated PCAs, without constraining the hypervolumes to changes in functional diversity. 

Trait vector coordinates were scaled by the corresponding trait vectors’ correlations with 

ordination axes. Only the traits with absolute coordinate values  0.8 on the first PC (thus the 

highest correlations) were selected for plotting and further analysis. 

 

Additional results and discussion 

Additional results 

Changes in community structure were driven by different plant functional groups (PFGs) 

depending on the type of community/management considered, but were relatively consistent 

across drought scenarios (for a given community-management type; Figs. S5, S6 and S7 in 

this appendix). For instance, across all drought scenarios changes in managed grasslands were 

mostly driven by non-palatable and light-loving PFGs that are relatively abundant in these 

communities (see Table S2 in this appendix). Herbaceous groups H7 and H8 were replaced by 

chamaephytes C3 and C5 (woody) and the tree group P6, leading to reductions in average 

specific leaf area and increased overall longevity (see Fig. 15 in Chapter III and Fig. S5 in this 

appendix). Woody encroachment was even more evident in unmanaged grasslands, where 

almost all herbaceous and non-woody PFGs (except for C1 and C3) were replaced by woody 

chamaephyte and tree groups. Exceptions were P2 and P8, which were outcompeted due to 

their high soil moisture and light requirements (see Table S2 in this appendix), and the highly 

palatable and drought-tolerant C1 and H1 groups, whose relative abundances increased in the 

absence of grazing. These changes led to decreases in SLA and soil moisture requirements, 

and increases in leaf dry matter content (LDMC) and seed mass. Forests also showed a 

relative increase in woody groups, relatively to non-woody groups. Riparian pioneer trees 

(P2), late successional deciduous trees (P3) and undergrowth groups (H4, H6 and H7) were 

replaced by thermophilous pioneers (P1) late successional trees (P5, P7), shrubs and woody 

chamaephytes (C4 and C5, respectively). Interestingly, the relative abundance of P1 was more 

positively affected than that of P5 when drought was absent of sporadic/moderate, but the 

opposite happened when drought was frequent/severe. As in grasslands, these changes also 

led to a general decrease in SLA and soil moisture requirements, and increases in seed mass. 

Additionally, average longevity, maturity and dispersal capacity also increased in forests 

subjected to drought and climate warming. 
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Additional discussion 

While past studies focused on how drought destabilised particular ecosystem functions 

(Wardle et al. 2000; Bloor & Bardgett 2012; Isbell et al. 2015), we followed the stability of 

community structure, assuming that a stable community structure ensures similar levels of 

functional diversity and, thus, ecosystem services. Indeed, changes in forest and grassland 

community structure (via changes in relative abundances of the simulated PFGs) impacted the 

communities’ functional diversity, which can ultimately affect ecosystem functioning and the 

provisioning of ecosystem services. Particularly, reductions in average SLA in managed 

grasslands are linked to shifts towards less productive communities, which may implicate 

lower quantity and quality of fodder in grazing pastures (Lavorel & Grigulis 2012). On the 

other hand, increases in the woody-non-woody ratio in unmanaged grasslands indicate the 

encroachment of open habitats associated with climate change (Theurillat & Guisan 2001), 

and can lead to the loss of biodiversity and protected species (Andrello et al. 2012). Our 

results also concur that changes in forest composition will probably occur both at the 

undergrowth and canopy levels (Allen et al. 2010). Moreover, frequent/severe drought 

facilitated different groups, relatively to climate warming alone and sporadic/moderate 

drought. For instance, while under climate warming alone and sporadic/mild drought the 

group P1 (containing Pinus sylvestris) was more positively affected than P5 (containing Picea 

abies), this pattern was reversed when drought was frequent/severe. The shade-tolerant P. 

abies has already been shown to be facilitated by drought, in Valais, Switzerland, where it 

invaded P. sylvestris stands outcompeting the later species on the long-term (Bigler et al. 

2006). 

As in any other model, our results are evidently linked to how climate warming and 

drought events were parameterised. The fact that gradual climate warming drove the long-

term dynamics of community structure is linked to climate warming effects being kept until 

the end of the simulation, while drought events ended before the stabilisation phase. 

Nevertheless, the agreement between our results and field observations indicates that the 

results of our simulations are not unrealistic. Also, the parameterisation of PFG responses to 

drought events was done in conjunction with botanists working within the study area, whose 

knowledge is highly valuable. Finally, other drivers, such as changes in carbon, nutrient and 

water cycles, and pest outbreaks are known to interact with drought in affecting vegetation 

dynamics (Wang et al. 2012; Reichstein et al. 2013). We expect that drought effects would 

have been stronger if we had included these factors in our model. However, we do not 

currently have the data that would enable us to simulate these processes at large spatial scales 
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and across multiple plant groups. Yet, we advocate that modelling approaches are crucial to 

assess large-scale consequences of global change drivers despite their limitations, and should 

be used while field studies gather data that will aid in the parameterisation of more complex 

and realistic models.  
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Supplementary Tables 

Table S1. List of dominant species in the Ecrins National Park constituting each of the simulated plant 
functional groups (PFGs). Groups were built based on species’ abiotic requirements and functional traits 
(Boulangeat et al. 2012). Table adapted from Boulangeat et al. (2014b). 

Group Species list 
H1 Oxyria digyna, Polygonum viviparum, Ranunculus glacialis, Ranunculus kuepferi, Ranunculus 

montanus, Geum montanum, Geum reptans, Potentilla aurea, Potentilla erecta, Potentilla grandiflora, 
Saxifraga stellaris robusta, Linaria alpina alpina, Carex capillaris, Carex curvula, Carex foetida, 
Carex frigida, Carex nigra, Carex panicea, Carex rupestris, Eriophorum latifolium, Eriophorum 
polystachion, Eriophorum scheuchzeri, Kobresia myosuroides, Trichophorum cespitosum, Juncus 
alpinoarticulatus alpinoarticulatus, Juncus trifidus, Luzula alpinopilosa, Agrostis alpina, Agrostis 
rupestris, Alopecurus alpinus, Avenula versicolor versicolor, Festuca halleri halleri, Festuca 
quadriflora, Phleum alpinum, Poa alpina, Poa cenisia, Poa laxa, Doronicum grandiflorum, Trisetum 
distichophyllum, Athamanta cretensis, Hieracium glaciale, Leontodon montanus, Leontodon 
pyrenaicus helveticus, Taraxacum alpinum, Campanula cochleariifolia, Astragalus alpinus, Lotus 
alpinus, Trifolium alpinum, Trifolium pallescens, Achillea nana, Gentiana punctata, Arnica montana, 
Epilobium anagallidifolium, Plantago alpina. 

H2 Rumex acetosa, Rumex pseudalpinus, Fragaria vesca, Galium aparine, Galium verum, Carex 
caryophyllea, Carex sempervirens, Agrostis capillaris, Agrostis stolonifera, Festuca nigrescens, 
Sesleria caerulea, Astrantia major, Leucanthemum vulgare, Carum carvi, Meum athamanticum, 
Chenopodium bonus-henricus, Lathyrus pratensis, Lotus corniculatus, Onobrychis montana, Trifolium 
montanum, Trifolium pratense, Geranium sylvaticum, Plantago media. 

H3 Ranunculus acris, Trollius europaeus, Urtica dioica, Aegopodium podagraria, Anthoxanthum 
odoratum, Arrhenatherum elatius elatius, Dactylis glomerata, Deschampsia cespitosa, Festuca rubra, 
Crepis pyrenaica, Poa pratensis, Taraxacum officinale, Heracleum sphondylium, Pimpinella major, 
Trifolium repens, Vicia cracca, Plantago lanceolata. 

H4 Aconitum lycoctonum vulparia, Aruncus dioicus, Dryopteris dilatata, Dryopteris filix-mas, Athyrium 
filix-femina, Prenanthes purpurea. 

H5 Pulsatilla alpina, Ranunculus bulbosus, Anthericum liliago, Luzula sieberi, Achnatherum 
calamagrostis, Agrostis agrostiflora, Briza media, Bromus erectus, Deschampsia flexuosa, Festuca 
acuminata, Festuca flavescens, Festuca laevigata, Festuca marginata gallica, Koeleria vallesiana, 
Phleum alpinum rhaeticum, Stipa eriocaulis eriocaulis, Trisetum flavescens, Leontodon autumnalis, 
Leontodon hispidus, Tolpis staticifolia, Festuca melanopsis, Hugueninia tanacetifolia, Laserpitium 
halleri, Laserpitium siler, Silene flos-jovis, Hypericum maculatum, Salvia pratensis, Epilobium 
dodonaei fleischeri. 

H6 Ranunculus aduncus, Cacalia alliariae, Saxifraga rotundifolia, Valeriana officinalis, Carex flacca, 
Cicerbita alpina, Luzula nivea, Avenula pubescens, Brachypodium rupestre, Calamagrostis varia, 
Festuca altissima, Melica nutans, Milium effusum, Molinia caerulea arundinacea, Poa nemoralis, 
Hieracium murorum, Hieracium prenanthoides, Senecio ovatus ovatus, Chaerophyllum aureum, 
Chaerophyllum villarsii, Cardamine pentaphyllos, Laserpitium latifolium, Knautia dipsacifolia, 
Mercurialis perennis, Gentiana lutea, Epilobium angustifolium. 

H7 Cacalia alpina, Cryptogramma crispa, Asplenium ramosum, Asplenium septentrionale septentrionale, 
Asplenium trichomanes quadrivalens, Equisetum arvense, Cystopteris fragilis, Gymnocarpium 
robertianum, Woodsia alpina, Hieracium pilosella, Homogyne alpina, Petasites albus, Tussilago 
farfara. 

H8 Cacalia leucophylla, Cirsium spinosissimum, Omalotheca supina, Murbeckiella pinnatifida 
pinnatifida, Gentiana alpina. 

H9 Anthoxanthum odoratum nipponicum, Nardus stricta, Poa supina, Silene vulgaris prostrata. 
H10 Heracleum sphondylium elegans. 
C1 Rumex acetosella, Cotoneaster integerrimus, Potentilla neumanniana, Rubus idaeus, Rubus saxatilis, 

Valeriana montana, Lonicera caerulea, Helianthemum grandiflorum, Helianthemum nummularium, 
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Anthyllis montana, Hippocrepis comosa, Achillea millefolium, Stachys recta, Teucrium chamaedrys, 
Thymus pulegioides. 

C2 Rumex scutatus, Salix hastata, Saxifraga aizoides, Saxifraga oppositifolia, Helictotrichon sedenense 
sedenense, Leucanthemopsis alpina, Cerastium alpinum, Cerastium cerastoides, Cerastium latifolium, 
Cerastium pedunculatum, Cerastium uniflorum, Sempervivum arachnoideum, Vaccinium uliginosum 
microphyllum, Antennaria dioica, Thymus polytrichus, Artemisia umbelliformis eriantha, Artemisia 
umbelliformis umbelliformis. 

C3 Androsace pubescens, Androsace vitaliana, Primula hirsuta, Primula latifolia, Dryas octopetala, Salix 
herbacea, Salix reticulata, Salix retusa, Saxifraga bryoides, Saxifraga exarata, Eritrichium nanum 
nanum, Noccaea rotundifolia, Pritzelago alpina alpina, Gypsophila repens, Sagina glabra, Sagina 
saginoides, Silene acaulis, Silene acaulis bryoides, Sedum album, Sedum alpestre, Sedum dasyphyllum, 
Empetrum nigrum hermaphroditum, Rhododendron ferrugineum, Globularia cordifolia. 

C4 Amelanchier ovalis, Crataegus monogyna, Rosa pendulina, Salix laggeri, Juniperus communis, Alnus 
alnobetula, Lonicera xylosteum, Cornus sanguinea, Corylus avellana, Ribes petraeum. 

C5 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi crassifolius, Calluna vulgaris, Hippocrepis emerus. 
C6 Vaccinium myrtillus, Vaccinium vitis-idaea vitis-idaea. 
P1 Prunus avium, Sorbus aria, Sorbus aucuparia, Sorbus mougeotii, Pinus cembra, Pinus sylvestris. 
P2 Populus tremula, Salix daphnoides. 
P3 Tilia platyphyllos, Acer pseudoplatanus, Fraxinus excelsior. 
P4 Larix decidua. 
P5 Picea abies, Fagus sylvatica. 
P6 Pinus uncinata, Betula pendula. 
P7 Acer opalus, Acer campestre campestre. 
P8 Betula pubescens. 
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Table S2. Trait values of the simulated plant functional groups’ (PFGs). Groups belong to one of three life form classes: chamaephytes (C1-6), herbaceous (H1-10), or 
phanerophytes (P1-8). PFGs with larger values of ‘light’, ‘dispersal’ and ‘palatability’ are, respectively, light-loving, long-distance dispersers and more palatable. ‘No. 
strata’ indicates the maximum stratum that a PFG can reach. ‘SLA’ and ‘LDMC’ stand for average specific leaf area and average leaf dry matter content, respectively. SLA 
values for species of PFGs H10 and P8 were obtained from Kattge et al. (2011). Table partially adapted from Boulangeat et al. (2012) and Boulangeat et al. (2014b) and 
identical to the table in Barros et al. (2017). 

PFG 
No.  

strata 
Dispersal Light 

Height 
(cm) 

Palatability 
Longevity 

(years) 
Maturity 
(years) 

Seed mass 
(g) 

SLA 
(mm2 mg-1) 

LDMC 
(mg g-1) 

Leaf area 
(mm2) 

Soil 
moisture 

C1 1 6 7 27 3 27 5 23.91 19.21 262.74 12.95 0 
C2 1 4 8 13 3 19 4 0.38 18.02 196.03 1.05 2 
C3 1 1 8 7 0 45 6 0.51 14.39 221.21 0.66 2 
C4 2 6 6 209 2 158 10 192.99 16.83 330.52 16.97 1 
C5 1 6 6 76 0 39 8 75.01 8.28 390.18 0.94 0 
C6 1 7 6 18 2 92 8 39.50 13.40 354.97 0.86 2 
H1 1 3 8 17 3 11 4 0.86 17.22 260.65 5.00 2 
H2 1 6 7 42 3 10 3 4.04 22.11 250.74 18.76 2 
H3 1 7 7 50 3 9 3 2.37 24.43 238.24 79.05 2 
H4 1 3 5 76 0 7 4 0.36 29.76 228.53 541.13 2 
H5 1 3 7 40 3 7 4 1.94 20.71 243.02 31.34 1 
H6 1 3 6 73 3 8 4 2.31 28.21 227.85 76.68 2 
H7 1 5 6 19 0 7 4 0.40 19.25 195.45 97.07 2 
H8 1 3 8 19 0 8 4 0.89 23.11 274.24 0.18 3 
H9 1 7 8 19 3 9 4 0.38 21.09 417.58 1.40 3 
H10 1 7 6 100 3 9 4 6.20 21.14 0.22 353.31 2 
P1 3 6 6 1175 2 193 15 177.93 12.03 346.77 34.01 0 
P2 3 5 6 750 2 177 15 0.13 17.17 350.81 14.43 2 
P3 4 4 5 1667 2 351 18 86.41 15.30 265.26 65.52 2 
P4 5 6 7 2500 0 600 15 6.82 10.06 279.75 0.20 3 
P5 5 6 4 2500 2 450 25 114.06 11.86 309.25 20.28 1 
P6 4 4 8 1650 2 160 20 6.10 19.24 282.18 12.36 1 
P7 3 4 5 600 2 310 15 78.27 15.65 360.50 47.42 0 
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P8 3 4 7 800 2 100 15 0.17 14.62 0.36 8.26 2 
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Table S3. Results of the analyses of variance (ANOVAs) including null comparisons as control treatment. Type III ANOVAs were used to assess whether the effects of drought 
scenarios and their interaction with community/management types on hypervolume metrics significantly differed from a no-changes scenario (null comparisons). Response 
variables (overlap, mean distance and size changes) were transformed when necessary to obey linear model assumptions. In model formulas ‘*’ denotes the inclusion of main 
effects and their interaction in the model. For instance, overlap ~ scenario*community is to be understood as overlap ~ scenario + community + scenario:community, with ‘:’ 
denoting the interaction between two factors. Asterisks indicate the level of significance of F-test statistics (** for p-values < 0.05, *** for p-values < 0.001). ‘df’ stands for 
degrees of freedom and ‘Sum sq.’ for sums of squares. 

  df Sum sq. F value  

overlap ~ scenario*community scenario 3 117.80 838500.0 *** 

 community 1 0.01 133.3 *** 
 scenario:community 3 0.01 70.2 *** 
 residuals 1992 0.09   
      
log-overlap ~ scenario*management management 1 10148.40 342212.2 *** 

 scenario 3 6279.70 70586.2 *** 
 scenario:management 3 736.20 8275.1 *** 
 residuals 1992 59.10   
      
mean distance ~ scenario*community scenario:community 3 0.00 121.1 *** 

 community 1 0.00 358.9 *** 
 scenario 3 10.03 344568.8 *** 
 residuals 1992 0.02   
      
mean distance ~ scenario*management management 1 14.40 1313232.3 *** 

 scenario 3 8.19 248771.0 *** 
 scenario:management 3 0.12 3684.2 *** 
 residuals 1992 0.02   
      
size changes ~ scenario*community scenario 3 2.79 19256.0 *** 

 community 1 0.38 7903.0 *** 
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 scenario:community 3 0.12 822.5 *** 
 residuals 1992 0.10   
      
size changes ~ scenario*management management 1 73.42 1237080.3 *** 

 scenario:management 3 5.42 30427.4 *** 
 scenario 3 0.71 3970.3 *** 
 residuals 1992 0.12   
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Table S4. Results of the analyses of variance (ANOVAs) when null comparisons are excluded. Type I ANOVAs were used to assess the significant differences between drought 
scenarios and community/management types (and their interactions) on hypervolume metrics. Response variables (overlap, mean distance and size changes) were 
transformed when necessary to obey linear model assumptions. In model formulas ‘*’ denotes the inclusion of main effects and their interaction in the model. For instance, 
overlap ~ scenario*community is to be understood as overlap ~ scenario + community + scenario:community, with ‘:’ denoting the interaction between two factors. Asterisks 
indicate the level of significance of F-test statistics (** for p-values < 0.05, *** for p-values < 0.001). ‘df’ stands for degrees of freedom and ‘Sum sq.’ for sums of squares. 

  df Sum sq. F value  

overlap ~ scenario*community community 1 0.03 605.6 *** 

 scenario:community 2 0.00 11.5 *** 
 scenario 2 0.00 0.2  
 residuals 1794 0.07   
      
log-overlap ~ scenario*management management 1 14210.30 450193.4 *** 

 scenario 2 504.30 7988.7 *** 
 scenario:management 2 491.90 7791.7 *** 
 residuals 1794 56.60   
      
mean distance ~ scenario*community community 1 0.01 1002.3 *** 

 scenario:community 2 0.00 66.8 *** 
 scenario 2 0.00 7.4 *** 
 residuals 1794 0.02   
      
mean distance ~ scenario*management management 1 14.52 1329380.3 *** 

 scenario 2 0.07 3232.8 *** 
 scenario:management 2 0.05 2163.1 *** 
 residuals 1794 0.02   
      
size changes ~ scenario*community community 1 0.59 11428.0 *** 

 scenario:community 2 0.10 941.3 *** 
 scenario 2 0.01 78.0 *** 
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 residuals 1794 0.09   
      
size changes ~ scenario*management management 1 119.42 1941000.0 *** 

 scenario 2 0.06 473.5 *** 
 scenario:management 2 0.00 3.2 ** 
 residuals 1794 0.11   
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Supplementary Figures 

 

Figure S1. Current and future drought intensity (Din) maps. Figure adapted from Barros et al. (2017).  
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Figure S2. Simulation experiment. Scheme of the simulation experiment used to understand the effects of climate 
warming and drought regimes on departures from stability of grassland and forest communities. Note that in the 
case of grasslands effects of different management regimes were also assessed, leading to an unbalanced design. 
Simulations – initialisation phase + scenario phases (blue, yellow and red boxes) + stabilisation phase – were 
repeated 3 times. Null comparison simulations were repeated 100 times, each repetition starting from the first 
repetition of the initialisation phase. 
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Figure S3. Average proportion of explained variance accumulated across principal components (PCs). We show 
here the cumulative explained variance for an increasing number of PCs, averaged across all the calculated 
Principal Components Analyses (one per pair of pre- and post-disturbance hypervolumes), except for those from 
null comparisons. Error bars represent standard errors. 
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Figure S4. Bandwidth sensitivity analysis. Effect of bandwidth values on (a) hypervolumes’ disjunct factor 
values and (b) hypervolume comparison metrics. Results of the bandwidth sensitivity analyses shown here are 
averaged across plant community and management combinations, and across repetitions. Vertical bars indicate 
standard errors. Only the first 3 repetitions of null comparison simulations were used. 
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Figure S5. PFGs eigenvalues on the first principal component of managed grasslands PCAs. One PCA was calculated per drought scenario (no drought in blue, 
sporadic/moderate drought in yellow and frequent/severe drought in red), including the last 50 years of the initialisation phase from which the pre-disturbance state was 
defined. Corresponding PFG trait values are shown in the same order as the figure. Only the traits with highest correlations with the first principal component, across all 
scenarios, are shown (see Applying the hypervolumes framework and statistical analysis above for details). Other trait values are listed in Table S2 in this appendix. 
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Figure S6. PFGs eigenvalues on the first principal component of unmanaged grasslands PCAs. One PCA was calculated per drought scenario (no drought in blue, 
sporadic/moderate drought in yellow and frequent/severe drought in red), including the last 50 years of the initialisation phase from which the pre-disturbance state was 
defined. Corresponding PFG trait values are shown in the same order as the figure. Only the traits with highest correlations with the first principal component, across all 
scenarios, are shown (see Applying the hypervolumes framework and statistical analysis above for details). Other trait values are listed in Table S2 in this appendix. 
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Figure S7. PFGs eigenvalues on the first principal component of forest PCAs. One PCA was calculated per drought scenario (no drought in blue, sporadic/moderate drought 
in yellow and frequent/severe drought in red), including the last 50 years of the initialisation phase from which the pre-disturbance state was defined. Corresponding PFG 
trait values are shown in the same order as the figure. Only the traits with highest correlations with the first principal component, across all scenarios, are shown (see 
Applying the hypervolumes framework and statistical analysis above for details). Other trait values are listed in Table S2 in this appendix. 
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APPENDIX 5: SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS TO CHAPTER IV 
Extended methods 

Our study was focused on all terrestrial tetrapods present in EU countries for which we had 

information on potential prey, habitat preferences and geographical distribution (a final total 

of 840 species – 83 amphibians, 435 birds, 201 mammals and 121 reptiles). This information 

was summarised into four different matrices (the metaweb, species x habitat, pixel x habitats 

and pixel x species matrices), which we detail separately before explaining how local 

networks were calculated across Europe, the scenarios of land-use and climate changes, and 

the workflow of our simulation experiment. All analyses were done at 10 Km resolution. 

 

The metaweb – potential trophic interactions between all pan-European vertebrates 

The metaweb is a species x species square matrix containing all potential binary trophic 

interactions between n rows of prey and n columns of predators, n being the number of 

vertebrate species plus 11 diet categories (DC; Algae, Mosses/Lichens, Mushrooms, Fruits, 

Grains/Nuts/Seeds, Other Plant Parts, Insects, Fish, Domestic Animals, Coprofagous and 

Detritus). Information on potential pairwise species interactions was obtained per life stage 

(juvenile, adult and carrion, with carrion life stages only being prey) using available literature 

and expert knowledge on species’ feeding ecology. Links between juvenile reptiles and DC 

were ignored if not present in the adult diet; for birds and mammals, links with diet categories 

were removed if the species’ diet was composed of <50% of non-vertebrate items and fish 

(with reference to EltonTraits 1.0 diet categories; Wilman et al. 2014). This resulted in a total 

of 111 species being considered exclusively as carnivores (0 amphibians, 50 birds, 26 

mammals and 35 reptiles). Links with carrion life stages were removed for all amphibian and 

reptile species, under the assumption that these species either rely on DC items or actively 

hunt. For birds and mammals, links with carrion life stages were kept for species that relied 

on scavenging for ≥50% of their diet (with reference to EltonTraits 1.0), resulting in a total of 

7 scavengers. All life stages were later collapsed by species into a binary matrix, and 0s were 

assigned to all columns of DC. 

We are aware that the thresholds we used to filter species dietary requirements are 

arbitrary. Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain information on the proportion of 

tetrapod vertebrate items required to ensure the survival of the >800 species in our metaweb. 

Hence, we opted to use a neutral threshold of 50% that does not assume a species to be more 

or less dependent on terrestrial vertebrates than on other dietary items. 
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Species x habitat matrix – species’ habitat preferences 

Species’ habitat preferences were obtained from Maiorano et al. (2013), who assigned a value 

of habitat suitability to each of the 46 land-use classes from GlobCover V2.2, following 

expert-based knowledge and available literature. Maiorano et al. (2013) classified land-use 

classes as 2 if they were optimal habitats for a species (i.e. where the species is able to 

persist), 1 if they constituted secondary habitat for the species (i.e. where the species can be 

present, but will not persist in the absence of optimal habitat), and 0 if they were unsuitable 

habitat for the species. For the purpose of the present study, we considered secondary and 

optimal habitats equally, in order to maintain a maximum degree of potentiality in our 

analyses. We also converted GlobCover classes into the Dyna-CLUE model classes (Stürck et 

al. 2015; see further details below) to obtain a correspondence with the classes present in the 

present and future land-use maps used to build local networks (see Table S2 in this appendix). 

 

Pixel x habitats matrix – habitat maps 

Habitat maps were obtained from land-use projections by Stürck et al. (2015) using the land-

use model Dyna-CLUE. Dyna-CLUE projects the cover of different land-use classes by 

combining projections from urban, agricultural and forest models with different future land 

change trajectories (Stürck et al. 2015). Land-use maps used to build baseline networks and in 

scenarios with no land-use change (LUC) corresponded to model projections for year 2000. 

Future land-use maps, used for LUC scenarios, came from simulated projections for year 

2040 under an A2 IPCC-equivalent scenario (Fig. S3 in this appendix). Maps were at 1Km 

resolution and since 2040 projections only covered European Union (EU) countries, our 

simulations were limited to these territories. We chose a scenario equivalent to the A2 IPCC 

climate change scenario in order to simulate a worst-case situation. The A2 scenario is a high-

greenhouse-gas emission scenario coupled with a governmentally heterogeneous Europe, 

where governance is made at the local scale and aiming at the preservation of local identities. 

Human population is predicted to increase, but economic growth and technological change 

happen slowly and are spatially fragmented (Nakicenovic et al. 2000). In terms of land-use 

changes, this means an overall cropland intensification across EU countries and lower 

expansion of wild areas than in other scenarios (Stürck et al. 2015).  

The final pixel x habitat matrix was built at 10 Km, by extracting the proportion of each 

land-use class present in each 10 Km grid-cell and converting proportions to binary values 
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(presences/absences). The extraction of land-use proportions was achieved in ArcGIS v10.4  

(ESRI 2011) by intersecting all 1 Km land-use pixels with a 10 Km grid. A land-use type was 

assumed present if it had at least one 1 Km pixel inside a 10 Km grid pixel. 

 

Baseline and future pixel x species matrices – species’ geographical distributions 

Species' geographical distributions came from species distribution models’ (SDMs) 

projections. The model aims to establish the statistical link between species’ presences (and 

absences) and climate. Species presence/absence information was obtained from Maiorano et 

al. (2013) and rescaled from 300 m resolution to 10 Km resolution using a potential presence 

perspective. A species was considered present in a 10 Km2 pixel if it was detected in at least 

one 300 m2 pixel of secondary or optimal habitat. After rescaling, species whose distributions 

were smaller than twenty 10 Km2 pixels were excluded from further analyses, since low 

sample size would result in poor SDM projections accuracy. Baseline and future species' 

distributions were then obtained by projecting species presences/absences in function of four 

bioclimatic variables (annual mean temperature, temperature seasonality, annual precipitation 

and precipitation seasonality ‘BIOCLIM’ variables from WordClim at 10’ resolution – 

available at http://www.worldclim.org/bioclim) chosen to represent dominant N-S and E-W 

climatic gradients in Europe. Baseline distributions were based on climate values averaged 

between 1960-1990 and future distributions were based on climate change projections for 

years 2021-2050 also following the A2 IPCC scenario. Climate change was simulated using 

the regional climate model (RCM) RCA3 (Samuelsson et al. 2011) fed by the global 

circulation model (GCM) ECHam5, which was in turn derived from the ENSEMBLES EU 

project output.  

Species distributions were projected using a Random Forest SDM within the biomod2 R 

package (Thuiller et al. 2009). The model was run separately for baseline and future 

distributions and repeated 5 times for each species. Each replicate was calibrated using 80% 

of the total presence/absence dataset and evaluated on the remaining 20% (using random data 

splitting). Each replicate was evaluated by calculating the TSS (true skill statistics) and the 

area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) algorithms 

available in biomod2. TSS reflects how well the model predicts presences and absences, being 

calculated as the difference between the sensitivity (the ratio between true presences and 

predicted presences) and specificity (the ratio of true absences and predicted absences) of the 

model minus 1. TSS values range from -1, no agreement, to +1, perfect agreement, with 0 

http://www.worldclim.org/bioclim
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meaning a random fit. AUC summarises model accuracy by evaluating the rate of true 

presences vs. false absences. AUC values range from 0, all predictions are false, to 1, all 

predictions are true, with 0.5 indicating a random fit. Final projections were obtained using a 

weighted average ensemble forecasting method. This is, the final distribution of each species 

was built by averaging individual model replicates weighted proportionally to their TSS 

score. Only model replicates for which TSS > 0.4 were used for ensemble forecasting. A 

second set of ensemble projections was calculated using committee averaging (please see 

Araújo & New 2007 for details), but later discarded as model performance (measured by TSS 

and AUC scores) was worse than when using weighted averaging. Final distributions were 

later converted to binary values using a threshold maximizing the TSS statistics. The 

weighted average ensemble model fit was overall very good, with mean TSS and AUC scores 

across species being 0.991 (± 0.010) and 0.998 (± 0.003) respectively. Lastly, the obtained 

species baseline and future binary distributions were summarised into baseline and future 

pixel x species binary matrices. 

 

Building local networks 

Building the local trophic networks (i.e. trophic networks present in each 10 Km pixel) 

involved four major steps (Fig. S4 in this appendix):  

1. Listing the species and habitats present in the pixel – using the pixel x species and 

pixel x habitats matrices described above; 

2. Subset the complete species x habitats matrix and metaweb by the species present in 

the pixel; 

3. Building a local trophic network based on species habitat co-occurrences multiplying 

the filtered species x habitat matrix by its transpose, which automatically removed 

forbidden links (i.e. links that could not occur between two locally present species 

because they did not share any habitat preference). For instance, if species A prefers 

forest and grassland habitats and species B prefers grassland and wetland habitats, but 

in pixel i there are only forest and marsh habitats, the two species are locally present, 

but will not interact. 

4. Links with DC were added and links that were not present in the metaweb were 

removed. Also, species that lost too many prey items (according to the threshold of 

extinction – see main text) after step 3 were removed iteratively, since removing one 
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prey-less species can cause another to become prey-less as well. Note that diet 

categories were ubiquitously present across the landscape. 

 

Sensitivity analysis 

In order to choose an adequate threshold of extinction, we assessed the consequences of 

changing this threshold for baseline network properties. After having calculated all baseline 

networks assuming a completely conservative approach (i.e. a species was present in a 

network if it had at least one prey item) and extracted the distributions of the number of prey 

items across pixels for each species (‘species prey distributions’), we calculated the minimum, 

median and different quantile values (10%, 25%, 75% and 90%) of number of prey items per 

species. We then re-built all baseline network pixels using these values as species-specific 

thresholds of extinction. Although it can be argued that generalist species would survive with 

a smaller proportion of potential prey items than specialist species, we did not wish to vary 

thresholds of extinction in function of the degree of generalism to avoid large impacts on 

network topology (i.e. preferentially removing specialist species). 

Using a threshold equal to the minimum number of prey per species did not cause 

baseline networks to change, as would be expected. Increasing this threshold to the 10% 

quantile value caused relatively small changes in the distribution of network properties, and 

thresholds equal to or larger than the 25% quantile values caused large changes in to baseline 

network properties (Fig. S5 in this appendix). Notably, higher thresholds increased the 

number of pixels with negative modularity values (Fig. S6 in this appendix), as the loss of 

intermediate and top species caused more and more networks to become disconnected (Fig. 

S7 in this appendix). Because network properties based on species links are meaningless in 

disconnected networks, pixels whose baseline networks had negative modularity values 

needed to be excluded from further analyses. Hence, we chose to use the 10% quantile for our 

simulations, since it provided a more realistic representation of species abilities to survive in a 

given pixel, relatively to assuming that all species survive with at least one prey item, without 

significantly disrupting baseline networks. 

 

Statistical analyses 

To assess which network properties drove network robustness in PAs we focused our 

statistical analyses on pixels that suffered at least one secondary extinction (note that 

robustness is ‘infinite’ when no secondary extinctions occur). Although we expected 
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robustness to be driven mostly by the species richness, omnivory and connectance of the 

baseline networks (Gilbert 2009; Saint-Béat et al. 2015), we still investigated whether other 

network properties would be better predictors of network robustness (see Table S3 in this 

appendix for the list of properties measured). A small percentage of pixels (≈0.5%; Fig. S3 in 

this appendix) had negative baseline modularity scores and were excluded from all statistical 

analyses. 

To select the baseline network properties to include as predictors of robustness in our 

statistical models, we calculated correlations between robustness and each property, using 

Spearman rank correlations to account for potential non-linear relationships (Table S4 in this 

appendix). Highest positive correlations were obtained for species richness, S, number of 

links, L, and mean trophic level, mean.TL. Highest negative correlations were obtained for the 

proportion of basal species, propB, generality, normGen, and its standard deviation, 

SDnormGen. Because these network properties were highly correlated with each other (Table 

S4 in this appendix), only S was selected to enter the initial models. This is not surprising, as 

the number of species is known be an important driver of trophic network structure (Vermaat 

et al. 2009; Baiser et al. 2012).  

We used a linear mixed effects analysis to account for the effect of the number of 

secondary extinctions (Sext) on the relationships between robustness, network properties and 

scenarios of extinction. Despite that baseline connectance had a low correlation with 

robustness, we tested whether its inclusion as a predictor would improve the model. 

Connectance provides information on network complexity that is not directly reflected by 

network size (i.e. species richness), and is usually more dissociated from the number of nodes 

than other metrics (Vermaat et al. 2009; Baiser et al. 2012). Since this was also the case for 

our baseline networks (note the lower correlation values between S and C, relatively to other 

properties; Table S4 in this appendix) we believe that including C in our model provides 

valuable additional information. Moreover, including C improved model fit considerably (see 

Table S1 in this appendix). For the final model we included S, C and their interactions with 

scenario as fixed effects, with S and C being centred (by subtracting the mean from each 

value) and scaled (by dividing centred values by their standard deviation). As random effects, 

we included intercepts for Sext, as well as by-scenario random slopes for the effects of S and 

C (see Table S1 in this appendix for an analysis of variance of the model terms and Fig. S2 

for effect sizes). Visual analysis of residual assumptions did not show significant deviations 

from homoscedasticity or normality. Intercepts and slopes fitted according to the random 
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effect of Sext had variances of, respectively, ≈93.23 and ≈8.23 for S, and ≈0.19 and ≈0.17 for 

C (residual variance ≈2.91). 

All statistical analyses were done in R (R Core Team 2016). Linear mixed effects models 

were performed within the lme4 R package (Bates et al. 2015). 
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Supplementary Tables 

Table S1. Drivers of network robustness. F statistics of the main effects of initial species richness (S), initial 
connectance (C) and scenarios of land-use and climate changes on network robustness. The model was fitted 
using restricted maximum likelihood (REML) and effects are ordered by decreasing value of F. The asterisk, ‘*’, 
denotes the inclusion of main effects and their interaction (‘:’); random effect groupings (number of secondary 
extinctions, Sext) are indicated after the vertical bars. ‘df’, ‘Sum Sq’ and ‘Mean Sq’ stand for degrees of 
freedom, sum of squares and mean squares, respectively. 

  df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value 
Robustness ~ (S + C) * Scenario + S:Scenario 4 2217.15 554.29 190.202 
(S | Sext) + (C | Sext)1,2 Scenario 4 473.29 118.32 40.602 
 S 1 63.61 63.61 21.828 
 C 1 48.39 48.39 16.604 
 C:Scenario 4 160.36 40.09 13.757 
1Likelihood ratio test against null model (Robustness ~ Scenario + (S|Sext) + (C|Sext)): χ2 (10) = 678.24, p-
value < 0.05 
2Likelihood ratio test against model without C (Robustness ~ S*Scenario + (S|Sext)): χ2 (8) = 4639.6, p-value < 
0.0 
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Table S2. Correspondence between Dyna-CLUE land-cover model classes and GlobCover V2.2 classes and 
their description. 

Dyna-CLUE GlobCover V2.2 
0 Built-up area 190 Artificial surfaces and associated areas (urban areas 

>50%) 
1 Arable land (non-irrigated) 14 Rainfed croplands 
  20 Mosaic cropland (50-70%) / vegetation 

(grassland/shrubland/forest) (20-50%) 
2 Pasture 30 Mosaic vegetation (grassland/shrubland/forest) (50-

70%) / cropland (20-50%)  
  120 Mosaic grassland (50-70%) and forest or shrubland 

(20-50%)  
3 (semi-) Natural vegetation (including 

natural grasslands, scrublands, 
regenerating forest below 2 m, and 
small forest patches within agricultural 
landscapes) 

131 Closed to open (>15%) broad-leaved or needle-
leaved evergreen shrubland (<5m) 

132 Closed to open (>15%) broad-leaved evergreen 
shrubland (<5m) 

133 Closed to open (>15%) needle-leaved evergreen 
shrubland (<5m) 

134 Closed to open (>15%) broad-leaved deciduous 
shrubland (<5m) 

136 Open (15-40%) broad-leaved deciduous shrubland 
(<5m) 

140 Closed to open (>15%) herbaceous vegetation 
(grassland 

141 Closed (>40%) grassland 
144 Open (15-40%) grassland with sparse (<15%) trees or 

shrubs 
4 Inland wetlands 180 Closed to open (>15%) grassland or woody 

vegetation on regularly flooded or waterlogged soil 
  185 Closed to open (>15%) grassland on regularly 

flooded or waterlogged soil 
5 Glaciers and snow 220 Permanent snow and ice 
6 Irrigated arable land 11 Post-flooding or irrigated croplands (or aquatic) 
  13 Post-flooding or irrigated herbaceous crops 
8 Permanent crops 10 Cultivated and managed areas 
  15 Rainfed herbaceous crops 
  16 Rainfed shrub or tree crops (cash crops) 
  21 Mosaic cropland (50-70%) / grassland or shrubland 

(20-50%)  
10 Forest 32 Mosaic forest (50-70%) / cropland (20-50%)  
  40 Closed to open (>15%) broad-leaved evergreen or 

semi-deciduous forest (> 5m) 
  41 Closed (>40%) broad-leaved evergreen and/or semi-

deciduous forest 
  50 Closed (>40%) broad-leaved deciduous forest (>5m) 
  60 Open (15-40%) broad-leaved deciduous 

forest/woodland (>5m) 
  70 Closed (>40%) needle-leaved evergreen forest (>5m) 
  90 Open (15-40%) needle-leaved deciduous or 

evergreen forest (>5m) 
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  91 Open (15-40%) needle-leaved deciduous forest 
(>5m) 

  92 Open (15-40%) needle-leaved evergreen forest (>5m) 
  100 Closed to open (>15%) mixed broad-leaved and 

needle-leaved forest 
  101 Closed (>40%) mixed broad-leaved and needle-

leaved forest 
  110 Mosaic forest or shrubland (50-70%) and grassland 

(20-50%) 
11 Sparsely vegetated areas 150 Sparse (<15%) vegetation 
  151 Sparse (<15%) grassland 
  152 Sparse (<15%) shrubland 
  201 Consolidated bare areas (hardpans) 
  202 Non-consolidated bare areas (sandy desert) 
12 Beaches, dunes and sands 200 Bare areas 
13 Salines 203 Salt hardpans 
14 Water and coastal flats 210 Water bodies 
15 Heather and moorlands 130 Closed to open (>15%) (broad-leaved or needle-

leaved 
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Table S3. List of baseline network properties measured, their abbreviations and, where pertinent, formulas for 
their calculation. Modularity scores were calculated after defining network clusters using the walk trap 
algorithm, using the igraph R package. Omnivory was calculated as the proportion of omnivore species, with 
omnivore species being those whose prey differed in trophic level. Trophic levels were calculated based on prey-
averaged trophic levels, using the PreyAveragedTrophicLevel function available in the cheddar R package. 

Network property Abbreviation 
Species richness (= number of nodes) S 
Number of links L 
Connectance (L/S2) C 
Modularity Q 
Generality (normalised by S) normGen 
Vulnerability (normalised by S) normVul 
Standard deviation of generality SDnormGen 
Standard deviation of vulnerability SDnormVul 
Proportion of basal species (species with no vertebrate prey) propB 
Proportion of intermediate species propI 
Proportion of top species (species with no predators) propT 
Omnivory propOmn 
Mean trophic level mean.TL 
Maximum trophic level max.TL 
Standard deviation of trophic level sd.TL 
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Table S4. Spearman’s rank pairwise correlations amongst robustness and baseline network properties. Correlations |0.5| are in bold. All correlations were significant at p-
value < 0.05. See Table S3 in the appendix for the list of network properties and their abbreviations 

 S L C Q normGen normVul SDnormGen SDnormVul propB propI propT propOmn mean.TL max.TL 
Robustness 0.20 0.19 0.06 -0.07 -0.12 -0.08 -0.12 -0.08 -0.12 0.13 -0.07 0.13 0.15 0.11 
L 0.95              
C 0.35 0.56             
Q -0.56 -0.55 -0.38            
normGen -0.73 -0.79 -0.59 0.46           
normVul -0.46 -0.57 -0.64 0.43 0.45          
SDnormGen -0.73 -0.79 -0.59 0.46 1.00 0.45         
SDnormVul -0.46 -0.57 -0.64 0.43 0.45 1.00 0.45        
propB -0.73 -0.79 -0.59 0.46 1.00 0.45 1.00 0.45       
propI 0.72 0.81 0.68 -0.48 -0.94 -0.70 -0.94 -0.70 -0.94      
propT -0.36 -0.48 -0.56 0.35 0.36 0.93 0.36 0.93 0.36 -0.63     
propOmn 0.76 0.79 0.52 -0.51 -0.98 -0.42 -0.98 -0.42 -0.98 0.91 -0.36    
mean.TL 0.80 0.89 0.66 -0.49 -0.91 -0.55 -0.91 -0.55 -0.91 0.92 -0.48 0.89   
max.TL 0.64 0.74 0.73 -0.42 -0.75 -0.61 -0.75 -0.61 -0.75 0.80 -0.55 0.69 0.86  
sd.TL 0.59 0.73 0.80 -0.39 -0.78 -0.59 -0.78 -0.59 -0.78 0.82 -0.55 0.72 0.91 0.90 
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Supplementary Figures 

 

 

Figure S1. Temporal taxonomic turnover (β-diversity) of amphibians, birds, mammal and reptile species in PAs 
pixels, by land-use and climate change scenario. Light boxes correspond to PA pixels where no secondary 
extinctions (Sext) occurred, while dark boxes correspond to pixels that had at least one Sext. See Extended 
methods above for details on the calculation of temporal β-diversity. 
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Figure S2. Species richness (S) and connectance (C) effect sizes by a) the number of secondary extinctions 
(Sext) and b) under the effect of the different scenarios. Note that effects sizes per scenario are shown relatively 
to the reference scenario of land-use changes alone (‘LUC only’). Scenario acronyms ‘CC’ and ‘LUC’ stand for 
climate change and land-use changes, respectively, and ‘no disp.’ for no dispersal. See Table S1 and Extended 
methods in this appendix for model details and further results.  
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Figure S3. ‘Present’ and future land-use projections. Land-use maps were obtained from Dyna-CLUE land-use 
projections for years a) 2000 (baseline, or no land-use changes) and b) 2040 (future land-use changes). 
Projections for year 2040 followed an IPCC A2-equivalent scenario. See the Extended methods above for 
details. 
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Figure S4. Building local trophic networks. Schematic representation of the four steps involved in building local 
trophic networks at 10 Km scale, based on species distributions, habitats and the metaweb. Note that the pixel 
representation is not to scale and that white areas in maps represent areas excluded from the analyses 
(countries outside EU, as well as large lakes in species distribution maps).   
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Figure S5. Sensitivity analysis of baseline network properties to changing species quantile thresholds. 
Thresholds were calculated per species as the min, median and quantile values (10%, 25%, 75% and 90%) from 
the distribution of number of prey items of a given species across all baseline networks built using a 
conservative approach (i.e. species only required one prey item – ‘no threshold’). See Table S3 for the list of 
network properties abbreviations.  
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Figure S6. Proportion of pixels with negative modularity values in function of extinction thresholds used. 
Thresholds were calculated per species as the min, median and quantile values (10%, 25%, 75% and 90%) from 
the distribution of number of prey items of a given species across all baseline networks built using a 
conservative approach (i.e. species only required one prey item – ‘no threshold’). 
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Figure S7. Baseline network properties in pixels with negative modularity values, in function of the extinction 
threshold used. Thresholds were calculated per species as the min, median and quantile values (10%, 25%, 75% 
and 90%) from the distribution of number of prey items of a given species across all baseline networks built 
using a conservative approach (i.e. species only required one prey item – ‘no threshold’). See Table S3 in this 
appendix for the list of network properties abbreviations. 
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Figure S8. Impact of trophic interactions on vertebrate diversity projections under climate change. The map 
shows the difference between vertebrate species richness obtained by stacking species distribution model (SDM) 
projections and species richness in trophic networks, under a scenario of climate change only and full dispersal. 
Negative values indicate SDM underpredictions (in red) and positive values indicate SDM overpredictions (in 
blue), relatively to trophic network diversity. The histogram shows the frequency of difference values in number 
of pixels. 
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Abstract 
Across the globe, invasive alien species cause severe environmental changes, altering species 

composition and ecosystem functions. So far, mountain areas have largely been spared from 

large-scale invasions. However, we hypothesize that climate change, land-use abandonment, 

development of tourism and the increasing ornamental trade will weaken the barriers to 

invasions in these systems. Here, we used a spatially and temporally explicit simulation 

model to forecast invasion risks in a protected mountain area in the French Alps under future 

conditions. We combined scenarios of climate change, land-use abandonment and tourism-

linked increases in propagule pressure to test if the spread of alien species in the region will 

increase in the future. We modelled already naturalized aliens and new ornamental plants, 

accounting for interactions among global change components but also competition with the 

native vegetation. Our results show that propagule pressure and climate change will interact to 

increase overall species richness, maximum elevation reached and regional range-sizes of 

both naturalized aliens and new ornamentals. Under climate change, woody aliens are 
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predicted to more than double in range-size and herbaceous species occupy up to 20% of the 

park area. In contrast, land-use abandonment will open new invasion opportunities for woody 

aliens, but decrease invasion probability for naturalized and ornamental herbs as a 

consequence of colonization by native trees. This emphasises the importance of interactions 

with the natives either for facilitating or potentially for curbing invasions. Overall, our work 

highlights an additional and previously underestimated threat for the fragile mountain flora of 

the Alps already facing climate changes, land-use transformations and overexploitation by 

tourism in the near future.   

 

Introduction 

Despite the recognized and growing problem of invasive species damaging native diversity 

and ecosystem function (Mack et al., 2000; Sax & Gaines, 2008), it is clear that not all 

habitats are equally susceptible to invasion by introduced aliens (Chytrý et al., 2008). 

Mountain ecosystems, for example, have largely been spared from invasions, mostly because 

of harsh climatic conditions and comparatively low human population densities (Pauchard et 

al., 2009; Kueffer et al., 2013). However, the diversity and abundance of alien plants in 

mountain ranges has been increasing over the last few years (Johnston & Pickering, 2001; 

Becker et al., 2005; Pickering et al., 2008; Pauchard et al., 2009), suggesting that the potential 

already exists for increasing invasion impacts in the future.  

Alpine environments in Europe (and elsewhere) are increasingly threatened by climate 

change (Engler et al., 2011), abandonment of traditional agro-pastoral practices leading to 

shrub and tree encroachment (Gehrig-Fasel et al., 2007) and the development of mountain 

areas for recreational use (Godde et al., 2000). In the future, these three aspects of 

environmental change are likely to interact with biological invasions and with the potential 

for native vegetation to resist such invasions. A warming climate is likely to weaken some of 

the barriers currently constraining aliens to lower elevations (Petitpierre et al., 2016). The 

effects of land-use abandonment on the future spread of alien species are more difficult to 

predict as it could either open new opportunities for the invasion of alien trees and shrubs or, 

in contrast, lead to greater biotic resistance of the resident vegetation following woody 

encroachment. Increased tourism and growing human populations will inevitably lead to 

higher colonization and propagule pressures of alien species, which is known to enhance their 

spread (Colautti et al., 2007; Kalwij et al., 2008; Lockwood et al., 2009). Finally, given that 

ornamental horticulture is the major introduction pathway for invasive plants (Weber, 2005), 
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new alien invasions in mountains could be fostered through the introduction of pre-adapted 

ornamental species for revegetation of disturbed sites or as amenity plantings in resorts 

(McDougall et al., 2005; Kueffer et al., 2013). 

Preventing biological invasions is much more time- and cost-efficient for conservation 

management than control and eradication efforts following introduction (Leung et al. 2002). 

However, although researchers are increasingly acknowledging the growing importance of 

biological invasions as a threat in mountain areas (Pauchard et al., 2009; Kueffer et al., 2013; 

Pauchard et al., 2016), scenario-based assessments of plant invasion risks, and particularly 

those that account for the effects of different drivers of invasion, are largely missing (but see 

Petitpierre et al. 2016). Modelling alien species spread does pose several challenges (Gallien 

et al., 2010). For example, given that alien species interact with natives, it is critical to 

account for native vegetation changes under global change (Pauchard et al., 2016). Further, 

because invading alien species are typically not at equilibrium, the dynamics of dispersal and 

spread must be taken into account (Theoharides & Dukes, 2007; Gallien et al., 2010). Finally, 

since different global change components such as climate, land-use and propagule pressure 

have so far been mostly studied in isolation, we still poorly understand their interactive effects 

(Nobis et al., 2009; Bradley et al., 2010). Hybrid dynamic vegetation models integrate the 

advantages of phenomenological environmental suitability models and of process-based 

models, and can therefore address all of the challenges described above. They thus represent 

an excellent tool for investigating alien species expansion in mountain regions under global 

change (Bradley et al., 2010; Gallien et al., 2010; Boulangeat et al., 2014a). 

In this paper, we use the hybrid simulation model FATE-HD to predict invasion risks (i.e. 

the likelihood of invasion) in a protected mountain area in the French Alps under different 

scenarios of future climate, land-use and propagule pressure. More specifically, we ask (1) 

whether increased propagule pressure, climate change, land-use abandonment and their 

interactions will lead to greater plant invasion risks in mountain ecosystems, and (2) whether 

the escape and spread of pre-adapted alien plants introduced through ornamental trade will 

also present an additional risk under these scenarios. 

 

Methods 

Study area 

We focused on a protected mountain area in the French Alps (Ecrins National Park - ENP), 

which covers 270 000 ha and is characterized by large environmental and altitudinal gradients 
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(650 to 4100 m a.s.l.). The ENP is located at the crossroads of temperate and Mediterranean 

climates and harbours ca. 2000 vascular plant species, with so far only very few occurrences 

of alien species. Currently, two-thirds of the park consist of open habitats, managed mostly 

through traditional agro-pastoral practices such as extensive grazing (80%) and/or mowing 

(25%), while forests cover ca. 25% of the area. The department Hautes-Alpes (where the ENP 

is located) is currently the third least populated in France, but since 2006 its population has 

increased by ca. 1.2% each year, more than twice the national average (INSEE 2014), 

supporting more than 360000 tourist beds. The national park is in itself a tourist destination, 

supported by a network of 740 km of mountain trails and more than 30 mountain huts.  

 

Hybrid simulation model 

We used the spatially explicit hybrid model FATE-HD to simulate spatio-temporal dynamics 

of resident vegetation and plant invasions under different global change scenarios 

(Boulangeat et al., 2014b; Boulangeat et al., 2014a). FATE-HD combines species distribution 

models (SDMs) with process-based modelling to simulate population dynamics (dispersal, 

germination, recruitment, survival and seed production) of species or plant functional groups 

as a function of environmental suitability (with temporal stochasticity), competition for light 

and species traits. A disturbance sub-model allows the simulation of management practices by 

including spatially explicit and species-specific mortality in relation to grazing and mowing.  

The FATE-HD model was recently parameterized for the ENP and used for simulating 

the dynamics of 24 plant functional groups (PFGs) at 100 m resolution (Boulangeat et al. 

2014a; Appendix S1). Using PFGs, i.e. clustering species with similar characteristics that 

respond to biotic and abiotic constraints in a similar way, was required to increase computing 

speed. The PFGs for the dominant native species in the park were constructed using a 

clustering approach (Boulangeat et al., 2012) based on environmental preferences and five 

functional traits related to the processes implemented in FATE-HD (tolerance to shading, 

vegetative height, dispersal distance class, tolerance to grazing, and life form). Environmental 

suitability maps for each PFG were created through species distribution models (SDMs) with 

the ensemble platform biomod2 (Thuiller et al., 2009), by pooling occurrences of the 

representative species in the French Alps and relating them to seven topo-climatic variables 

(slope, percentage of calcareous soil, and five bioclimatic variables). Mowing and three 

intensities of grazing were simulated annually based on a map of the currently managed areas 

in the ENP (Esterni et al., 2006). Through this approach, Boulangeat et al. (2014a) were able 
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to successfully reconstruct and validate the current distribution and structure of the native 

vegetation in the park. Here, we used this model and its output as a baseline for simulating 

introductions of non-native species. For a more detailed description of the base model, 

parameterization and databases used see Appendix S1, and for a full description see 

Boulangeat et al. (2014a). 

 

Alien and ornamental species 

In order to simulate potential invasions, in addition to the 24 PFGs of native species already 

parameterised and simulated in the ENP, we built a set of PFGs of alien species. We focused 

on two groups of potential future plant invaders for the park: 1) the most abundant alien 

species currently naturalized in the surrounding French Alps, and 2) a set of mountain-

adapted species from a pool of candidate ornamental species that have been shown to harbour 

potential for future invasions in Europe (Dullinger et al., 2016). First, we identified the alien 

species already naturalized in the region, using a vegetation-plot database provided by the 

National Alpine Botanical Conservatory (CBNA) for the French Alps. We selected alien 

species recorded in at least 100 plots in the French Alps and occurring at least once within the 

ENP. This left us with a set of 40 current alien invaders in the region (“naturalized aliens” 

hereafter). Second, for the set of ornamental species we based our selection on the species 

identified by Dullinger et al. (2016) as potential future ornamental escapes in Europe. These 

are all non-native ornamental plants currently cultivated or commercially available in Europe, 

known to have already naturalized in the wild outside Europe, and predicted to be favoured 

under climate change in Europe. We narrowed this candidate species group based on 

availability of trait data, and by identifying, through a search on efloras.org, those species 

reported to occur in alpine environments in their native or naturalized ranges. As a result, we 

ended up with 10 herbaceous candidate ornamental species not yet naturalized in Europe but 

with high potential of escaping in the ENP (“ornamentals” hereafter). 

We used the same approach previously adopted for the native species (outlined in detail 

in Boulangeat et al. 2012) to build and parameterize functional groups of naturalized alien 

and ornamental species (Appendix S2); here, however, we opted for creating groups of 

relatively few species as the starting species pool was more functionally diverse. 

Demographic factors for parameterization (longevity and age at maturity) and most functional 

trait values (tolerance to shade, vegetative height, dispersal distance class, tolerance to 

grazing) were derived from the literature (Landolt et al., 2010; Kattge et al., 2011) and/or 
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from expert assessment (see Appendices S1-2). For the ornamental species (for which many 

trait values were not available through databases or expert knowledge), we used data from 

experiments with the same set of ornamental species: a shading experiment to judge species 

tolerance to shade (Haeuser, Dawson & van Kleunen, unpublished data) and a competition 

experiment across different watering treatments to measure height (Conti et al. submitted). In 

the end, the functional group classification identified 18 functionally homogenous alien 

species groups (Table 2, Appendix S2): 13 PFGs for the naturalized aliens (four 

phanerophytes, ‘P’, one chamaephyte, ‘C’, eight herbaceous, ‘H’) and five PFGs for the 

ornamentals (one chamaephyte and four herbaceous).  

Table 1. Alien plant functional groups (PFGs) with examples of species for naturalized aliens (aH1-8, aC1 and 
aP1-4) and ornamentals (oH1-4, oC1). Life form classes are herbaceous (aH1-8, oH1-4), chamaephytes (aC1, 
oC1) and phanerophytes (aP1-4). 
PFG Species 
Naturalized Aliens 
aC1 Senecio inaequidens 
aH1 Amaranthus albus, Amaranthus hybridus, Amaranthus retroflexus, Panicum capillare 
aH2 Ambrosia artemisiifolia, Bunias orientalis, Euphorbia lathyris, Juncus tenuis 
aH3 Artemisia annua, Euphorbia maculata, Datura stramonium, Tragus racemosus 
aH4 Bidens frondosa, Conyza sumatrensis, Arundo donax, Sorghum halepense 

aH5 Conyza canadensis, Solidago canadensis, Solidago gigantea, Oenothera biennis, Oenothera 
glazioviana 

aH6 Erigeron annuus, Impatiens balfouri, Impatiens glandulifera, Galega officinalis, Oxalis 
fontana, Bromus catharticus, Panicum dichotomiflorum 

aH7 Phytolacca americana, Reynoutria japonica, Reynoutria sachalinensis 
aH8 Sporobolus vaginiflorus 
aP1 Buddleja davidii, Robinia pseudoacacia, Syringa vulgaris 
aP2 Pyracantha coccinea, Parthenocissus inserta 
aP3 Ailanthus altissima 
aP4 Cedrus atlantica 
Ornamentals 
oC1 Potentilla argyrophylla 
oH1 Centaurea americana, Centaurea macrocephala, Zinnia peruviana 
oH2 Eritrichium canum, Iris domestica 
oH3 Helenium bigelovii 
oH4 Heliotropium arborescens, Nepeta racemosa, Persicaria capitata 

For each alien PFG, we produced environmental suitability maps through the ensemble 

platform biomod2 (Thuiller et al., 2009), by pooling occurrences of the associated species. 

For the “naturalized alien” group, we used exactly the same approach as for the natives and 

based the SDMs on environmental and occurrence data (presence and absence) from the 

CBNA in the entire French Alps (using the same variable set as for the natives), in order to 

account for the realized niche in the adventive range in the study region. This approach has 
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been shown to provide equal performance for predicting potential presences of alien species 

in the French Alps as models that contemporarily account for global occurrences (Gallien et 

al., 2012). For the “ornamental” group this approach was not possible since these species 

have not yet naturalized in the region. We therefore used the world-wide occurrence data 

available through GBIF (within 10’ x 10’ grid cells) as the best available approximation. We 

acknowledge that this likely represents an overestimation of the realized environmental niche 

for these species in the region (as shown by Gallien et al. 2012 for the French Alps), but in 

our approach the environmental suitability only represents the fundamental climatic 

constraints. The limits imposed by dispersal and biotic interactions are explicitly modelled in 

FATE-HD and should reduce this bias. We used a bioclimatic variable set to span a range of 

influential temperature and precipitation conditions with negligible multicollinearity effects, 

obtained from WorldClim (Hijmans et al., 2005): BIO2 – mean diurnal temperature range, 

BIO6 – minimum temperature of coldest month, BIO10 – mean temperature of warmest 

quarter, BIO12 – annual precipitation, BIO14 – precipitation of driest month, and BIO15 – 

precipitation seasonality. For model details and evaluation see Appendix S3. 

Simulation workflow and scenarios 

As a starting point for our simulation workflow, we used the validated simulations of the 

equilibrium vegetation of the ENP under current climate and land-use management 

(Boulangeat et al. 2014). We then simulated the introduction of the alien PFGs through 

annual seeding. The sites of simulated introduction were based on a map of the Human 

Footprint in the ENP. The Human Footprint (Sanderson et al., 2002) is an index combining 

information on land-use, population density and transportation network (including mountain 

footpaths). As such it represents an excellent proxy of potential local propagule pressure for 

introduced species (Lockwood et al., 2005). Simulations were run for 800 time-steps after 

starting alien introductions, in order to allow reaching quasi-equilibrium and stabilization of 

the long-lived alien PFGs, as well as for comparability with the natives. Note that there is 

considerable uncertainty about the temporal scale and resolution of the transient dynamics and 

we have insufficient data for a precise temporal validation. For this reason, we focus mostly 

on equilibrium conditions (as done previously, e.g. Boulangeat et al 2014a,b), though we also 

examine mid-term responses and interpret temporal dynamics in relative terms. Further, to 

assess the naturalization potential of the alien PFGs in the ENP independently of propagule 

pressure, in a separate set of simulations the yearly introductions were stopped after 300 

years. This set of simulations, though unrealistic, also allowed evaluation of potential effects 
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of bans on alien species from park managers. Although alien abundance dropped considerably 

when stopping introductions, and the effect to each PFG differed in strength, the overall 

response of the alien species to future global change scenarios was qualitatively very similar 

in simulations with and without continued introductions (see Appendix S4). In the following, 

we thus focus on simulations in which introductions were continued throughout.  

We simulated two scenarios of propagule pressure (current or increased) derived from 

tourism development, combined with two scenarios of future climate (current climate or 

climate change) and two land-use scenarios (current land-use or land-use abandonment). In 

the current propagule pressure scenario, introductions were a proportion of a set maximum 

number of seeds depending on the human footprint value in each pixel (i.e. highest 

introduction intensity in the most densely populated centres, and lowest introduction intensity 

along mountain footpaths; see Appendix S2 for maps and for details). In the increased 

propagule pressure scenario, the maximum introduction level was applied in all areas that had 

a non-zero human footprint (simulating a maximum exploitation of all areas suitable to 

humans). Climate change was simulated by changing habitat suitability maps at 15 year 

intervals for the first 90 years of simulation, based on climatic projections for the intermediate 

emissions scenario A1B, and then held constant for the remaining simulation years to allow 

vegetation to reach quasi-equilibrium under the target future climate conditions (Appendix 

S1,3, Boulangeat et al. 2014). Land-use abandonment was simulated by stopping all grazing 

and mowing activities everywhere in the park at year 4 and until the end of the simulation 

(Boulangeat et al. 2014). We thus had one baseline scenario in which we simulated the 

persistence of the current conditions in the ENP (current climate, current management and 

current human footprint), and several scenarios with combinations of changing conditions. 

Each alien PFG was introduced in separate simulation runs in order to focus only on biotic 

interactions with the natives, and each simulation scenario was repeated three times for a total 

of 432 runs for the set of simulations with continuous introductions (2 PPs * 2 Climate * 2 

Land-use *18 PFGs (13 naturalized aliens + 5 ornamentals) * 3 repetitions).  

 

Analyses  

To answer our first question focusing on naturalized alien PFGs, we analysed different 

features of alien ranges and abundance that characterize invasion risk under different global 

change scenarios: (1) the final potential range of each naturalized alien PFG in the ENP at 

equilibrium, (2) the aggregated richness of naturalized aliens in each grid cell (100 x 100 m), 
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and (3) the upward shift of the upper altitudinal invasion limit. To assess the final potential 

range of each naturalized alien PFG in the ENP at equilibrium, we calculated the final area of 

occupancy per PFG as the proportion of grid cells occupied at the end of each simulation run 

(year 800). To disentangle the effects of land-use we also calculated PFG occupancy in 

undisturbed and managed grid cells (mown or grazed) separately. We then fit a generalized 

linear mixed effects model (GLMM) to analyse the response of alien spread (i.e. final 

occupancy) to different propagule pressures, land use regimes and climate scenarios, and all 

their two-way interactions (package ‘nlme’ in R). Life form (‘P’, ‘C’ and ‘H’) was included as 

a fixed factor, while PFG identity was included as a random factor. This model allowed us to 

assess the average invasion risk in the ENP (i.e. the proportion of the park at risk for being 

invaded) at equilibrium across PFGs and scenarios. Second, we assessed the aggregated 

richness of alien species spatially by summing the numbers of alien PFGs predicted to occur 

in each grid cell. This allowed us to quantify a cumulative invasion risk for each area of the 

park (but note that this likely represents an upper-bound as interactions among alien species 

are not accounted for). Finally, we quantified the upper altitudinal invasion limit by 

calculating the 75th quantile of elevation reached by the alien PFGs. We then assessed the 

overall dynamics of average aliens’ upward spread in time (annual shift of the 75th quantile 

of elevation) and space (final average number of PFGs at each elevation) across the different 

scenarios. This allowed us to evaluate invasion risks at higher elevations. 

To answer our second question and to test how invasion risk increases as a consequence 

of the escape and spread of ornamental plants we followed the same approach outlined above 

(for the naturalized aliens). We assessed the final area of occurrence of each ornamental PFG 

in the ENP and the aggregated richness of ornamentals in each grid cell at the end of the 

simulation period. Then, we fit a GLMM relating final occupancy of ornamentals to 

propagule pressure, land-use, climate, life form and their interactions as fixed factors, 

including PFG identity as random factor. 

 

Results 

Effects of global change on naturalized aliens 

In the baseline scenario, alien species already naturalized in the French Alps (‘naturalized 

aliens’) tended to be relatively uncommon (occupying well below 10% of the park surface) 

and mostly limited to lower elevations at the margins of the ENP (Figs. 1-6). The relatively 

tall and shade intolerant herbaceous PFGs aH4 and aH5 (including e.g. Conyza and 
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Oenothera spp.) as well as aH6 (including Impatiens spp. and Erigeron annuus) were the 

most widespread among the herbs, while the shrub group aP2 (e.g. Pyracantha coccinea) 

characterized by long distance bird-mediated dispersal was the most widespread 

phanerophyte. However, propagule pressure, climate change, land-use abandonment and their 

interactions all affected invasion success, resulting in significant changes in occupancy within 

the ENP across PFGs (Fig. 1). The strength of the effects of these global change factors 

depended on the life form and functional group of the invaders (interaction terms in Fig. 1). 

Increased human-mediated propagule pressure led to greater occupancy for almost all 

functional groups across scenarios (Fig. 2), but certain aliens were particularly affected. 

Specifically, the long-lived herbaceous (aH7, e.g. Reynoutria japonica) and woody (aP4, 

Cedrus atlantica) PFGs more than doubled in occupancy in the high propagule pressure 

scenarios (Fig. 2). In accordance with its high dependence on propagule pressure, the 

occupancy of the R. japonica group (aH7) dropped drastically below 1% of the park area if 

introductions were stopped after an establishment period (Appendix S4). This was not the 

case for the phanerophyte C. atlantica, which once established was independent of further 

introductions and persisted in the study area with similar area of occupancy even in the long 

term (Appendix S4).  

 
Figure 1. Generalized linear mixed effects models (GLMMs) of the response of alien species spread (i.e. final 
area of occupancy) to different propagule pressure, land-uses and climate change scenarios, and their two-way 
interactions for “naturalized aliens” (A) and “ornamentals” (B). Life Form (‘Phanerophyte’, ‘Chamaephyte’ 
and ‘Herbaceous’) was included as a fixed factor, while plant functional group identity was included as a 
random factor. Shown are effect sizes plus and minus 2 SDs. 

Across propagule pressure scenarios, simulated climate change resulted in significantly 

greater spread for all life forms, with herbaceous PFGs occupying up to 20% of the park area 

and woody PFGs more than doubling in range at the end of the simulation time (Fig. 3). 
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Herbaceous aliens migrated rapidly upslope following the on-going climate changes and the 

upper margin of their ranges stabilized on average 100-150 m higher than in the baseline 

scenario (Fig. 5c). The upward shift of alien trees was more modest, not as long-lasting (Fig. 

5d), and also less pronounced compared to the native trees (Boulangeat et al. 2014, Fig. S8-

9). This pattern was driven mostly by Ailanthus altissima (aP3), which initially migrated 

upslope but was then likely outcompeted by forest-edge and late-successional native trees 

(such as nP7 and nP5; Appendix S1, Fig. S9). Overall, this resulted in an increase in the 

average number of potentially occurring alien species at all elevations (Fig. 5a) and in the 

interior of the park (Fig. 6), and in an upward shift of the invasion front (from ca. 2000 to 

2500 m a.s.l., Fig. 5a). 

 
Figure 2. Effects of propagule pressure (PP) scenarios on area of occupancy of the alien plant functional 
groups (PFGs) in the Ecrins National Park at the end of the simulations after reaching quasi-equilibrium. 
Shown separately are results for already naturalized alien PFGs (a) and for ornamental PFGs (b). See Table 1 
for the PFG codes and the species included in each group and Table S5 for their parameter values. 

Land-use abandonment had contrasting effects on herbaceous and woody aliens. On the 

one hand, abandonment led to a strong decrease in the area occupied by herbaceous aliens 

(Fig. 3) as these were quickly outshaded by native shrubs and trees colonizing the abandoned 

grasslands (Fig. 4). Alien herbs therefore attained much lower elevations in general (Fig. 5c), 

resulting in lower potential alien richness at all elevations other than in the lowlands below 

1000 m a.s.l. (Fig. 5a) and in the periphery of the park (Fig. 6). On the other hand, woody 

aliens profited, just like native shrubs and trees, from abandonment, invading the previously 

managed areas and expanding their ranges more than under climate change (Fig. 3 and 4). 

This resulted also in an upward shift in the invasion front of woody aliens driven again mostly 
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by A. altissima gradually replacing the native pioneer groups after an initial time lag (e.g. the 

native Larix decidua, nP4; Fig. S8,9). As expected, invasion of unmanaged areas was not 

strongly affected by abandonment (for neither herbs nor trees, Fig. 4).  

Overall, climate change and land-use abandonment had mostly additive effects on final 

alien range (Fig. 3). These were antagonistic for the herbs and synergistic for the trees. Thus, 

on the one hand, the occupancy of alien herbs under land-use abandonment combined with 

climate change was intermediate compared to the scenario with land-use abandonment under 

current climate and the scenario with climate change under current management (Fig. 3). On 

the other hand, the combined effects of climate change and land-use abandonment resulted in 

a four-fold increase in the average range of the woody PFGs at the end of the simulation (Fig. 

3). In the scenario in which both climate change and land-use abandonment took place, aliens 

(including trees such as A. altissima in aP3 and Robinia pseudoacacia in aP1) initially 

colonized higher elevations following climate change, but were later gradually replaced at the 

upper limits of their elevation range as native tree cover fully developed after ca. 200-300 

years (Fig. S8, 9). At the end of the simulation, this resulted in higher potential local richness 

of aliens mostly below 1500 m and at the borders of the park, but lower average richness than 

under current management at higher altitudes (Figs. 5, 6). 

 
Figure 3. Effects of climate change and land-use abandonment scenarios on area of occupancy of alien plant 
functional groups (PFGs) of different life forms (C for chamaephytes, H for herbaceous and P for 
phanerophytes) in the Ecrins National Park at the end of the simulations. The baseline scenario (“Base”) 
represents the persistence of the current conditions in the ENP (current climate and current land-use). Results 
are shown separately for already naturalized alien PFGs (a) and for ornamental PFGs (b).  
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Ornamental species 

Simulations for ornamental PFGs generally resulted in greater occupancy than for 

naturalized aliens across simulations, with on average ca. 20% of the park area being suitable 

for ornamental establishment in the baseline scenario. In general, all ornamental PFGs were 

also strongly affected by propagule pressure (Fig. 1), with the group oH4 of Heliotropium 

arborescens (characterized by limited dispersal ability but high shade tolerance) roughly 

doubling in abundance in the high propagule pressure scenario (Fig. 2). Overall, ornamentals 

responded to other global change components in a qualitatively similar way as the herbaceous 

naturalized aliens. Climate change led to a strong increase, while land abandonment resulted 

in a net decrease in the area occupied by ornamentals (Fig. 3). In combination, climate change 

and land abandonment had antagonistic effects, with grid cells becoming suitable for a larger 

number of ornamentals mostly located in the peripheral lower altitudes of the park (Figs. 3, 

6). Interestingly, in the land-use abandonment scenarios ornamental plants were less affected 

by colonizing native trees within abandoned grasslands compared to herbaceous naturalized 

aliens (Fig. 4). 

 
Figure 4. Effects of land-use abandonment on area of occupancy of alien plant species of different plant 
functional groups in the Ecrins National Park at the end of the simulations after reaching quasi-equilibrium. 
Results are shown separately for managed (grazed or mown) and unmanaged habitats for the naturalized alien 
trees (a), for the naturalized alien herbs (b) and for the ornamental functional groups (c).   
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Our spatially and temporally explicit vegetation model predicts a range expansion and often a 

shift of the upper elevational distribution limit for most modelled alien plant species under 

different climate and land-use scenarios. These results highlight an additional and previously 

underestimated threat for the fragile mountain flora of the Alps, already facing climate 

changes, land-use transformations and increased tourism in the near future. 

 
Figure 5. Changes in the upper altitudinal invasion limit under different climate and land-use scenarios and 
under constant (current) propagule pressure. Shown are the average numbers of naturalized alien functional 
groups across elevation at the end of the simulation after reaching quasi-equilibrium (a) and the change of the 
upper quartile of PFG’s elevation occurrence for the naturalized aliens (averaged across PFGs) over time for 
the first 500 years of simulation (b). In panels (c) and (d), the simulation dynamics of herbaceous and woody 
alien PFGs, respectively, are shown. Grey lines represent current climate and black lines climate change 
scenarios; solid lines represent current land management and dashed lines represent land abandonment 
scenarios. 
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altitudes in valleys. Indeed, most previous studies from different biomes around the world 

show a consistent pattern of declining alien plant richness from a maximum at the lowest or 

lower third of the elevation gradient (Pauchard et al., 2009; Alexander et al., 2011; Seipel et 

al., 2012). Interestingly, in our simulated baseline scenario, we found declining richness 

patterns that mirror very closely those observed by Becker et al. (2005) along a similar 

altitudinal gradient in Switzerland (500-2500 m a.s.l.), although in our case we recorded 

numbers of distinct PFGs rather than species. Compared to previous phenomenological 

modelling work we obtained more realistic elevational ranges for our modelled aliens (cfr. 

Petitpierre et al., 2016). Indeed, FATE-HD allows for the modelling of the two critical 

processes of species spread, i.e. the demography of metapopulations and the dispersal rate of 

species, both of which are considered key for expanding invasive species (Hastings et al., 

2005; Theoharides & Dukes, 2007; Wilson et al., 2009). We note also that several of the top-

ten of the most frequently-recorded alien species by Becker et al. (2005) in the Swiss Alps 

matched the functional groups occupying larger ranges in our baseline simulations (Conyza 

sp. and Solidago canadensis in aH5, Erigeron annuus and Oxalis fontana in aH6). These 

congruencies between our baseline simulations and observed patterns in similar environments 

offer support for our approach. However, in accordance with trends already under way in the 

European Alps and other mountain ranges (Johnston & Pickering, 2001; Becker et al., 2005; 

Pickering et al., 2008; Pauchard et al., 2009), we found an increase in the spread potential of 

alien species under most future scenarios.  

We found strong effects of climate change on invasion risk in the ENP, leading to greater 

alien occupancy in valleys in the interior of the protected area. A recent study already showed 

that under a warmer and drier climate, most plant invaders currently naturalized in the 

surrounding lowlands will strongly gain climatically suitable area in the European Alps 

(Petitpierre et al., 2016). However, shifts in the native vegetation driven by climate change 

may potentially limit alien species spread, or alternatively these shifts could further facilitate 

alien spread (Pauchard et al., 2009). Here, we improve on previous work by accounting for 

light-mediated interactions with the concurrently shifting native vegetation. While, to a large 

degree, we corroborate previous results by finding that herbaceous alien species track their 

climatic niche upslope, we also found evidence that biotic resistance can partially mitigate the 

upward spread of alien trees such as A. altissima or R. pseudoacacia as a consequence of 

native woody species encroachment and vegetation succession. These results highlight the 

importance of accounting for changing biotic interactions. 
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Figure 6. Number of alien plant functional groups (naturalized aliens and ornamentals combined) predicted to 
occur across the Ecrins National Park at the end of the simulation after reaching quasi-equilibrium under 
different combinations of climate (current or climate change) and land-use scenarios (current or abandonment). 
The baseline scenario represents the persistence of the current conditions in the ENP (current climate and 
current land-use). See Fig. S10 for patterns at intermediate time-frames.  

In addition to climate change, we simulated the two main trends in the future 

anthropogenic development of European mountain landscapes: abandonment of pastoral 

activities vs. the development of tourism. Both significantly affected the future risk of plant 

invasions in the ENP. Higher propagule pressure, associated with the development of tourism 

in mountains, increased the area potentially invaded by alien species, a pattern reinforced 

under climate change in accordance with previous results (Nobis et al., 2009). While 

propagule pressure increased the risk of invasion across all modelled functional groups, the 

abandonment of grazing and mowing had more complex effects. Abandonment opened new 

invasion opportunities only for woody alien groups, leading to increases comparable to those 

associated with climate change in terms of final occupancy and upslope shift, though after a 

considerable time-lag (ca. 300 years). Indeed, lagged spreads of certain trees such as Robinia 

pseudoacacia and A. altissima into natural environments after more than a century of planting 

into public parks are known from Central Europe, potentially also in response to warming 

climates and the availability of more suitable sites (Kowarik, 1995). In contrast, we found 

opposite patterns for herbs. Herbaceous alien species are known to profit from anthropogenic 
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disturbances, particularly in cold climates such as high elevation habitats (Vavra et al., 2007; 

Eskelinen et al., 2017). When such grazing and mowing disturbances were eliminated in our 

simulations, we observed strong declines in the spread of alien herbs, as a consequence of 

colonization by native trees that outshaded them. Such declines after abandonment were 

consistent among all herbaceous aliens groups, while herbaceous natives had more mixed 

responses depending on their shade tolerance (Boulangeat et al. 2014).  

Climate changes and land-use abandonment also interacted in a complex fashion by 

influencing the transient dynamics of alien species spread in the ENP. Aliens profited from 

the slow growth, long life cycles and consequently slow recolonization of native plants 

(Dullinger et al., 2004; Pauchard et al., 2009) and thus temporarily spread upslope, tracking 

the gradually more suitable climate in the first 200 years of simulation. These results suggest 

that even if the responding native vegetation may eventually exclude aliens at higher altitudes, 

interacting climate and land-use changes may offer a window of temporary invasion in the 

short to mid-term. Indeed at year 100, which represents a mid-term time-frame which is 

relevant for conservation, invasion risk and richness of aliens across the park was higher for 

almost all scenarios (Fig. S10, year 100). We note that the later exclusion of aliens depends 

on our parameterization assumption that allows germination and recruitment in shady 

conditions for woody native species (Boulangeat et al. 2014). Lastly, in the long run, the 

interaction of land-use abandonment with climate change at equilibrium also shifted the areas 

of highest invasion risk spatially, restricting the areas suitable for the maximum number of 

aliens to lower altitudes at the periphery of the ENP.  

Overall, we showed that interacting agents of global change in combination with the 

responses of the native vegetation can have unforeseen effects on both the temporal dynamics 

and final distributions of alien plants in mountains. By accounting jointly for several main 

agents of anthropogenic environmental change, we illustrate invasion opportunities driven by 

the interactions between climate change and other human-caused changes (i.e. land-use 

abandonment and increased propagule pressure). Our results also highlight the importance of 

accounting for often-neglected biotic interactions with the resident vegetation, including the 

potential facilitating effects of range-expanding natives and the relaxation of biotic resistance 

from declining alpine species. 

Finally, pre-adaptation to severe abiotic conditions might promote future invasions of 

newly introduced ornamental plants into touristically-developing mountains (McDougall et 

al., 2005; Pauchard et al., 2009; Kueffer et al., 2013). We tested this idea in the ENP for a set 
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of functional groups of ornamental plants that already have a naturalization history in high 

altitudes of other mountain ranges. Our simulations showed that, if introduced, large areas of 

the ENP would be suitable for the establishment of these alien ornamentals under different 

future scenarios. Though we cannot quantitatively compare the final area of occupancy of 

these ornamental species to that of the already naturalized aliens, because of differences in the 

underlying environmental suitability models, the qualitative response to global change agents 

was informative. For example, we found that pre-adapted ornamental species were very 

strongly favoured by increased propagule pressure at higher elevations (strong propagule 

pressure effect, Fig. 1, Fig. 2). This effect was on average less strong for the already 

naturalized aliens (Fig. 2). Because most alien species to date have been initially introduced 

into lowland habitats, there may be selection against taxa adapted to higher elevations (Becker 

et al., 2005; Marini et al., 2013). In our future scenario in which pre-adapted aliens were 

introduced directly into higher elevations because of increased propagule pressure, this 

“lowland filter” was reduced and invasion risks became much higher than under current 

introduction scenarios (e.g. oH4, Heliotropium arborescens). Further, while ornamental plants 

and already naturalized herbaceous aliens responded to climate and management change in a 

similar way, the ornamentals were less affected by developing forest cover in abandoned 

pastures. This was because they were on average more tolerant to shade and to competition 

(i.e. had higher survival rates and recruitment in competitive environments). This result 

suggests that traits that might typically be selected for in the horticultural trade for alpine 

gardens (e.g. fast growth under limited resources, winter hardiness) might provide a 

competitive advantage for ornamental plants escaping into mountain landscapes under future 

land use transformations (Van Kleunen & Johnson, 2007; Marco et al., 2010; Maurel et al., 

2016). Overall, by relying on both functional traits and climatic envelopes from global ranges, 

we could provide first estimates of suitability of a European mountain region for alien 

ornamental plants that have not yet escaped cultivation, as well as their responses to future 

global change agents. Although these insights are certainly still approximations, they provide 

a basis for putting in place proactive alien species management in mountain environments.  

 

Threat to native mountain flora and management responses 

Mountainous environments are assumed to be threatened by a suite of ongoing 

environmental changes, but biological invasions are considered to be of less relevance (Sala et 

al., 2000). We have shown that global change factors will reduce the potential of native 
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vegetation in mountains to resist invasion, and that it is a matter of time before alien species 

will spread to higher elevations. Given that the flora of mountains is particularly vulnerable to 

rapid environmental changes due to dispersal-limiting rugged mountain morphology and the 

presence of many range-restricted species (Engler et al., 2011; Thuiller et al., 2014), the 

additional pressure caused by increased biological invasions may have serious long-term 

consequences for mountain biota.  

Contrary to many already highly invaded ecosystems, science and management still have 

the opportunity to act precautionarily in mountain environments. First, limiting the spread of 

existing alien species populations along elevational gradients is an important first 

management goal (Lembrechts et al., 2017). We have shown that if introductions are limited 

or completely stopped, e.g. through appropriate regulations drastically curbing propagule 

pressure, some alien functional groups, such as Ambrosia artemisiifolia or Reynoutria 

japonica, which are highly invasive in other settings, would very quickly be excluded in these 

harsh environments under most future scenarios. However, this was not the case for many 

other groups (e.g. Cedrus atlantica), highlighting the importance of cost-effective early 

management response. One essential tool for precluding future invasions is the close control 

and regulation of pre-adapted ornamental plants in new ski or mountain resorts for amenity 

plantings or revegetation (McDougall et al. 2005). Examples of available policy instruments 

that tackle invasions at different stages of the horticulture supply-chain include pre-border 

import restrictions at a national level for the species most at risk of spreading, post-border 

bans at a local level within the park, voluntary codes of conduct for mountain nurseries and 

those of the surrounding areas, and consumer education towards non-invasive functional 

groups of ornamental plants for mountain gardens and resorts (Hulme et al. submitted). 

In conclusion, using the hybrid dynamic model FATE-HD to simulate plant invasions, we 

predict range expansions for most modelled alien plant species and a shift of the invasion 

front to higher elevations under most future scenarios in the ENP. Climate change and higher 

propagule pressures will be the most significant drivers of increasing invasion risk across 

species. Land-use abandonment in interaction with climate change will open invasion 

opportunities for alien trees at intermediate time-frames. The introduction of well-adapted 

ornamental plants will further increase invasion risks in these environments. However, the 

native vegetation responding to global change can partially mitigate more widespread 

invasions. Our spatially and temporally explicit approach addresses many of the limitations of 

previous works, highlighting the promise of hybrid models for studying alien species and 
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critically assessing the risk of future invasions into mountain environments. It also opens 

many perspectives for future developments, including accounting for species-specific 

introduction pathways of aliens (Wilson et al., 2009) and mutualisms such as animal-

mediated dispersal (Traveset & Richardson, 2014), or modelling additional mechanisms for 

biotic interactions such as competition for nutrient uptake and multi-trophic partners. 
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anisohydric species, 13 

connectance, 18 

diversity 

functional, 10 

phylogenetic, 10 

early warning signals 

critical slowing down, 126 

flickering, 126 

early warning signals, 126 

functional redundancy, 125 

isohydric species, 13 

metaweb, 20 

network robustness, 17 

press-perturbations, 126 

push-perturbations, 126 

resilience, 121 

slow changing variables, 126 

stability, 121 

global stability, 121 

local stability, 121 

woody encroachment, 14 

 


